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Abstract 
Coal seam gas (CSG) drainage could deliver great benefits to mining safety and environmental 
protection by reducing gas-related incidents and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. As mining depth 
inevitably increases, it results in high in situ stress and low coal permeability. As a result, CSG 
drainage practices become increasingly challenging. Most coal seams actually coexist with one or 
several other coal seams, that is, the multilayer coal-seam group. It is beneficial to take into account 
the interaction between adjacent coal seams during the gas drainage engineering design to enhance 
drainage performance. Therefore, in this study, the fully coupled mathematical models, which 
correlate coal permeability with various factors (including the coal mechanical properties, gas 
adsorption/desorption and coal damage), were developed. Then, the coupled permeability model was 
implemented into finite element method numerical simulation to investigate the gas drainage issues 
of the multilayer coal-seam group while considering the coal-seam interaction. Data for the numerical 
model are from a coalmine. The simulation results were validated based on field-test results from the 
suggested coalmine and published results by related scholars. 
 
Specifically, in the multilayer coal-seam group, because mining the overlying coal seam is normally 
much safer due to its smaller burial depth than the underlying seam, the overlying seam normally 
should be mined first to relive the crustal stress of the underlying seam and increase its gas drainage 
efficiency. Before mining the overlying seam, the gas needs to be pre-extracted by adopting 
underground to inseam (UIS) boreholes to guarantee the safety of this seam. Therefore, following 
two aspects are focused on in this study, which are sequentially and intrinsically connected in the 
exploitation process of the multilayer coal-seam group. 
 
1. The UIS borehole gas drainage in the overlying coal seam. Its drainage performance is determined 
by the borehole sealing quality. Meanwhile, the key purpose of borehole sealing is to prevent the 
ventilation air leakage into borehole, which decreases the gas-drainage efficiency. Despite extensive 
anti-leakage method investigations, few studies have focused on spraying air-proof materials on the 
roadway rib and optimizing borehole sealing along the borehole, taking into account the effects of 
sequential excavations of the roadway and borehole on crustal stress variations. Hence, the following 
two aspects were analysed: (a) transient stress and dynamic air-leakage flow fields around the 
drainage borehole affected by successive excavations of the roadway and borehole, and (b) the effects 
of coal properties on air leakage by adopting an integrated approach of the orthogonal design and the 
F-test theory. Results indicated that: (a) four stress areas existed around the roadway, and stress 
distributions around the borehole in those four areas were different from each other, (b) based on 
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different degrees of air leakage, on the roadway rib, there are four air-leakage levels around borehole. 
Meanwhile, four leakage areas along the borehole were identified: free air-leakage area (FAA), semi-
free air-leakage area (SAA), hard air-leakage area (HAA) and virgin air-leakage area (VAA).The 
optimal sealing length should be more than 17 m (exceeding HAA) to prevent air leakage. Air-leakage 
results in (b) are verified mutually with the mechanics outcomes in (a). (c) There is a direct correlation 
between Young's modulus and air leakage, and the impact of Young's modulus is the most significant. 
Poisson's ratio is the next significant factor with an inversely proportional relationship. Porosity is 
found to have the least effect on the leakage. Related outcomes could help figure out the mechanism 
of air leakage and could allow for optimal design of the airproof material spraying area and order and 
borehole sealing, thus providing the scientific basis for determining an appropriate anti-leakage 
method to enhance the UIS drainage performance in the overlying coal seam. 
 
2. The interaction between adjacent coal seams. After an effective UIS gas drainage, the overlying 
coal seam is mined. During this process, the damage-based permeability variation and gas emission 
performance in the underlying seam were investigated, as well as the effects of longwall mining size 
parameters and the interburden properties on the two-seam interaction. Four permeability areas under 
the mining panel were identified: permeability increases greatly in areas I to III (the highest increase 
as over 650 times), and it increases slightly in area IV. This reveals the favourable gas-drainage areas 
under the mining panel and could guide the drainage borehole design. Meanwhile, the coal-seam 
interaction is more intense and the high-permeability increase in the underlying seam is more likely 
to occur when the coal-seam group possesses one or more of the following characteristics: large 
longwall mining size parameters, a small Weibull shape parameter, more soft sublayers in the 
interburden, small interburden Young's modulus and big Poisson's ratio, and small interburden 
thickness. When designing the mining sequence for a coal-seam group with the potential for an 
intense interaction, mining the neighbouring coal seams of the targeted seam first could be an 
effective way to increase its permeability and gas drainage efficiency. 
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Chapter 1 
 Introduction 
 
1.1 Background and motivation 
Coal, a solid combustible mineral resource, plays a significant role in the global economy, particularly 
in developing countries. For coal exploitation, underground mining is widely applied, during which 
a large amount of disasters (e.g. roof collapse, coal and gas outburst, mine fire and dust explosion) 
are likely to occur and cause great losses compared to surface mining. Coal seam gas (CSG) 
represents the gas released through the underground mining process, either from the mined coal seam 
or from other gassy formations near that coal seam (Karacan et al. 2011). Gas-related incidents make 
big percentage of all of the underground mining disasters and pose great danger generally, including, 
for example, coal and gas outburst and gas explosion. Table 1-1 shows several major gas explosions 
in coalmines around world in recent years (United Nations 2010). Particularly as mining depth 
increases, that percentage becomes larger and larger because of the more complicated geological 
condition of gas occurrence, which is reflected mainly in high gas pressure and content, high in situ 
stress, and low coal permeability (Hungerford et al. 2013).  
Table 1-1 Major gas explosions in coalmines around the world. 
Modified from Karacan et al. (2011) and United Nations (2010). 
Country Coal mine Time Fatalities 
China Sunjiawan, Haizhou shaft, Fuxin 14 February, 2005 214 
USA Sago, West Virginia 2 January, 2006 12 
Kazakhstan Lenina, Karaganda 20 September, 2006 43 
Russia Ulyanovskaya, Kemerovo 19 March, 2007 108 
Ukraine Zasyadko, Donetzk 19 November, 2007 80 
USA Upper Big Branch, West Virginia 5 April, 2010 29 
Turkey Karadon, Zonguldak 17 May, 2010 30 
China Jinshangou coal mine, Chongqing 31 October, 2016 33 
 
Therefore, significant attention should be paid to CSG in the deep gas-disaster-prone coal seams, and 
gas must be extracted to a safe level before exploiting the coal to eliminate gas-related incidents and 
guarantee efficient mining processes. Most coal seams actually coexist with one or several other coal 
seams, that is, the multilayer coal-seam group. When designing gas drainage systems for such coal-
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seam groups, the multi-seam interaction should be taken into account to increase coal permeability 
and drainage efficiency. Therefore, this study focuses on the interaction between adjacent coal seams, 
and its beneficial guidance on gas drainage order and design to enhance drainage performance. 
 
1.2 Statement of problem 
Related scholars have extensively investigated the interactions between adjacent coal seams 
(Adhikary and Guo 2014a; Adhikary and Guo 2014b; Forster and Enever 1992; Karacan and 
Goodman 2011; Liu et al. 2011b; Palchik 2005; Schatzel et al. 2012). From the perspective of coal-
seam interaction, there are two types of coal seams in a multilayer coal-seam group: the first-mined 
coal seam and the relieved coal seam. As its name suggests, the first-mined seam is mined first. Then, 
the crustal stress in the roof strata and floor strata of the first-mined seam is relieved substantially, 
resulting in an increase in the coal permeability of the adjacent coal seams (Karacan 2009; Liu et al. 
2011b). Hence, those adjacent coal seams can be defined as the relieved coal seams. On the basis of 
this definition, two interaction relationships can be seen: (1) the relieved coal seam is above the first-
mined seam; and (2) the relieved coal seam is under the first-mined seam.  
 
Among the multiple coal seams, mining the overlying coal seam first is normally much safer than the 
underlying seam because of its smaller burial depth, as well as the ability to maintain rock stability 
around the underlying seam. Thus, the overlying seam should be mined first, which could relive the 
crustal stress of the underlying seam, thus increasing its gas drainage efficiency. Meanwhile, before 
mining the overlying coal seam, gas in the seam needs to be pre-extracted using underground to 
inseam (UIS) boreholes to guarantee the mining safety of this seam (Black and Aziz 2008). After 
good gas drainage, the overlying coal seam will be mined, during which time gas from the underlying 
seam will be released and emitted upward. Cross-measure boreholes could be drilled to capture the 
released gas, aiming to reduce the amount of gas emitted and to guarantee the mining safety of the 
underlying seam. Therefore, this study concentrates on the UIS borehole drainage in the overlying 
coal seam, the interaction between adjacent coal seams and its effect on gas emission and drainage 
performance in the underlying coal seam. Aforementioned researches are connected sequentially and 
intrinsically in the exploitation process of the multilayer coal-seam group. 
 
UIS borehole drainage performance in the overlying coal seam is determined by the borehole sealing 
quality. The key task of borehole sealing is to prevent the ventilation air leakage into borehole. A 
large number of investigations have been conducted on drainage borehole sealing to prevent 
ventilation air leakage, including improving sealing materials, devices, and processes (Hebblewhite 
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et al. 1982; Liu et al. 2014; Noack 1998), and to block coal fractures around boreholes (Hu et al. 
2014; Hu et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2009). Note, however, that few studies have 
focused on spraying airproof materials on the roadway rib or on optimizing borehole sealing to 
prevent leakage, and they have not considered the effects of sequential excavations of roadways and 
boreholes on crustal stress variations. Additionally, current studies have not considered the impact of 
gas sorption or desorption on the permeability of leakage flow, which could result in the inaccurate 
evaluation of air leakage. Therefore, a coupled mathematical model correlating permeability with 
coal mechanical changes and gas adsorption or desorption should be developed, which is adopted to 
simulate air leakage during gas drainage, guiding air-leakage prevention and maximizing UIS 
borehole drainage performance. 
 
Extensive studies on the interaction between adjacent coal seams have been conducted from the 
perspectives of rock deformation, mechanics characteristics, and permeability variation. Few 
permeability models, however, have considered the coal-damage effect, and previous permeability-
variation analyses seldom have considered mining-induced coal damage, which results in 
permeability underestimation. In fact, the longwall panel dimensions are always very large (e.g., a 
panel width of 442 m and length of 3456 m in Schatzel et al. (2012)), which would cause severe coal 
damage around the overlying mining panel. Furthermore, coal damage could cause significant 
permeability increases through the coal-dilatancy phenomenon (Palmer and Mansoori 1998), 
particularly in coal with post-peak stress, in which case a large amount of cracks propagate and 
interconnect (Xue et al. 2015). Therefore, to better reveal the coal-seam interaction, the impact of the 
damage on adjacent mining-induced permeability variation should not be ignored. Additionally, gas 
will be released and emitted upward from the underlying seam during the mining of the overlying 
seam. This gas emission is also part of the seam interaction and should be analysed. 
 
1.3 Research scope and significance 
 
In this study, the research object is a multilayer coal-bearing rock group in a specific coalmine, 
including two adjacent coal seams. The UIS gas drainage in the overlying coal seam and the 
interaction between two adjacent coal seams were investigated (Figure 1-1): 
 
 Enhancement of UIS borehole drainage performance in the overlying coal seam is essential. 
To prevent ventilation air leakage into borehole and improve the borehole sealing quality, the 
transient stress and dynamic air-leakage flow fields around the drainage borehole were 
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analysed considering the successive excavations of roadways and boreholes. Additionally, the 
effects of coal properties on the leakage were investigated using an integrated approach of the 
orthogonal design method and the F-test theory. Outcomes should allow for the optimal design 
of the spraying area and order and borehole sealing, thus providing a scientific basis for an 
integrated anti-air-leakage method, including spraying airproof materials on the roadway wall 
and sealing boreholes effectively to prevent ventilation air leakage and maximize methane 
(CH4) drainage performance. This study, however, will not focus on blocking coal fractures 
around the borehole. 
 Interaction between adjacent coal seams was analysed from perspectives of damage-based 
permeability variation and gas emission performance. Sensitivity analyses on the two-seam 
interaction were also conducted from similar perspectives, including the longwall mining size 
parameters of the first-mined seam and the interburden properties. These results will guide 
cross-measure borehole layout and prevent the released gas from emitting into the overlying 
working face. 
 
 
Figure 1-1. Research framework diagram of this thesis. 
 
This study connects gas drainage in the multilayer coal-seam group with the interaction between 
neighbouring coal seams. This connection is of significance to the determination of appropriate gas 
drainage order and design, and thus could increase gas drainage efficiency and guarantee coal mining 
safety and productivity. Meanwhile, the greenhouse effect of coalmine CH4 is more than 20 times 
greater than carbon dioxide (CO2) (in a period of 100 years); its negative impact on the ozone layer 
is 7 times greater than CO2 (Warmuzinski 2008). CH4, however, can be used as a clean energy after 
being captured through gas drainage. Hence, good gas drainage is also a practical and effective 
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method to deliver greater environmental benefits by reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and 
increasing the supply of a valuable clean gas resource (Kirchgessner et al. 2002; Zheng et al. 2016). 
 
1.4 Aim and objectives 
The aim of this study is to improve the gas drainage engineering process, taking into account the 
interaction between adjacent coal seams during coal mining, to enhance drainage performance in the 
multilayer coal-seam group. To achieve this aim, a coupled numerical simulation model using finite 
element software was developed and implemented. The detailed objectives are as follows, which, to 
best of the author’s knowledge, are original contributions to the investigation on coal-seam 
interactions and gas drainage: 
 
 To develop a fully coupled model correlating coal permeability with coal mechanical 
properties, gas sorption/desorption to simulate ventilation air leakage in the overlying coal 
seam. 
 To characterise the mechanics and flow fields around UIS drainage borehole in the overlying 
coal seam considering sequential excavations of the roadway and borehole. 
 To analyse the effects of coal properties on ventilation air leakage into the borehole. 
 To determine the damage-based permeability variation and gas emission performance under 
the overlying coal seam. 
 To evaluate the impacts of the longwall mining size parameters in the overlying seam and the 
interburden properties on the interaction between neighbouring coal seams. 
 
1.5 Overview of thesis 
To achieve above research objectives, FEM numerical simulation was conducted. The simulation-
model establishment was based on a real coalmine, including the coal-bearing model structure and its 
properties. Simulation results are validated by the field-testing results in the coalmine and already 
published research results obtained from field/lab testing and numerical simulation by related scholars. 
This thesis consists of seven chapters, and contents of each chapter are as follows: 
 
Chapter 1 is this introduction chapter, in which, the background and motivation of this study on coal 
seam interaction and gas drainage in the multilayer coal seam group are introduced. Then the research 
scope and significance, aim and objectives and outline of this thesis are provided. 
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Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are both literature review chapters. In Chapter 2, the coal seam gas drainage 
in multilayer coal seam group is reviewed. Firstly, the gas generation and storage characteristics are 
discussed, then the gas emission in the underground coal mine, including the emission sources, 
emission estimation methods and the factors affecting emission. Secondly, three gas drainage 
methods of SIS gas drainage, UIS gas drainage and the cross-measure borehole drainage are reviewed 
from perspectives of borehole design and functions. The UIS gas drainage borehole design and 
sealing are particularly emphasized. Finally, the multi-seam interaction during coal mining and its 
effect on gas drainage design for enhancing drainage performance are concentrated on.  
 
Coal permeability is a measure of the ability for fluids to flow through coal structures. It largely 
affects the gas flow in the numerical simulation of this thesis. In Chapter 3, firstly the coal structures 
including pores, matrix and cleats which provide the physical basis of permeability model 
development are analysed. Then current permeability models are reviewed from four perspectives of 
stress/sorption-based models, stress & sorption-based models, anisotropic models and damage-based 
models. 
 
In Chapter 4, ventilation air leakage into UIS gas drainage borehole in the overlying coal seam are 
focused on. In this chapter, a coupled mathematical model incorporating coal permeability with coal 
mechanical properties and gas adsorption/desorption is developed and then implemented into a Finite 
Element software. Following two aspects are mainly investigated: (1) characteristics of mechanics 
and flow fields around the UIS drainage borehole affected by sequential excavations of roadway and 
borehole. Meanwhile, field-testing data of the suggested coalmine is adopted for the simulation results 
validation; and (2) the effects of coal properties on the air leakage. This is realized through an 
integrated approach of the orthogonal design method and the F-test theory. 
 
The interaction between neighbouring coal seams during mining is beneficial to guide the gas 
drainage borehole layout for the drainage-performance enhancement. In Chapter 5, the interaction 
between adjacent coal seams are studied from the perspectives of damage-based permeability 
variation under the mining area and the gas emission performance in the underlying coal seam. 
Meanwhile, applications of coal-seam interaction on the cross-measure gas drainage borehole design 
are discussed to reduce gas emissions into the overlying mining area. 
 
Chapter 6 explores the effects of longwall mining size parameters in the overlying coal seam 
(including the panel width, panel height and the panel advance distance) and the interburden 
properties (including the Weibull shape parameter of interburden, the combinations of interburden 
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sublayers, the combinations of interburden Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio and the interburden 
thickness) on the interaction between adjacent coal seams, from perspectives of damage-based 
permeability variation in the relieved underlying coal seam, as well as the gas drainage and gas 
emission performance. 
 
In Chapter 7, the conclusions and recommendations for future work are provided. 
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Chapter 2  
 Coal seam gas drainage in the multilayer coal seam group 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a broad review of CSG drainage in multilayer coal seam group. Multiple related 
aspects are reviewed: first, the gas generation and storage characteristics are focused on, and then on 
gas emissions in underground coalmine, including the emission sources, emission estimation methods, 
and the factors affecting emission. Three gas drainage techniques for reducing gas emissions and 
guaranteeing mining safety are discussed from the perspectives of borehole design and the function 
of each drainage method. In particular, the UIS gas drainage borehole design and sealing are 
emphasized. Finally, the multi-seam interaction during coal mining and its effect on gas drainage 
order and design are reviewed to enhance drainage performance. 
 
2.2 Gas generation and storage 
2.2.1 Gas generation 
Gas is generated in the coalification process. The two main sources of gas are biogenic and 
thermogenic, as shown in Figure 2-1 (Moore 2012). Normally, the thermogenically derived gas 
content in coal is higher than the content of biogenic gas (typically less than 6 m3/t). In a specific 
basin, the biogenic gas is more likely to occur in the shallow coal beds, whereas more thermogenic 
gas occurs in deep coal beds (Hackley et al. 2009). Microscopic organisms exist widely in coal and 
play a significant role in the generation of biogenic gas. The simplified generation process is shown 
in Figure 2-2. It is evident that bacteria initiate the fragmentation process of the coal macromolecules 
mainly from fermentation and anaerobic oxidation. Then, the archaea finally generate the CH4 (Moore 
2012). This gas generation process is affected by related environmental factors. Through lab 
experiments, Green et al. (2008) found that the biogenic gas amount is related to the temperature, pH 
value, and the surface area. The surface area is proportional to CH4 production, and CH4 production 
in the lab increased by 300% when the temperature increased from 22°C to 38°C, whereas it increased 
by 680% when the pH value decreased from 7.4 to 6.4. Papendick et al. (2011) discovered that the 
microbes became more active with an increase in both surface area and hydrogen content, and thus 
more CH4 was produced. Thermogenic gas occurred when the vitrinite reflectance of coal reached 
about 0.5~0.6% (high volatile bituminous) (Clayton 1998). The higher the coal rank, the more 
thermogenic gas was generated. Moreover, the thermogenic gas content in high-rank coals generally 
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was higher than the content of biogenic gas. Two reasons explained this: (1) the gas-holding capacity 
of high-rank coal was greater, and (2) devolatilisation in high-rank coal generated more gas 
kinematically. 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Relationship between biogenic and thermogenic gas generation and the coal rank, 
vitrinite reflectance, moisture and coalification processes (Moore 2012). 
 
 
Figure 2-2. Schematic diagram of biogenic gas generation in coal (Moore 2012; Strapoc et al. 
2008). 
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2.2.2 Gas adsorption and desorption 
In coal, more than 95% of total gas content is stored in matrix in the form of adsorption, whereas 
other gas exists in the pores with various scales or coal cleats that are either free or solute (Gray 1987; 
Harpalani and Ouyang 1999). Gas adsorption in the underground coal is maintained by reservoir 
pressure, which mainly comes from the hydrostatic head (Busch and Gensterblum 2011). When coal 
is removed from the underground coal seam (i.e., the hydrostatic pressure becomes zero), gas begins 
to desorb out of the coal. This phenomenon is gas desorption. Gas adsorption and desorption are 
important coal properties and largely affect gas drainage. 
 
First, regarding the adsorption. Various methods have been adopted to conduct coal adsorption tests: 
gravimetric or volumetric (Busch and Gensterblum 2011; Krooss et al. 2002; Levine 1993). The 
adsorption isotherm test is basic and could reveal the maximum gas-holding ability of coal at different 
reservoir pressures when the temperature is fixed. Figure 2-3 shows the typical gas-adsorption 
measurement results. It can be seen that the gas pressure first increased with increased CH4 adsorption 
content until it gradually reached the maximum value. The relationship between the pressure and 
adsorption content generally follows the Langmuir equation (Langmuir 1918): 
 𝑉 =
𝐺𝐿×𝑝
𝑝+𝑃𝐿
 (2-1) 
 
where 𝑉 is the gas adsorption content corresponding to a particular pressure; 𝐺𝐿  is the Langmuir 
volume constant, which is the gas volume when the gas pressure becomes infinite; 𝑃𝐿 is the Langmuir 
pressure constant, which corresponds to the adsorption content of 𝐺𝐿/2; and 𝑝 is gas pressure. 
 
Figure 2-3. Typical result of the gas adsorption isotherm test (Su et al. 2017). 
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The adsorption isotherm is sensitive to coal temperature and moisture (Bustin and Bustin 2008; 
Crosdale et al. 2008) and it is highly related to the coal rank (normally, a high rank means high gas-
holding capacity). Thus, coal rank affects the shape of the adsorption curve. When the coal rank is 
high, the curve is like the one shown in Figure 2-3, first increasing quickly before reaching a plateau 
at high pressure. In contrast, for the low-rank coal, the curve is more likely to be always flat during 
the pressure increase. Note, however, that the adsorption curves of different coal samples from one 
coal seam could be quite different because of possible measurement errors and the complexity of coal 
structures. For example, Mares et al. (2009) conducted adsorption isotherm tests on 10 coal samples 
from the Jasper-1 well. Their curves, however, showed apparent differences, even though the coal 
characteristics among the samples were similar (see Figure 2-4). 
 
Figure 2-4. Gas adsorption curves of 10 Jasper-1 coal samples with similar coal characteristics 
(Mares et al. 2009). 
 
Gas desorption is the opposite process of adsorption. Many studies on gas desorption and 
measurements have been conducted (Barker et al. 2002; Diamond and Levine 1981; Diamond and 
Schatzel 1998; Kim 1977; Kim and Douglas 1973; Stricker et al. 2006). Normally, the desorption 
measurement procedure is as follows: the coal samples are obtained from the coal seam, after which 
they are placed in a leakage-proof canister that is as big as the coal sample. Then, the coal is brought 
to a lab, where the gas desorbed over time is measured. During the measurement, three parts of gas 
should be considered: lost gas (Q1), measured gas (Q2), and residual gas (Q3) (Moore 2012). Lost gas 
denotes the gas that possibly is lost from the moment the coal sample leaves the reservoir to the time 
at which it is put in a leak-proof canister. Measured gas is the desorbed gas in the canister, and it is 
always measured by a manometer. After the coal sample is fully desorbed, it is moved out of the 
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canister. At this point, the gas in the coal is the residual gas. To further measure residual gas, the coal 
normally will be crushed to particles around 250 μm (Moore 2012). Then, residual gas is measured 
using a manometer or other equipment. 
 
2.3 Gas emissions 
2.3.1 Emission sources 
A large amount of gas is emitted during the underground mining process, which decreases mining 
productivity and threatens safety. Mucho et al. (2000) summarized that gas is mainly emitted from 
following three sources: (1) from the active longwall working face and coal mass on the conveyer 
belts; (2) from the ribs, which are exposed in the ventilation air; (3) from the subsided strata. Normally, 
the gas pressure of unmined coal is much larger than the ventilation air pressure. Thus, gas emission 
occurs as a result of pressure differences. Even though this gas emission likely will reduce over time, 
it is still an important source of the CH4 in ventilation air. Gas from the subsided strata refers to the 
caved and fractured overburden rock in the goaf area. Permeability of this area could increase 
hundreds to thousands of times (Adhikary and Guo 2014b; Karacan and Goodman 2010; Schatzel et 
al. 2012). Significant gas releases from the overburden rock then flows through the high-permeability 
goaf area. 
 
Furthermore, on the basis of our research experience, two other sources of gas emissions should be 
noted: the damaged floor rock strata and the surrounding rock layers. The floor rock strata experiences 
stress relief and damage in the process of longwall mining, even though the damage degree is less 
than that experienced by the overburden strata. Then, gas previously in the floor rock strata inevitably 
is released to the working face. Additionally, gas in the surrounding rock layers above the subsided 
overburden strata or under the damaged floor strata could flow through the mining-induced 
permeability increase area (Karacan et al. 2012). Ultimately, this gas could reach the working face 
and mining goaf. 
 
2.3.2 Emission estimation methods 
Due to complex and unpredictable mining conditions and various gas emission sources, it is 
challenging to accurately estimate the amount of gas emitted. This emission needs to be predicted to 
guide the ventilation system design and ensure mining safety. Thus, the following emission estimation 
methods have been proposed to describe the relationship between gas emission, gas content, and coal 
production by adopting the multilinear regression method (Kirchgessner et al. 1993): 
 𝑄(𝑦) = 1.08 × 107(𝐶𝑃 × 𝐶𝐶) + 31.44 − 26.76(𝐷𝑉) (2-2) 
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where 𝑄(𝑦) represents the average gas emission for one year; 𝐶𝑃 represents the coal production in a 
year; 𝐶𝐶 is the CH4 content of coal; and 𝐷𝑉 denotes the dummy variable, which is 1 when 𝐶𝑃 × 𝐶𝐶 
is less than 7.6× 105 and otherwise equals 0. 
 
From this equation, it is evident that the amount of gas emitted increases with an increase in coal 
production and gas content. Note that the 𝑄(𝑦) is not 0 at the start of coal mining, because the gas 
emission already has occurred when mining begins, even though it is at a low rate. 
 
According to the concept that gas emission is related to different coal mining stages and various gas-
extraction and mining methods, Grebski (1975) developed the following mathematical model: 
 
 𝑄(𝑦) =
𝑔
𝐶𝐴
∗ [(∑ 𝐶𝑦+10 )
𝑚
+ 1 − (∑ 𝐶𝑦0 )
𝑚
+ 1] (2-3) 
 
where 𝑄(𝑦) represents the gas emission amount in the y year; 𝐶𝐴 denotes the coal output of one 
recent year; 𝐶 is the coal output from the start to the year y; y denotes the production years of the 
coalmine; and 𝑔 and 𝑚 are two coefficients that are closely related to the geological and mining 
conditions. Note that this approach focuses on the relationship between coal output and the emission 
amount and that related coefficients are determined based on empirical or practical mining data. 
 
Some researchers have estimated emissions from the perspective of gas emission sources. Generally, 
gas emissions into mining working faces are mainly from the mined coal seam and its neighbouring 
rock layers (Lunarzewski and Battino 1983). The previous statement could be described as follows 
(Lunarzewski 1998): 
 
 𝑆𝐺𝐸 = 𝑄𝑀 + (∑𝑓𝐺𝐶 ∗ 𝑓𝐷𝐶 ∗ 𝑓𝑇𝐴 ∗ 𝑇𝑀−1 + ∑𝑟𝐺𝐶 ∗ 𝑟𝐷𝐶 ∗ 𝑟𝑇𝐴 ∗ 𝑇𝑀−1) (2-4) 
 
where 𝑆𝐺𝐸 is the gas emission amount of every ton of coal during mining; 𝑄𝑀 represents the gas 
amount emitted from the mined seam; 𝐺𝐶 is the gas content in the overlying strata or the underlying 
strata; 𝐷𝐶 is the degassing coefficient or the strata relaxation factor in the overlying strata or the 
underlying strata; 𝑇𝐴 is the thickness of adjacent strata containing gas, while 𝑇𝑀 is the thickness of 
mined seam; and 𝑟  (roof) and 𝑓  (floor) represent the overlying strata and underlying strata, 
respectively. 
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The previous three methods are all empirical methods used to estimate gas emissions. They are 
convenient to use, but their estimation accuracy could be improved. Therefore, Dougherty and Özgen 
Karacan (2011) developed a modular software suit called Methane Control and Prediction (MCP). 
MCP aims to solve the CH4-related issues during longwall mining. Version 1.3 has four modules 
(Figure 2-5): (1) prediction of the rock’s dynamic elastic properties; (2) prediction of ventilation 
emissions during longwall mining; (3) selection of the appropriate degasification system for the 
targeted coal seam; and (4) evaluation of the productivity of gob gas ventholes. This software could 
provide emission-prediction results based on input mining-operation data, including the longwall 
panel parameters, productivity, gas parameters, and rock strata characteristics. 
 
Figure 2-5. Model-selection window of the MCP software suit (Dougherty and Özgen Karacan 
2011). 
2.3.3 Factors affecting emission 
Due to various gas sources, gas emission is affected by multiple factors, including coal properties, 
geological conditions, and mining-process parameters. It is widely accepted that different coal types 
have different gas-generation and storage capacities (i.e., gas content) (Beaton et al. 2006; Karacan 
and Mitchell 2003). The vitrinite-rich, bright coals normally possess a greater gas adsorption ability 
than the inertinite-rich rank-equivalent coals (Karacan et al. 2011). The amount of gas emitted is 
correlated positively with gas content as well as coal rank. For instance, the relationship between the 
amount of emissions during mining and the gas content in Australian coalmines is shown in Figure 
2-6 (Saghafi et al. 1997). Fitting analysis results showed that the mining emission rate rose with an 
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increase in the in situ gas content. The emission rate was about 4.2 times that of the gas content. 
Except for the mined coal, the emitted gas could also come from the gas-containing adjacent rock 
layers. A similar relationship was observed by Kissell et al. (1973) in which gas emissions in the 
United States coalmines were studied, and the gas emission was approximately seven times that of 
the gas content value. The differences between the emission rates in Australia and the United States 
(4.2 times and 7 times, respectively) could be attributed to different mining methods and geological 
characteristics of the coal in those two countries.  
 
Coal permeability is an important parameter that also controls the gas flow in the coal seam. Thus, it 
also plays an important role in gas emission. Generally, higher permeability is beneficial for gas 
leakage and gas drainage. More gas could leak into adjacent seams or be drained out during gas 
drainage before mining. Therefore, gas emissions in the mining process may be small. In contrast, 
when coal permeability is very low, the majority of gas may be released only during the mining 
process rather than during degasification. Since mining activities are always intense, they could 
induce coal damage and greatly increase permeability. Thus, the amount of gas emitted is higher. The 
performance of gas emission also is affected by the coal-seam depth. As the depth becomes deeper, 
gas pressure will increase along with the gas content (Kim 1977). Meanwhile, deeper mining depth 
means a heavier overburden; thus, the overburden strata will experience greater disturbance during 
longwall mining. The range of caved and fractured zones around the mining panel may increase, and 
the degree of damage also could rise. As a result, more gas is emitted into the mining area from the 
overlying strata for the deeper mining depth (Karacan 2008). 
 
Figure 2-6. Relationship between gas emission and gas content (Karacan et al. 2011; Saghafi et al. 
1997). 
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Geological factors and features strongly affect the performance of gas emission, including 
stratigraphy, tectonics, and characteristics of the gas occurrence (Karacan et al. 2011). Many 
researchers have reported that abnormal gas emissions occur because of the various geological 
features, such as faults, clay veins, permeability-facies variations, and localized coal-seam shearing 
and folding (Beamish and Crosdale 1998; Li 2001; Li et al. 2003; Ulery 2006). Abnormal emissions 
could result in an area of high gas concentration in the roadway and other potential hazards. For 
instance, faults have always been regarded as the gas flow conduits from neighbouring strata to the 
mining working area (Karacan et al. 2011). Thus, intense gas emissions and coal and gas outbursts 
are more likely to happen at the working face and should be given special attention when longwall 
mining encounters the faults. As shown in Figure 2-7, Karacan et al. (2008) numerically investigated 
the impact of an impermeable fault on the amount of gas emission and water inflow during mining. 
In their study, the vertical borehole degasification in the coal seam was conducted before mining. 
Three fault cases were tested in the simulation, and the distances between the fault and borehole were 
114 m, 343 m, and 572 m. Results showed that the gas emission and water inflow amount decreased 
after the mining face passed the fault. The degasification in the coal between the borehole and fault 
was better than the coal on the other side of the fault. Therefore, the fault could be regarded as a 
barrier, which prevented the gas from flowing to the borehole. Note that if the mining direction is 
opposite to the current direction, the gas emission and gas flow can increase suddenly when the 
mining encounters the fault. If the ventilation capacity is inadequate, dangerous gas-related incidents 
could occur. 
 
 
Figure 2-7. Numerical analysis of the influence of an impermeable fault on gas emission and water 
inflow during mining after degasification using vertical borehole (Karacan et al. 2008). 
 
A large amount of gas is emitted when the coal is cut and broken during the mining process. Therefore, 
in one specific coal seam, the amount of gas emitted normally should be proportional to the mining 
productivity and the mining panel sizes, including length, width, height, and cutting depth (Figure 
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2-8). Many gas incidents occur because of constant high mining productivity, as high productivity 
could increase the rate of gas emissions and aggravate the burden on the ventilation system. Once the 
gas concentration in a working face exceeds the safety level, gas incidents are likely to occur. For the 
coal-mining panel size, the larger the sizes are, the more coal is mined out. Thus, more gas is emitted 
from the working face and the gob area. Meanwhile, a larger mining area also could induce more 
intense disturbances in the adjacent strata, and then gas emissions from adjacent areas also become 
more severe. 
 
 
Figure 2-8. Schematic diagram of a longwall mining system (Karacan 2008). 
 
For gas emissions from the overlying fractured zone or the gassy underlying layers of the mining 
panel, the distance to the coal seam largely affects the degree of gas emission (Noack 1998). Studies 
have indicated that the gas-emission level in a certain area could be seen as a function of its distance 
to the mining working face (Figure 2-9). The closer the emission is to the mining panel, the higher 
the degree of gas emission. 
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Figure 2-9. Gas emission degree around longwall mining area (Karacan and Goodman 2011; Noack 
1998). 
 
2.4 Gas drainage techniques and benefits  
Gas drainage is an effective way to decrease the gas content, and thus reduce gas emissions. It plays 
a positive role in guaranteeing mining safety and delivering environmental benefits by decreasing 
CH4 emission into the atmosphere. There are multiple gas drainage methods. This section categorised 
the drainage methods into three types based on the borehole trajectory: surface to inseam (SIS) gas 
drainage, UIS gas drainage, and cross-measure borehole gas drainage. The borehole design and 
functions of each drainage type are analysed and the benefits of gas drainage are discussed. Noack 
(1998) analysed four types of drainage boreholes: cross-measure boreholes from the surface with 
hydro-fractures, parallel in-seam boreholes, in-seam fan boreholes, and cross-measure boreholes 
below the surface (Figure 2-10). Following this section’s drainage-method classification, the first 
type of borehole is SIS gas drainage. The second and third boreholes are UIS gas drainage, and the 
fourth is the cross-measure borehole gas drainage. 
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Figure 2-10. Schematic diagram of multiple gas drainage methods (Noack 1998). 
 
2.4.1 SIS gas drainage  
In the SIS borehole drainage method, the borehole is drilled from the surface to the targeted coal 
seam, sometimes by adopting hydro-fracturing to increase coal permeability, and thus drainage 
performance. On the basis of the permeability value of the targeted coal seam, four SIS well 
completion strategies are determined by Palmer (2010). As shown in Figure 2-11, four permeability 
areas were divided by the three benchmark values of 3 md, 20 md and 100 md. 
 
The SIS well completion in coal for each permeability area can be applied as follows:  
1. In tight coal (permeability being less than 3 md), multilateral wells or microholes could be 
adopted. Specifically, multilateral could be trilateral, quadrilateral (Figure 2-12), or pinnate 
(Figure 2-13). The pinnate well has been used successfully in coal beds of the Appalachian 
Basin and in some western states of the United States (Karacan et al. 2011; Spafford 2007). 
In this method, the less complicated vertical well from the surface is combined with the 
horizontal drainage boreholes, which normally have high productivity. This method generally 
increases the permeability of the entire drainage area and achieves high gas drainage 
efficiency. One obvious advantage of this method is that gas production can continue even if 
one or several lateral wells stop production for multiple reasons, such as collapse or blocking. 
 
2. In low-permeability coal (permeability ranging from 3 md to 20 md), the single lateral well 
or standard fractures could be used. This method is used mostly in the commercial United 
States Coal Bed Methane (CBM) plays (Palmer 2010). 
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Figure 2-11. Permeability bands and the SIS well completion strategies based on it (Palmer 2010). 
 
 
Figure 2-12. Schematic diagram of the quadrilateral drilling pattern (Palmer 2010). 
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Figure 2-13. Schematic diagram of the pinnate drilling method (Spafford 2007). 
 
3. In high-permeability coal (permeability ranging from 20 md to 100 md), the drilling method 
should include cavities or SIS horizontal wells or high-perm fractures. The cavity completions 
are related closely to well blowouts. The SIS horizontal wells, as shown in Figure 2-14, mainly 
are put forward and used in Australia. The horizontal well intersects a vertical production well 
with an installed PCP pump (Field 2004).  
 
4. For ultra-high-permeability coal (more than 100 md), under-ream or cavities methods are 
suitable. 
 
 
Figure 2-14. Schematic diagram of the surface to inseam horizontal wells (Palmer 2010). 
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2.4.2 UIS gas drainage 
In UIS drainage, the inseam borehole is drilled from the roadway in coal. Applying this drainage 
method before coal exploitation plays a significant role in reducing coal and gas outburst, enhancing 
coal-mining productivity, and providing clean energy while also reducing GHG emission, particularly 
when mining coal with high gas content and low permeability (Hungerford et al. 2013; Karacan et al. 
2007; Noack 1998). 
 
2.4.2.1 Borehole design and application 
As shown in Figure 2-15, for the UIS drainage method, the borehole should first be drilled normally. 
Then, a drainage pipe should be inserted into the borehole and its external end should be connected 
to the gas-drainage main pipe, which is under a negative suction pressure. After this connection is 
made, a short section of the borehole should be sealed near the borehole opening by taking advantage 
of various sealing materials, such as cement and other materials (Karacan et al. 2011). Finally, with 
the help of negative suction pressure, free CH4 is extracted first from the coal seam, during which 
time the absorbed CH4 desorbs and supplies the gas source of drainage. 
 
 
Figure 2-15. Schematic diagram of gas drainage via UIS boreholes. (a) Methane drainage using 
horizontal boreholes, and (b) profile K-K in (a). Modified from Xia et al. (2014). 
 
Before 1980, the UIS drainage borehole was relatively short, typically 25 m to 40 m in front of the 
working face without any applied suction, and the borehole diameter ranged from 43 mm to 100 mm 
(Black and Aziz 2008). The first complete and routine UIS borehole pre-drainage in Australia was 
conducted at the West Cliff Colliery in 1980. Since then, the drilling equipment has developed from 
simple directional rotary drilling rigs to technically advanced drilling units that can realize much 
longer drilling (more than 1600 m) accurately (Black and Aziz 2008; Hebblewhite et al. 1982), as 
shown in Figure 2-16.  
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Figure 2-16. Related drilling equipment. (a) Kempe U4-450 drill rig, and (b) DGS for directional 
drilling (Hungerford et al. 2013). 
 
These advances in drilling technology, particularly the directional drilling, provide for multiple 
drilling patterns, including the simple parallel drilling pattern, candelabra drilling pattern (Wynne 
2002), fan drilling pattern (Eade 2002), and a combination pattern. The parallel drilling pattern is 
shown in Figure 2-15, and the other three patterns are shown in Figure 2-17. The parallel drilling 
pattern is used widely because of its relatively low requirements for drilling equipment and techniques 
compared with the other drilling patterns. Karacan et al. (2007) numerically analysed the gas drainage 
benefits of different drilling patterns in the longwall mining panel (Figure 2-18), and the results 
showed that dual and trilateral boreholes had better drainage performance than fewer shorter 
horizontal boreholes parallel to the working face. Thus, the former drainage patterns are more 
effective in shielding the safe advancing of roadway and in reducing gas emissions during longwall 
mining. 
 
Figure 2-17. Schematic diagram of three drilling patterns. (a) Candelabra drilling pattern, (b) fan 
drilling pattern, and (c) combination pattern (Hungerford et al. 2013). 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 2-18. Different in-seam horizontal gas drainage borehole patters in a longwall mining panel 
(Karacan et al. 2007). 
 
As stated, Noack (1998) also analysed UIS borehole drainage and summarised two frequently used 
drilling patterns: fan-shape and parallel drilling (Figure 2-10). Additionally, he also introduced the 
sealing practice used in Germany (Figure 2-19). On the basis of coal permeability and applied suction 
pressure, the casing length of the borehole should be between 10 m and 20 m. The casing material 
should be preferred to plastic tubes, because it is convenient for the subsequent coalmining activities. 
Polyurethane foam is always used to seal the annular space between the borehole wall and the casing. 
Finally, the borehole is connected to the gas drainage pipe in the roadway. 
 
Figure 2-19. Schematic diagram of UIS gas drainage borehole sealing and connection (Noack 
1998). 
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To achieve better gas drainage performance, many investigations have been conducted on optimizing 
UIS borehole design. Taking advantage of an orthogonal test, Wen et al. (2013) investigated the 
effects of borehole length, diameter, and angle on coal stress relief around the borehole, and similar 
work was conducted by Lan et al. (2013) using RFPA software. Their results showed that the degree 
of stress relief is proportional to borehole length and diameter, and the borehole angle should be based 
on the anisotropic permeability of coal. Whatever drilling pattern is used, the drainage time is a 
significant parameter when we consider both the effective gas drainage performance for controlling 
gas emission and the high efficiency of mining activities. Aul and Ray (1991) investigated the gas 
drainage performance with respect to different drainage times. They found that gas in targeted 
longwall panels decreased by only 30% after about 2 months of drainage and by 80% after about 10 
months. They suggested that more than 6 months of drainage is necessary to maximise borehole 
drainage performance. In fact, from the perspectives of mining plan and productivity, the life of in-
seam drainage boreholes should not be too long. Normally 6 to 12 months of gas drainage before 
mining is necessary to sufficiently degasify a targeted mining panel (Karacan et al. 2011). Karacan 
et al. (2007) adopted the GEM software and FLAC2D software to establish a numerical model (Figure 
2-20). This model evaluated the influence of UIS horizontal gas drainage borehole configurations, 
borehole spacing, and drainage time on drainage performance in a Pittsburgh coal bed as well as the 
gas emissions in the working face. 
 
 
Figure 2-20. Three dimensional cut-away numerical simulation model (Karacan et al. 2007).  
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Yi et al. (2011) conducted a numerical simulation using FLAC software and found that stress relief 
around the borehole was better in the soft coal than that in the hard coal. Chen et al. (2012) 
numerically analysed the effect of coal-permeability anisotropy on the gas drainage efficiency of 
different coal bed methane well designs. They proposed that the permeability anisotropy ratio 
commonly is affected by coal cleats and the gas drainage process. Anisotropic cleat permeability 
models were derived based on strain and stress changes. 
The strain condition: 
 
 
𝑘𝑓𝑥
𝑘𝑓𝑥0
= (1 +
(1−𝑅𝑚𝑦)
𝜙𝑓𝑦
(∆𝜀𝑦𝑦
∗ − ∆𝜀𝑠𝑦))
3
 (2-5) 
 
𝑘𝑓𝑦
𝑘𝑓𝑦0
= (1 +
(1−𝑅𝑚𝑥)
𝜙𝑓𝑥
(∆𝜀𝑥𝑥
∗ − ∆𝜀𝑠𝑥))
3
 (2-6) 
 
where 𝑘𝑓𝑥, 𝑘𝑓𝑥0 are coal cleat permeability and its initial value in the x direction, respectively; and 
𝑘𝑓𝑦, 𝑘𝑓𝑦0 are permeability values in the y direction; 𝑅𝑚𝑥, 𝑅𝑚𝑦 are the elastic modulus reduction ratio 
in the x and y direction, respectively (Liu et al. 2010); ∅𝑓𝑥, ∅𝑓𝑦 represent the cleat porosity in the x 
and y direction; ∆𝜀𝑥𝑥
∗ , ∆𝜀𝑦𝑦
∗  denote equivalent coal strain change in the x and y direction; and ∆𝜀𝑠𝑥, 
∆𝜀𝑠𝑦 are the strain change caused by gas sorption or desorption in the x and y direction, respectively. 
The stress condition: 
 𝑘𝑓𝑥 = 𝑘𝑓𝑥0𝑒
−3𝑐𝑓𝑦(𝜎𝑦−𝜎𝑦0) (2-7) 
 𝑘𝑓𝑦 = 𝑘𝑓𝑦0𝑒
−3𝑐𝑓𝑥(𝜎𝑥−𝜎𝑥0) (2-8) 
 
where 𝑐𝑓𝑥, 𝑐𝑓𝑦 represent the volume compressibility of cleat in the x and y direction; 𝜎𝑥, 𝜎𝑥0 are coal 
effective stress and the initial one in the x direction, respectively; and 𝜎𝑦, 𝜎𝑦0 are corresponding stress 
values in the y direction. 
 
With the help of FLAC3D software, Li et al. (2011) investigated the influences of parameters, 
including burial depth, coal stress, and horizontal pressure coefficient on borehole stability and came 
up with methods for borehole collapse accordingly. Gentzis and other scholars analysed the stability 
of horizontal gas borehole using laboratory experiments and numerical simulations using FLAC 
software (Gentzis 2009; Gentzis et al. 2009a; Gentzis et al. 2009b). 
 
Issues related to borehole design have been reviewed as noted. Moreover, from the perspective of 
UIS borehole application function, boreholes could be drilled at different places for different purposes 
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(Diamond 1994). Figure 2-21 shows three examples: Borehole A is drilled in front of a mined-out 
area, which could help drain the gas in the active panel, thus decreasing the gas emission from the 
working face and eliminating the outburst threat in this panel. Borehole B is the retreat drilling in the 
adjacent developing panel and for conducting long-term drainage in the developing panel next to the 
active panel, which is beneficial in decreasing the gas emission into the gob area from the adjacent 
developing panel. Borehole C is from the advancing development entries, which is also for draining 
gas in the future panel and could shield the entry development from the gas emission of surrounding 
coal. 
 
Figure 2-21. Schematic diagram of different in-seam borehole positions (Diamond 1994).  
 
In-seam drainage boreholes also can be adopted to shield roadway excavation in the coal seam. As 
gas is drained out of the seam before the roadway development, the outburst threats are eliminated 
and gas emission into the excavation working face is reduced. Thus, the roadway advance rate could 
increase greatly (Bohan 2009; Karacan 2007). Figure 2-22 shows that the advance rate per month 
increases from 450 m to around 800 m after adopting in-seam shielding borehole drainage in the 
roadway-development coal area. The shielding role of this type of drainage is more significant in 
longer roadways than in shorter ones, as the former normally induce more gas emission. 
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Figure 2-22. Effects of in-seam borehole drainage on the gas emission, airflow rate and roadway 
advance rate (Bohan 2009). 
 
2.4.2.2 Borehole sealing 
As stated earlier, during the UIS gas drainage, negative suction pressure is applied to drain the gas 
from coal seam. This could increase the gas drainage efficiency. However, it also causes a pressure 
difference between the drainage borehole and the roadway, which results in the ventilation air leaking 
from the roadway rib into borehole through fractures around borehole (Figure 2-15 (b)) (Hu et al. 
2012; Zhou et al. 2016). Those fractures are caused by the coal damage and dynamic effective stress 
change due to both roadway-borehole excavation and gas extraction. The air leakage will 
consequently decrease the extracted methane volume and prolong the needed drainage time, therefore 
increasing the cost and reducing the efficiency of gas drainage. Meanwhile, the leakage will decrease 
the methane concentration in the drainage pipe. And the extracted low-concentration gas is difficult 
to utilise and is consequently emitted into the atmosphere, causing the waste of clean gas resources 
and accelerating the global-warming process (Su and Agnew 2006). For example, in China, the 
extracted methane concentration of approximately 65% of in-seam horizontal boreholes drilled in 
longwall-mining coal seams decreases to be lower than 30% in a short drainage time (Wang and Liu 
2005), and the average proportion of underground drained methane is less than 23% when the 
utilisation ratio of that methane is only 33.3% (Xia et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2013), which strongly 
reflects the bad drainage performance resulting from ventilation air leakage into borehole, so it is of 
great necessity and benefits to eliminate such a leakage. 
 
According to the air-leakage path shown as blue arrows in Figure 2-15(b), three measures can be 
taken to prevent this leakage: 
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1. Spraying air-proof materials on the roadway wall to prevent ventilation air from entering into 
fractures around borehole. To the authors’ knowledge, little research work on this aspect has 
been done so far, even though field trials of using similar measures to prevent coal 
spontaneous combustion mainly in the gob area have been conducted; 
 
2. Blocking coal fractures around borehole. A large amount of related studies have been 
conducted. Zhou et al. (2009) put forward the “second hole sealing method” to solve the 
problem of air-leakage and enhance gas drainage performance. As shown in Figure 2-23, in 
this method, two segments of borehole are sealed near borehole’s opening firstly. Meanwhile, 
an airtight chamber is left open, so that powder particles can be delivered to this chamber by 
means of pneumatic conveyance, and then be forced into fractures around borehole and block 
them. Furthermore, the transport and deposition characteristics of powder particles in complex 
coal fractures were analyzed and an ideal particle-transport model was established (Hu et al. 
2014; Hu et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2011). In addition, most of the existing 
sealing materials can only fill up borehole space, but hardly adapt to borehole deformation 
and flow into fractures around borehole. Some scholars concentrated on meliorating the 
existing sealing materials. For instance, Lin and Zhang (1996) and Yin (2003) invented the 
fluid-sealing material that could infiltrate into fractures. Similarly, Zhai et al. (2013) invented 
the flexible gel sealing material (Figure 2-24). Other innovations include adding expansion 
agent into sealing material to obtain a larger sealing volume during the solidification of sealing 
grout (Hao 2010), and increasing the pumping pressure of sealing grout and keeping that high 
pressure for a certain time (Zhang et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2013). Purpose of all the 
improvements mentioned above is to push the sealing material to flow into fractures and block 
them as well as improving the drainage borehole stability; 
 
Figure 2-23. Schematic diagram of second hole sealing (Hu et al. 2012). 
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Figure 2-24. The flexible gel sealing material and its combination with borehole wall (Zhai et al. 
2013). 
 
3. Sealing borehole effectively, not allowing leaked air to flow into borehole via the annular 
space between the drainage pipe and borehole. To improve the sealing quality, previous 
researchers concentrated on improving sealing materials & devices and process: sealing 
materials mostly used include cement-based composite material (Hebblewhite et al. 1982; Liu 
et al. 2014; Xu 2008; Zhao and Guo 1999) and chemically foamed polymeric material (Chen 
and Jin 2003; Gao et al. 2009; Noack 1998). In order to cope with drainage borehole collapse 
issue, Zhang (2013) put forward the double-casing-pipe sealing method and analysed the 
rational length of each casing pipe. Zheng et al. (2012) invented the double-phase-grouting 
sealing method to block the crescent-shaped gap that is shaped on the top of horizontal 
borehole during the grout-solidification process, enhancing borehole’s drainage performance. 
Meanwhile, borehole sealing length is a critical parameter from both cost saving and drainage 
efficiency perspectives, because a long sealing segment means more costs, while the sealing 
quality cannot be guaranteed if sealing length is too short. Optimal sealing length has been 
studied by He and Dong (2014), Sun et al. (2012) and Ge et al. (2014). They obtained the 
optimal length by means of making experiments in labs and collieries and numerical 
simulation, theoretically based on analysing stress distribution around roadway rather than 
around borehole. Actually it is more practical and reasonable to adopt stress field around 
borehole when optimizing borehole sealing, as the stress field around borehole is affected in 
a great manner by roadway excavation and borehole drilling commonly. 
 
Ventilation air leakage is strongly associated with the stress distribution around borehole which is 
largely influenced by the sequential excavations of roadway and borehole, but few stress analysis has 
been done with the consideration of this point. Zhai et al. (2013) gave the relative positions of 
roadway and borehole (Figure 2-25), but did not further analyse stress distribution around borehole. 
Flexible gel 
sealing material Borehole wall
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Instead, previous researchers mainly focused on stress distribution induced by roadway excavation 
or borehole drilling only: Gale and Blackwood (1987) analysed stress distribution around rectangular 
roadway and the effects of these stresses on the rock-failure initiation. Kwon et al. (2009) investigated 
the feature of the excavation damaged zone around a tunnel in Korea through using in-site and 
laboratory tests. With the help of two-dimensional Boundary Element Method, the stress and 
displacements distributions around an entry roadway was numerically simulated by Islam and Shinjo 
(2009), as shown in Figure 2-26. In addition, a number of researchers have studied the stress 
distribution around roadway and identified the existence of a broken rock zone in the surrounding 
rock by means of theoretical analysis, laboratory experiments and field measurements (Dong et al. 
1991; Dong et al. 1994; Fu 1995; Hou and Ma 1989; Lu et al. 2007; Qian et al. 2003; Wang et al. 
2007).  
 
Figure 2-25. Stress changes around roadway and borehole (Zhai et al. 2013). 
 
Figure 2-26. Characteristics of stress and displacement distributions around an entry roadway 
(Islam and Shinjo 2009). 
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Based on the macroscopic stress-strain relations involving effects of free gas pressure and adsorbed 
gas concentration, Ryncarz (1989) studied the stress distribution around borehole drilled in a gas 
bearing coal seam with outbursts threat. Gaede et al. (2012) compared the analytical solution with 
3D finite element method for stress changes induced by borehole in anisotropic media. There are 
three deformation areas around borehole (I-III): the fragmentation zone, plastic zone and elastic zone, 
as shown in Figure 2-27 (Hao et al. 2012; Zou et al. 2015), and the plastic zone’s radius R  can be 
calculated as follows (Wang et al. 2008): 
 𝑅 = 𝑎 [
(𝑝+𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑡𝜑)(1−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑)
𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑
]
1−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑  (2-9) 
 
where a represents borehole’s radius; p denotes the in-situ stress; c is coal’s cohesive force and 𝜑 
represents the internal friction angle of coal. 
 
Aadnoy (1989) discussed stress characteristics around a horizontal borehole and the effects of 
anisotropy in sedimentary rock elastic properties on it. Lin et al. (2011) simulated the stress field 
around borehole using the software of UDEC. Zhou and Ma (1995) investigated the borehole-induced 
stress and strain by taking advantage of tri-axial stress testing device. It should be pointed out that 
almost all researches of the aforementioned anti-leakage methods are based on the stress results 
obtained with just considering roadway excavation or borehole drilling. It should also be noted that 
all those studies have not considered the impact of gas pressure and gas desorption on the variation 
of coal seam permeability and the anti-leakage design. 
 
Figure 2-27. Stress distribution and deformation areas around borehole (Zou et al. 2015). 
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2.4.3 Cross-measure borehole gas drainage 
Cross-measure borehole generally is drilled through multiple rock layers to the targeted gas-bearing 
strata. On the basis of the drilling site, there are three types of cross-measure boreholes. The borehole 
can be drilled from the roadway in the mined seam, from the roadway in the roof rock strata of the 
targeted seam, and from the roadway in the floor rock strata. The first type of cross-measure borehole 
mainly is used to drain the released gas that is induced by mining activities, particularly in the gob 
area and the overburden strata of the longwall mining panel. In contrast, the last two types of 
boreholes extract the gas from the targeted coal seams. Normally, those coal seams have high gas 
content and low permeability, and thus direct UIS borehole drainage is not suitable because of safety 
issues. 
 
Consider the first type of borehole. During longwall mining, permeability around the mining panel 
would greatly increase because of the stress relief and coal damage. Thus, gas emission from the 
overlying and underlying strata would emit into the mining panel. The gas emission degree around 
the longwall panel is shown in Figure 2-9, which is related closely to the distance to mining panel 
and local geological characteristics (Karacan and Goodman 2011; Noack 1998). Plus, as a result of 
the released gas from the coal seam in the mining process, there is a large amount of gas in and around 
the gob area. Cross-measure boreholes drilled from the roadway in the mined seam are widely applied. 
These boreholes aim to drain the resealed gas in the roof and floor rock strata during mining activities. 
From this perspective, these boreholes play the same role as the gob gas ventholes. Normally, 
however, this type of cross-measure borehole is preferred compared with the gob gas ventholes in 
Europe because the mining depth becomes greater there and the costs of gob gas ventholes are higher 
(Karacan et al. 2011).  
 
The angle of the cross-measure borehole from the roadway generally ranges from 20° to 60°. In 
addition, the inclination and spacing of boreholes largely are determined by the gas content in the 
roof and floor strata and other geomechanical parameters related to borehole stability (Whittles et al. 
2007). Campoli et al. (1983) adopted this type of cross-measure borehole to control the longwall gob 
gas (upper Kittanning coal bed), in which boreholes with a small diameter are drilled from the 
underground inseam roadway into the fractured overburden strata, to prevent CH4 from entering the 
coalmine’s ventilation system.  Moreover, as shown in Figure 2-28, during longwall mining, the roof 
rock strata collapses and the floor strata are relieved. Then, a large V-shape gas release and relaxation 
zone occurs around the mining panel. Three sets of cross-measure boreholes are drilled from the 
maingate and tailgate to drain the roof gas and floor gas (Lunarzewski 1998). This drainage could 
prevent the released gas in the damaged overburden and underburden strata from emitting into the 
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longwall mining working face and goaf area, which, to a large extent, could prevent gas incidents and 
coal combustion in the goaf area. 
 
Figure 2-28. Cross-measure borehole drainage around longwall mining area (Lunarzewski 1998). 
 
The next two types of cross-measure boreholes also are widely adopted in mining practice. For coal 
seams with high outburst threat, it is dangerous to mine the coal directly without draining the gas first. 
Meanwhile, UIS drainage is also dangerous. In contrast, cross-measure boreholes drilled from the 
roof and floor strata of the coal seam are good options for gas drainage. The rock between the coal 
seam and the drilling site could guarantee the safety of drilling workers. For instance, as illustrated 
in Figure 2-29, five coal seams in total form a multilayer coal-seam group, among which the coal 
seam with the least gas outburst potential is mined first (Zou et al. 2015). While mining this seam, 
the adjacent seams experience stress relief, stress-induced damage to coal mass, and an increase in 
permeability (Wang and Cheng 2012; Zhou et al. 2015). Then, two rock roadways are made in the 
floor rock strata of the relieved coal seam, and cross-measure boreholes are drilled from the floor 
rock roadway to the relieved coal seam. As a result of this seam interaction, the gas drainage 
performance could be very good. Additionally, because the drilling site is not in the drained coal 
seam, borehole drilling and gas drainage become safer. 
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Figure 2-29. Schematic diagram of cross-measure borehole drainage from the floor rock roadway 
(modified from Zou et al. (2015)). 
To prevent outburst threat and decrease the amount of gas emitted in the coal seam, a gas drainage 
roadway parallel to the mining direction was excavated in the roof strata of the mined coal seam, as 
shown in Figure 2-30 (Noack 1998). Drainage boreholes A to F (borehole E is not realized) were 
drilled from the drainage roadway to the underlying coal seam. This method could increase the gas 
drainage areas and drainage efficiency. 
 
 
Figure 2-30. Cross-measure boreholes drilled from the roof strata of mined coal seam (Noack 
1998). 
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Lin et al. (2015) took advantage of the cross-measure boreholes in the floor rock strata to drain the 
CSG, aiming to eliminate the outburst threat in the overlying coal seam (Figure 2-31). Thus, the coal 
roadway excavation could be conducted more safely and efficiently. Meanwhile, to enhance gas 
drainage performance, hydraulic slotting was conducted in the coal borehole section to increase the 
coal permeability. 
 
Figure 2-31. Schematic diagram of cross-measure slotting boreholes for eliminating coal and gas 
outburst; (a) cross-measure boreholes, and (b) hydraulic slotting (Lin et al. 2015).  
 
Liu et al. (2014) put forward a new sealing method (Figure 2-32) including new sealing materials, an 
automatic grouting pump, and rubber bottom subs. They attempted to avoid the air leakage from the 
rock roadway to the cross-measure borehole and enhanced its sealing performance, thus increasing 
the gas drainage efficiency. Most cross-measure boreholes are straight. Hungerford and Ren (2013) 
investigated a directional cross-measure borehole drilling method. They also identified drilling 
techniques and equipment, which to a certain extent, would increase the usage range and improve the 
drainage effects of the cross-measure borehole.  
 
Due to its high safety level and good gas drainage performance, drilling cross-measure boreholes 
from roof and floor strata can be applied widely. This method, however, also has some disadvantages. 
For example, the expenses are relatively higher for this method than for UIS borehole drainage 
because a long rock roadway and several long cross-measure boreholes are involved. This drainage 
method also may be time-consuming. 
 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 2-32. Schematic diagram of the cross-measure borehole methane drainage in the floor strata 
and the new sealing method (Liu et al. 2014). 
 
2.4.4 Benefits of gas drainage 
Gas drainage provides three main benefits (Hungerford et al. 2013; Karacan et al. 2007; Noack 1998): 
improved safety, good source of energy and materials, and reduced GHG. 
 
1. Mining safety: Gas-related incidents (e.g., gas explosion and coal and gas outbursts) 
frequently have occurred in the coal seam without gas drainage before mining, particularly in 
coal with high CH4 content and low permeability. These gas incidents always result in large 
property losses and casualties. With the help of gas drainage, the possibility and severity of 
these incidents will decrease greatly (Black and Aziz 2008). Good mining safety conditions 
could help decrease gas-related mining delays, and coal-mining productivity would improve. 
 
2. A good source of energy and raw materials: The gas is mainly CH4, which is a significant 
clean energy source. However, the quality (purity) of captured gas varies because of different 
coal seam characteristics, drainage methods, and ventilation air leakage. Various 
concentrations of captured gas have a wide range of utilization options, including the fuel in 
steel furnaces and in internal combustion engines, the fuel of power generation, the feedstock 
of the fertilizer, and the vehicle fuels (LNG and CNG) (Karacan et al. 2011). Generally, high-
concentration gas can be obtained at the early stage of vertical wells and horizontal boreholes 
drilled in gassy coal seams. This high-concentration gas could be used widely because of the 
good gas purity. In contrast, the utilization of low-concentration gas is a difficult yet valuable 
topic. Australian researchers have successfully used the ventilation air methane (VAM; 
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typically less than 1% CH4) as an energy source (Karacan et al. 2011). This is meaningful 
because VAM normally emitted into the atmosphere is changed into a clean energy. 
 
3. Reduced GHG emission: After gas drainage, less CH4 will be emitted into the ventilation air 
and finally the atmosphere. Since the greenhouse effect of CH4 is much higher than that of 
CO2 (Warmuzinski 2008), gas drainage is beneficial for reducing this greenhouse effect, 
which is particularly valuable as humans cope with global warming issues. 
 
2.5 Multi-seam interaction and its effect on gas drainage  
2.5.1 Previous interaction-related investigations 
In nature, one coal seam generally coexists with some other coal seams, forming a multilayer coal-
seam group. To enhance the gas drainage performance in such coal seam group, the multi-seam 
interaction during coal mining which can increase the permeability and the drainage efficiency of the 
relieved coal should be taken into consideration when designing gas drainage system. This interaction 
can be illustrated using a typical coal seam group in Figure 2-33: the coal seam #7 is mined first and 
thus called the first-mined coal seam. Then the crustal stress in the roof strata and floor strata of the 
seam #7 is relieved substantially, leading to an increase in coal permeability. Hence the seams #2, #3 
and #8 can be defined as the relieved coal seams where the gas drainage efficiency to some extent 
gets improved. Particularly, above the longwall mining area, roof strata experiences large-scale 
disturbances (Karacan 2009), forming three zones: the caved zone, fractured zone and continuous 
deformation zone. Field measurements indicate that the mining-induced permeability in the 
overburden strata could increase by hundreds to thousands times of the original value (Adhikary and 
Guo 2014a; Forster and Enever 1992; Schatzel et al. 2012).  
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Figure 2-33. Effects of seam interaction on gas drainage in multilayer coal seam group (modified 
from Liu et al. (2011b)). 
Meanwhile, it can be seen that there can be two types of interactions: 1. the relieved coal seam is 
above the first-mined seam; 2. the relieved coal seam is under the first-mined seam. Large number of 
previous studies have focused on the interaction type 1. Because the roof strata changes induced by 
longwall mining has been extensively analysed (Yang et al. 2011b), outcomes of which could be 
applied to explain this interaction type: The rock displacements characteristics in longwall 
overburden strata was determined by Karacan and Goodman (2011) through adopting bivariate 
normal distribution, to provide guidance for gob gas ventholes (GGV) design. Adhikary and Guo 
measured the coal permeability in the roof rock of longwall mining goaf by adopting inflatable 
packers (Figure 2-34) (Adhikary and Guo 2014a; Adhikary and Guo 2014b). They found that the 
mining-induced permeability could increase by around one thousand times of the original value.  
 
Figure 2-34. Schematic diagram of the CSIRO permeability testing system in underground coal 
mine (Adhikary and Guo 2014a). 
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Three testing boreholes (BH-1, BH-2 and BH-3) in different horizontals were drilled by the NIOSH 
to measure the permeability changes in the overburden strata as the longwall mining approaching 
those boreholes. Results shown that longwall mining could cause approximately 500 times increase 
in permeability (Schatzel et al. 2012). The redistribution distance of cover load and the stress 
distribution during longwall mining were studied by using an estimation method and numerical 
simulation (Yavuz 2004). Forster and Enever (1992) established a hydrogeological model to describe 
the stress and permeability distribution in the overburden strata of longwall panels of a coal seam in 
New South Wales, Australia, as shown in Figure 2-35. Basically, there are four different zones in the 
vertical direction and three areas in the horizontal direction in this model. 
 
 
Figure 2-35. Different zones in the overburden strata of longwall mining panel (Forster and Enever 
1992). 
Liu et al. (2011b) studied the rock movement around overlying relieved coal seam after mining the 
underlying coal seams by using physical experiments and numerical computation. Given that there 
was always one first-mined coal seam in previous studies, one of the most valuable points in this 
study is that there are two first-mined coal seams. Compared with the one first-mined seam, the seam 
interaction in this study becomes more intense and some new characteristics occur, e.g. the ‘buffering 
effect’ on depressurization induced by the second mined seam. Through observing lots of mechanized 
longwall mining face, Das (2000) investigated the roof-rock behaviour in India from angles of rock 
properties and geology. During the long-distance underlying seam mining, the coal deformation and 
permeability changes of overlying relieved seam were studied using physical simulation experiments 
(Shi and Yu 2005; Shi et al. 2006). Li and Qian (1997) summarised the characterisation of fallen 
rocks and gas flow above the mechanized longwall working face. Zhao et al. (2015) put forward a 
Geographical Information System (GIS) & FLAC3D coupled method for determining overburden 
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rock failure areas during longwall mining. Qian et al. (1994) developed the voussoir beam theory for 
predicting the roof caving during longwall mining and providing theoretical guidance for the roof 
support. Díaz Aguado and González Nicieza (2007) selected the 7th coalbed as the protective seam to 
address the outburst risk in 8th coalbed in a coal mine of Spain. Fracture distribution (mainly 
horizontal fractures) above the longwall goaf which can be the main gas flow path was identified in 
Figure 2-36  (Palchik 2003; Palchik 2005).  
 
Figure 2-36. Horizontal fractures in the overburden caused by longwall mining (Palchik 2005). 
 
In contrast, investigations on the interaction type 2 were also conducted but relatively less than the 
interaction type 1. By using the FLAC3D software, Yang et al. (2011b) analysed the rock stress 
distribution and evolution during mining the overlying first-mined seam, results are shown in Figure 
2-37 which could guide the gas drainage borehole design in relieved seam. Cao (2006) studied the 
gas extraction methods for a two-layer coal seam group, in which, the overlying coal mining was 
conducted firstly, and the spacing between those two seams was as small as 9 m. Zhang et al. (2010) 
conducted numerical simulation to reveal the law of gas flow around the short-range overlying first-
mined seam. 
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Figure 2-37. Schematic diagram of “Three belts and five zones” under the longwall mining panel 
(Yang et al. 2011b). 
 
2.5.2 Effects of interaction on gas drainage 
Coal-seam interaction could play a positive role in ensuring mining safety and the efficiency of the 
multilayer coal-seam group. A better understanding of the interaction between adjacent coal seams 
could provide better guidance for the design of gas drainage to enhance its performance (Díaz Aguado 
and González Nicieza 2007; Karacan et al. 2011; Wang and Cheng 2012). During the mining design 
of a coal-seam group with the potential for seam interaction, mining the adjacent coal seams first 
could be an effective way to improve gas drainage performance of one coal seam. Taking the 
multilayer coal-seam group given in Figure 2-29 as an example, the coal seam with the least gas 
outburst threat is mined first (Zou et al. 2015). Then, the seam interaction plays the following role: 
while mining the first-mined seam, the stress of its neighbouring seams is relieved and permeability 
increases. Thus, the gas drainage performance of the cross-measure boreholes, which are drilled from 
the gas drainage roadway in the floor rock to those destressed neighbouring seams, is enhanced. As 
a result, the overall gas drainage efficiency of the coal-seam group is improved dramatically, which 
is beneficial to safe and efficient mining practices. 
 
Wang et al. (2013) also discussed the coal-seam interaction and used it to direct the gas drainage 
design to eliminate gas outburst disasters in the coal-seam group. As shown in Figure 2-38, in their 
study, the first-mined coal seam is defined as the protective seam, and the relieved coal seam is called 
the protected seam. The first-mined seam protects the mining safety of the relieved seam by relieving 
its stress and enhancing the gas drainage performance. On the basis of the positions of the protective 
seam and protected seam, two types of mining methods take advantage of this coal-seam interaction: 
lower protective seam mining and upper protective seam mining (which are equivalent to the two 
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interaction types in Section 2.5.1). In the former method, the underlying seam is mined first, and 
surface wells can be drilled to drain the gas in the relieved protected seam and to drain the gob gas in 
the protective seam. In the latter method, the protective seam is the overlying seam. During mining, 
the underlying seam is destressed and its permeability increases. Penetrating boreholes are drilled in 
the floor rock roadway to drain the gas in the protected seam. Liu et al. (2011b) also focused on the 
coal-seam interaction (Figure 2-33). The surface wells were drilled to drain the gas from goaf area 
and the coal seams of #2 and #3 where the coal permeability increased as a result of the first-mined 
seam. In all of these investigations, the coal-seam interaction is taken into account because this 
interaction could enhance the drainage performance of the coal-seam group. 
 
 
Figure 2-38. Schematic diagram of two types of protective seam mining (Wang et al. 2013). 
 
 
 
2.6 Conclusions  
Based on this review of CSG drainage in multilayer coal-seam group, following conclusions could 
be obtained: 
 
(1) Gas mainly is stored in coal in the form of adsorption. The adsorption process is closely related 
to coal temperature and moisture as well as to coal rank. Normally, a high rank means a high gas-
holding capacity. 
 
(2) In underground coalmines, gas is emitted from four main sources: (a) the active longwall working 
face and coal mass on the conveyer belts, (b) the ribs, (c) the subsided roof strata and damaged floor 
strata, and (d) the surrounding rock layers above the subsided strata or under the damaged floor strata. 
The amount of gas emitted can be estimated based on these emission sources or on gas content and 
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coal production. The amount emitted is affected by many factors, including coal properties (e.g., gas 
content and permeability), geological conditions (e.g., faults, clay veins, and localized coal seam 
shearing and folding), and mining-process parameters (e.g., mining panel length, width, height, and 
cutting depth). 
 
(3) Three gas drainage methods are used based on the borehole trajectory: SIS gas drainage, UIS gas 
drainage, and cross-measure borehole gas drainage. 
 
(4) UIS gas drainage has four drilling patterns: parallel drilling, the candelabra drilling, fan drilling, 
and a combination. For each drilling pattern, three measures can be taken to prevent the ventilation 
air leakage, which decreases gas drainage efficiency: (a) spraying airproof materials on the roadway 
wall; (b) blocking coal fractures around the borehole; and (c) sealing the borehole effectively by not 
allowing leaked air to flow into the borehole via the annular space between the drainage pipe and 
borehole. Relatively few studies have been focused on the first measure. Almost all of previous 
studies on these anti-leakage methods are based on the stress results obtained by considering only 
roadway excavation or borehole drilling. 
 
(5) Depending on the drilling site, there are three cross-measure boreholes: the borehole can be drilled 
(a) from the roadway in the targeted seam, (b) from the roof rock roadway of the targeted seam, and 
(c) from the floor rock roadway. Due to its high safety level and good gas drainage performance, the 
cross-measure borehole method is widely applied. Since long rock roadway and cross-measure 
boreholes are involved in this method, it is expensive. 
 
(6) Gas drainage could deliver the following benefits: guaranteeing mining safety and productivity, 
providing a good source of energy and raw materials, and reducing GHG emissions. 
 
(7) To enhance gas drainage performance in the multilayer coal-seam group, the coal-seam interaction 
can increase the permeability of the relieved seam and should be taken into consideration when 
designing a gas drainage system. There are two types of interactions: (a) the relieved coal seam above 
the first-mined seam and (b) the relieved coal seam under the first-mined seam. More investigations 
on the first interaction have been conducted than on the latter. Meanwhile, literature reviews have 
shown that previous studies on seam interactions mainly were from the perspectives of rock 
deformation, stress redistribution, and permeability variation. Among these, permeability is a 
significant parameter because it largely determines gas drainage efficiency. A few coupled 
permeability models commonly do consider coal damage, gas adsorption and desorption, and coal 
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stress changes. Previous permeability-variation analyses of seam interactions are seldom damage-
based, which results in permeability underestimation. 
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Chapter 3 
 A review of coal permeability  
 
3.1 Introduction 
Coal permeability is a measure of the ability for fluids to flow through coal structures. It is one of the 
most significant parameters affecting the gas drainage performance in multilayer coal-seam group, as 
it largely controls the Darcy flow of gas in coal cleats (Meng et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2017a). It is 
also an important parameter for the numerical simulation in this thesis. Therefore, in this section, 
previous investigations on the coal structures which are the physical basis of permeability model 
establishment will be introduced first. Then reviews on the current permeability models will be 
conducted from four perspectives of stress/sorption-based models, stress & sorption-based models, 
anisotropic models and damage-based models. 
 
3.2 Coal structure 
3.2.1 Pores  
Coal is generally regarded as a typical dual-porosity structure, consisting of porous matrix surrounded 
by cleats (Figure 3-1) (Liu et al. 2011a). A large amount of pores exist in the coal matrix, which is a 
special and unique property of coal compared with other materials. Meanwhile, the pores generally 
have huge surface areas, which is much larger than the corresponding coal volume, e.g. the internal 
surface area of pores could reach 3 m2 in just 1 cm2 coal (Radlinski et al. 2004). Şenel et al. (2001) 
found that the surface area of coal could be as high as 115 m2/g. Above data helps us understand why 
the coal normally have great gas holding capacity. Coal pores generally are divided into three 
categories based on their sizes: (1) macropores, the diameter of which is more than 50 nm; (2) 
mesopores, the diameter ranges from 2nm to 50nm; and (3) micropores, the diameter is less than 2 
nm (Gan et al. 1972; Şenel et al. 2001). The pore amount and its size distribution are closely related 
to the coal rank. As shown in Figure 3-2, when the coal rank increases (percentage of the carbon (air 
dried basis) getting high), the total pore volume of macropores decreases, while the micropores 
increases generally. The anthracite has the highest precent of micropores and the lowest percentage 
of macropores. However, some different conclusions were also obtained: Gürdal and Yalçın (2001) 
reported that firstly the surface area of pores rises with the increasing coal rank. But it begins to 
decrease after the vitrinite reflectance reaches 1.0%. Meanwhile, a negative correlation between the 
pore size and coal rank (carbon content) was obtained in Ozdemir and Schroeder (2009). Additionally, 
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previous studies shown that the methane adsorption mainly happens in the micropores, while the 
macropores and mesopores primarily act as the transport conduits (George and Barakat 2001; 
Laubach et al. 1998). Generally, pores play a positive role in the permeability increase. 
  
Figure 3-1. Schematic diagram of the coal structure (Pan and Connell 2012). 
 
Figure 3-2. Relationship between the total pore volume of macropores and micropores and coal 
rank (% carbon) (Moore 2012). 
3.2.2 Matrix  
Matrix is the main part of coal, consisting of solid coal body and lots of pores. Matrix permeability 
is largely determined by the pore system. Even though the permeability of matrix itself is typically 
much lower than the fracture permeability (normally differing several orders of magnitudes), the 
matrix swelling and shrinkage largely affects the coal permeability changes. Because in the process 
of CBM well production, with the gas being continuously desorbed out of the matrix, the matrix will 
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shrink, and the fractures open up, thus the fracture permeability increases (Cui and Bustin 2005; Gray 
1987; Gu and Chalaturnyk 2010; Pan and Connell 2012). This could compensate the permeability 
decrease due to the increasing effective stress at the initial stage of production. Matrix swelling is an 
opposite process to the shrinkage. It will not occur during the well production, instead, it may exist 
in some gas-production-enhancement measures. For instance, in the application of CO2-ECBM, CO2 
is more adsorbable than CH4 (Durucan et al. 2009), thus the coal matrix will swell when injecting 
CO2 into it. Meanwhile, the swelling degree is not the same in all directions, and the highset degree 
always tends to occur in the direction perpendicular to coal bedding (Day et al. 2008; Pan and Connell 
2011). 
 
3.2.3 Cleats/fractures  
Coal cleats exist all over the coal, surrounding the matrix. It mainly determines the coal permeability 
and govern reservoir gas flow (Cui and Bustin 2005). From the perspective of cleat generation, there 
are two sources: endogenetic and exogenetic. The former cleat is caused by the compaction and 
contraction during coalification, while the latter cleat is resulted from crustal stress and strain. As 
shown in Figure 3-1, there are mainly two types of cleats: the face cleat and butt cleat, orthogonal to 
each other. The face cleat is the primary cleat, while the butt cleat is relatively short and always 
terminates when it intersects the face cleat (Laubach et al. 1998). Those two cleats are the major path 
for gas flow. Permeability is closely related to their opening and closing determined by the effective 
stress and matrix swelling/shrinkage. Therefore, the cleat system is significant for gas drainage, and 
many studies have been conducted on the cleat characteristics. The cleat amount/density is inversely 
proportional to the coal seam thickness generally (Harpalani and Chen 1997). Dawson and Esterle 
(2010) reported that the cleat spacing is always directly proportional to the cleat height, i.e. if there 
are less cleats in one coal seam, then the length of any single cleat will be large. Cleat aperture is 
another significant parameter which mainly determines the reservoir permeability. Relationships 
between coal permeability and cleat spacing and aperture have been investigated by Laubach et al. 
(1998). Their results are shown in Figure 3-3, from which, it can be seen that increases in the cleat 
number and aperture both positively affect the permeability.  
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Figure 3-3. Relationships between coal permeability and cleat number and aperture, shaded area 
indicates the range of inferred aperture size in San Juan and Black Warrior Basins (Laubach et al. 
1998). 
 
3.3 Permeability models 
The majority of gas distributes in the porous matrix (Figure 3-4). As the micropore diameter is less 
than the mean free path of gas molecules, the gas diffuses in the matrix and follows the Fick’s law 
(Harpalani and Ouyang 1999). Once the diffused gas reaches the cleat, its flow is generally regarded 
as the laminar flow and follows the Darcy’s law (Cervik 1969): 
 𝑞 = −
𝑘𝐴
𝜇
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝐿
 (3-1) 
 
where 𝑞  is the gas flow rate; 𝑘  is the coal permeability; 𝐴 is the cross sectional area of flow; 𝜇 
represents the fluid viscosity; 
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝐿
 is the pressure gradient along the flow direction. 
 
Figure 3-4. Schematic diagram of gas transport in coal. (a) Gas storage, (b) Gas diffusion in the 
porous matrix, (c) Gas flow in the coal cleat (Li et al. 2003). 
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It can be seen that the permeability mainly determines gas flow in coal when the pressure gradient is 
constant. Coal permeability is largely determined by cleat networks while the effect of microporous 
coal matrix could be negligible (Cui and Bustin 2005). Thus the gas flow capacity is largely 
determined by cleat amount, aperture and continuity in the flow direction (Somerton et al. 1975). 
Those cleat properties are closely related to coal stress (opening/closing fracture), gas sorption and 
desorption (matrix swelling/shrinkage), coal damage and coal anisotropy. Extensive studies have 
been conducted to investigate the effects of above factors on coal permeability. Many related models 
are established (Figure 3-5), which will be thoroughly reviewed in this section. General conclusions 
and discussions on permeability models will be made, which could provide implication to the 
permeability model development in this study and future work. 
 
 
Figure 3-5. List of current permeability models based on time order. 
Note: Red ones are the Stress/sorption-based models; blue ones are the stress & sorption-based 
models; green ones are the anisotropic models; the black one is the damage-based model. 
 
3.3.1 Stress/sorption-based models  
Some pioneering researchers focused on the relationship between permeability and stress or gas 
sorption/desorption (matrix swelling/shrinkage) by means of experiments and theoretical analysis. 
Several permeability models only considering one factor’s effect (stress or sorption) were established 
as follows: 
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(1) Somerton et al. model: 
To figure out the relationship between coal permeability and applied stress, Somerton et al. (1975) 
made some lab experiments (Figure 3-6), in which they tested the permeability of many coal species 
under different stress conditions. Based on the experimental outcomes, they found that the 
permeability were strongly stress-dependent. The stress-permeability relationship for the fractured 
coal is as follows: 
 𝑘𝜎 = 𝑘0[𝑒𝑥𝑝(−3 × 10
−3𝜎𝑘0
−0.10) + 2 × 10−4𝜎1/3𝑘0
1/3
] (3-2) 
 
where 𝑘𝜎  is the permeability under stress condition, md; 𝑘0 represents the permeability being not 
under stress condition; 𝜎 denotes the mean stress, psi. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-6. Schematic diagram of the permeability-measurement system. (a) Overall system, (b) 
Installation of the velocity transducers (Somerton et al. 1975). 
 
 
 
(a)
(b)
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(2) Durucan and Edwards model: 
Durucan and Edwards (1986) investigated the relationship between permeability and redistributed 
stress around the longwall mining working face. They conducted the permeability measurements of 
seven coals taking coal fracturing into account, from which, the exponential relationship was 
discovered between the stress and permeability. 
 𝐾 = (1.12 − 0.03𝜎3)𝐾𝑖 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝{−(1.12 − 0.03𝜎3)𝐶𝜎3} (3-3) 
 
where 𝐾𝑖  and 𝐶  are both constants; 𝜎3  is the radial stress; 𝐾 is the permeability corresponding to 
stress 𝜎3. 
 
This is an empirical and representative equation, which is obtained based on the experimental 
permeability results of different coals. 
 
(3) McKee et al. model 
Based on the Carman-Kozeny formula, McKee et al. (1988) established the following relationship 
between permeability and the effective stress: 
 
𝑘
𝑘0
=
𝑒−3?̅?𝑝∆𝜎
1−𝜙0(1−𝑒
−?̅?𝑝∆𝜎)
 (3-4) 
 
where 𝑘0 is the initial coal permeability; The 𝑐?̅? is the average pore compressibility, while the ∆𝜎 is 
the change in effective stress; 𝜙0 is the porosity under initial condition. 
 
(4) Seidle et al. model 
The popular matchstick model is shown in Figure 3-7. The cleat permeability for this geometric 
structure could be calculated as follows (Reiss 1980): 
 𝑘𝑓 =
1
48
𝑎2𝜙𝑓
3
 (3-5) 
 
where 𝑘𝑓 is the cleat permeability; 𝑎 is the cleat spacing; 𝜙𝑓 is the cleat porosity. 
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Figure 3-7. Schematic diagram of matchstick geometry (Seidle et al. 1992). 
 
Based on the matchstick model, Seidle et al. (1992) derived the following permeability-stress 
relationship. During the derivation of this equation, the effect of the coal fabric term (
2
𝐸
(1 − 2𝑣) =
1.4𝐸 − 6𝑝𝑠𝑖−1) on the permeability was neglected. As its value is much less than the cleat volume 
term (3𝑐𝑓 = 1.3𝐸 − 3𝑝𝑠𝑖
−1). Therefore, the above neglecting is reasonable since the difference is 
two to three orders of magnitude.   
 
𝑘𝑓2
𝑘𝑓1
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−3𝑐𝑓(𝜎ℎ2 − 𝜎ℎ1)] (3-6) 
 
where 𝑐𝑓 represents the cleat volume compressibility; 𝜎ℎ is the hydrostatic stress. 
 
Above equations show the relationship between permeability and stress only. Meanwhile, some other 
permeability models are developed based on gas sorption/desorption only: also in Seidle et al. (1992), 
it is found that the permeability tends to increase because the matrix shrinkage induced by gas 
desorption. This effect could be described as follows: 
 𝑘𝑓2
𝑘𝑓1
=
(1+
2𝑐𝑥∆𝑝
𝜙𝑓1
)3
1−𝑐𝑥∆𝑝
 (3-7) 
 
where 𝑐𝑥 is the shrinkage coefficient; The 𝑐𝑥 value reported by Harpalani and Schraufnagel (1990) is 
adopted; ∆𝑝 denotes the pressure change.  
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(5) Seidle and Huitt model  
After developing above Seidle et al. model, Seidle published another work with L. G. Huitt in 1995 
(Seidle and Huitt 1995). In this work, they experimentally measured the coal matrix shrinkage 
coefficient in the conditions of reservoir temperature, pressure and 100% relative humidity. The 
schematic diagram of experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 3-8. It was found that the matrix 
swelling and shrinkage is in close correlation to the gas content in the matrix rather than the pressure. 
Based on the experimental outcomes and the matchstick geometry, a model incorporating the 
permeability with coal matrix shrinkage was developed. 
 
 
𝑘𝑓
𝑘𝑓𝑖
= (1 + (1 +
2
𝜙𝑓𝑖
)𝑐𝑚(1𝐸 − 6)𝑉𝑚(
𝑏𝑝𝑖
1+𝑏𝑝𝑖
−
𝑏𝑝
1+𝑏𝑝
))
3
 (3-8) 
 
where 𝑐𝑚 represents the matrix shrinkage coefficient; 𝑉𝑚 is the Langmuir volume constant; 𝑏 denotes 
the Langmuir pressure constant (𝑝𝑠𝑖−1); 𝑝 is the gas pressure. 
 
  
Figure 3-8. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. (a) Overall apparatus, (b) Strain gage 
location (Seidle and Huitt 1995). 
 
3.3.2 Stress & sorption-based models 
Coal seam reservoir is different from other porous reservoirs in regards to the gas storage and 
permeability change during gas drainage. At the early drainage stage, the permeability tends to reduce 
because of the decrease in fluid pressure and increase in effective stress. However, when the gas in 
coal matrix is continuously desorbed and drained out, coal matrix shrinkage occurs which could help 
to open the cleats and increase the permeability (Cui and Bustin 2005; Gray 1987). Related scholars 
(a) (b)
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have investigated the above two opposite phenomena, and many permeability models considering 
both stress and gas sorption are established. 
 
(1) Gray model 
Considering both the geomechanical impacts and sorption-related matrix swelling/shrinkage, Gray 
(1987) developed the following permeability model from the effective stress change perspective: 
 𝜎ℎ
𝑒 − 𝜎ℎ0
𝑒 = −
𝜇
1−𝜇
(𝑝 − 𝑝0) +
𝐸
(1−𝜇)
∆𝜀𝑠
∆𝑝𝑠
∆𝑝𝑠 (3-9) 
 
where 𝜎ℎ
𝑒  and 𝜎ℎ0
𝑒  are the effective horizontal stress and its initial value, respectively; 𝜇  is the 
Poisson's ratio; 𝐸 is the Young's modulus; ∆𝜀𝑠 represents the strain change; ∆𝑝𝑠 denotes the variation 
of equivalent sorption pressure. 
 
In Gray’s study, the relationship between permeability change and effective stress change is the 
commonly used exponential equation. 
 
(2) Sawyer et al. model 
Sawyer et al. (1990) analyzed the permeability change from the perspective of coal porosity. 
Furthermore, the porosity is related to the pore compressibility, matrix swelling and shrinkage. 
Following model (the ARI model) was provided:  
 𝜙 = 𝜙𝑖[1 + 𝑐𝑝(𝑝 − 𝑝𝑖)] − 𝑐𝑚(1 − 𝜙𝑖)(
∆𝑃𝑖
∆𝐶𝑖
)(𝐶 − 𝐶𝑖) (3-10) 
 
where 𝑐𝑝 is the compressibility of pore volume; 𝑐𝑚 is the coal matrix compressibility; 𝐶 denotes the 
reservoir gas content.  
 
Pekot and Reeves (2003) further developed this model by adding the effect of differential swelling. 
An additional term is include in the new model.   
 𝜙 = 𝜙𝑖[1 + 𝑐𝑝(𝑝 − 𝑝𝑖)] − 𝑐𝑚(1 − 𝜙𝑖)(
∆𝑃𝑖
∆𝐶𝑖
)[(𝐶 − 𝐶𝑖) + 𝑐𝑘(𝐶𝑡 − 𝐶)] (3-11) 
 
where 𝑐𝑘 is the differential swelling coefficient; 𝐶𝑡 represents the total reservoir gas content. 
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(3) Palmer and Mansoori model 
Under the assumptions of uniaxial stress and constant stress, Palmer and Mansoori (1998) established 
a mathematical model to incorporate the pore volume compressibility and coal permeability with the 
effective stress and matrix shrinkage. This model is popular and discussed by many related scholars.  
 
𝑘
𝑘0
= (1 +
𝑐𝑚
𝜙0
(𝑝 − 𝑝0) +
𝜀𝑙
𝜙0
(
𝐾
𝑀
− 1)(
𝛽𝑝
1+𝛽𝑝
−
𝛽𝑝0
1+𝛽𝑝0
))
3
 (3-12) 
 
where 𝑝 is the gas pressure; 𝐾 represents the bulk modulus while 𝑀 denotes the constrained axial 
modulus; 𝜀𝑙 is the Langmuir volumetric strain constant; 𝑐𝑚 is a coefficient defined as: 
 
 𝑐𝑚 =
1
𝑀
− [
𝐾
𝑀
+ 𝑓 − 1] 𝑐𝑟 (3-13) 
 
where 𝑓 is a fraction which ranges from 0 to 1; 𝑐𝑟 is the compressibility of grain. 
 
Palmer et al. (2007) improved their previous model by taking into account the exponential increase 
in absolute permeability, and the 𝑐𝑚 is modified as: 
 𝑐𝑚 =
𝑔
𝑀
− [
𝐾
𝑀
+ 𝑓 − 1] 𝑐𝑟 (3-14) 
 
where 𝑔 is a geometric term which is related to the cleat directions. 
 
(4) Gilman and Beckie model 
To reveal the close relationship between coal permeability and the phenomena of increasing effective 
stress and matrix shrinkage, Gilman and Beckie (2000) developed a simplified model. The main 
assumption is that an individual fracture reacts as an elastic body in response to the variation of 
normal stress component.  
 𝑘 = 𝑘0𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
3𝑣
1−𝑣
∆𝑝𝐹
𝐸𝐹
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
3𝛼𝐸
1−𝑣
∆𝑆
𝐸𝐹
) (3-15) 
 
where  𝑣 is the Poisson's ratio; ∆𝑝𝐹 represents the pressure drop which is normally negative; 𝐸 is the 
Young's modulus; 𝐸𝐹  denotes the Young's modulus of fracture; 𝛼  is the volumetric swelling 
coefficient; ∆𝑆 represents the change in adsorbate mass which is also normally negative.  
 
This model is in similar form with the Gray model (Eq. (3-9)) when the exponential relationship 
between permeability change and effective stress variation being applied to the latter model. 
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(5) Shi and Durucan model 
Shi and Durucan (2004) proposed a pore pressure-dependent permeability model. In this model, the 
permeability is mainly determined by the effective horizontal stress vertical to the cleats. Meanwhile, 
changes in the effective horizontal stress are closely related to the fluid pressure decrease and the 
matrix shrinkage. 
 
 
 𝑘 = 𝑘0 exp (−3𝑐𝑓(𝜎 − 𝜎0)) ; 𝜎 − 𝜎0 = −
𝑣
1−𝑣
(𝑝 − 𝑝0)(𝑝𝑐 < 𝑝 ≤ 𝑝0);  
 𝜎 − 𝜎𝑐 = −
𝑣
1−𝑣
(𝑝 − 𝑝𝑐) +
𝐸
3(1−𝑣)
𝜀𝑙 (
𝑝
𝑝+𝑃𝜀
−
𝑝𝑐
𝑝𝑐+𝑃𝜀
) (0 < 𝑝 ≤ 𝑝𝑐) (3-16) 
  
where 𝑐𝑓 is the cleat volume compressibility; 𝑝𝑐 is the critical sorption pressure, when 𝑝 ≤ 𝑝𝑐, the 
gas desorption starts to occur with the decrease in reservoir pressure; 𝑣 is the Poisson's ratio. 
 
(6) Cui and Bustin model 
Cui and Bustin (2005) quantitatively studied the impacts of desorption-induced volumetric strain and 
reservoir pressure on coal permeability, and developed following stress-dependent model: 
 𝑘 = 𝑘0𝑒𝑥𝑝 {
3
𝐾𝑝
[
(1+𝑣)
3(1−𝑣)
(𝑝 − 𝑝0) −
2𝐸
9(1−𝑣)
(𝜀𝑉 − 𝜀𝑉0)]} (3-17) 
 
where 𝐾𝑝 is the modulus of cleat pore, which is approximately equal to ∅0𝐾; ∅0 is the initial porosity; 
𝐾 is the bulk modulus of porous medium; 𝜀𝑉 and 𝜀𝑉0 are the desorption-induced volumetric strain 
and its initial value, respectively. 
 
There are large similarities in the development principles and model forms between this model and 
the Shi and Durucan model. 
 
(7) Robertson and Christiansen model 
Robertson and Christiansen (2007) established a permeability model based on experimentally 
measured data. It can be given as: 
 𝑘 = 𝑘0𝑒
3{𝑐𝑓(𝑝−𝑝0)+
3
∅0
[
(1−2𝑣)
𝐸
(𝑝−𝑝0)−
𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝𝐿
(𝑝𝐿+𝑝0)
ln (
𝑝𝐿+𝑝
𝑝𝐿+𝑝0
)]} (3-18) 
 
The cleat compressibility 𝑐𝑓 is as defined in McKee et al. (1988): 
 𝑐𝑓 =
𝑐0
𝛼(𝜎−𝜎0)
[1 − 𝑒−𝛼(𝜎−𝜎0)] (3-19) 
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where 𝛼 is the rate of decrease in cleat compressibility. 
 
(8) Liu and Rutqvist model 
Liu and Rutqvist (2009) introduced the concept of internal swelling stress (Figure 3-9) to reveal the 
fracture-matrix interaction and derived following stress-change equations: 
 ∆𝜎 = −
𝑣
1−𝑣
∆𝑃 +
𝐸
(1−𝑣)
(∆𝜀𝑠 − ∆𝜀𝑓) 
 ∆𝜀𝑓 =
1
2
∅0(1 − 𝑒
−𝐶𝑓∆𝜎) (3-20) 
 
Following exponential relationship is adopted to connect the stress change with permeability change: 
 
𝑘
𝑘0
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−3𝑐𝑓(𝜎 − 𝜎0)] (3-21) 
 
 
Figure 3-9. Schematic diagram of the internal swelling stress (Liu and Rutqvist 2009). 
 
(9) Connell et al. model 
Connell et al. (2010) developed a permeability model for tri-axial stress and strain cases. Two model 
forms, i.e. the exponential form and the cubic form are provided, respectively: 
 𝑘 = 𝑘0 exp {−3[𝐶𝑝𝑐
(𝑀)(𝑝𝑐−𝑝𝑝) + (𝜀?̃?
(𝑆) − 𝜀?̃?
(𝑆))]} 
 𝑘 = 𝑘0 {1 −
1
𝜙0
[
1
𝐾
(𝑝𝑐−𝑝𝑝) + (𝜀?̃?
(𝑆) − 𝜀?̃?
(𝑆))]}
3
 (3-22) 
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where 𝐶𝑝𝑐
(𝑀)
 is the compressibility of pore/cleat; 𝜀𝑝, 𝜀𝑏 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜀𝑚 are corresponding to the volumetric 
strain of pore, rock and matrix;  𝐾 is the bulk modulus of rock; The hat of variable ~ means the 
increment of that variable from the initial or reference state. 
 
Furthermore, models in above two forms could be compared to the Shi and Durucan model given in 
Eq. (3-16) (based on exponential relationship between permeability and effective stress change) and 
Palmer and Mansoori model shown in Eq. (3-12) (based on cubic relationship between permeability 
and porosity change). 
 
3.3.3 Anisotropic models 
Permeability models listed in the Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 are based on the isotropic coal assumption. 
However, coal permeability is always anisotropic, which should be taken into account when 
establishing models. It could be seen from Figure 3-1, the spacing, aperture and connectivity between 
the face cleat and butt cleat are different. Thus the permeability values in different directions vary. 
Koenig and Stubbs (1986) has found that the directional permeability ratio could be as high as 17:1. 
Meanwhile, figuring out the permeability anisotropy plays a significant role in the surface well design 
and the underground borehole layout. Normally, the borehole should be drilled vertically to the 
maximum permeability direction to obtain the best gas drainage performance. Previous researchers 
have investigated this issue and put forward following anisotropic models.  
(1) Liu et al. model 
Liu et al. (2010) focused on the three-dimensional coal with three orthogonal sets of coal fractures. 
In this case, permeability in one direction is mainly determined by two sets of fractures parallel to the 
other two directions (Figure 3-10), thus coal directional permeability 𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 𝑘𝑧 could be defined as 
follows: 
 
 
𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖0
= ∑
1
2
(1 +
3(1−𝑅𝑚)
𝜙0
∆𝜀𝑒𝑗)
3
𝑖≠𝑗  (3-23) 
 
where 𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 for 3D case; ∆𝜀𝑒𝑗 is the total equivalent strain change in the 𝑗 direction. 
In this model, the elastic modulus reduction ratio is introduced (𝑅𝑚 = 𝐸/𝐸𝑚). If it is zero, meaning 
that the coal matrix modulus 𝐸𝑚 is infinity compared to the modulus of coal 𝐸, that is to say the total 
equivalent strain is due to cleat networks only, representing that cleat determines the coal permeability. 
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Figure 3-10. Schematic diagram of coal directional permeability (Liu et al. 2010). 
 
(2) Gu and Chalaturnyk model 
Regarding the discontinuous coal mass as an equivalent continuum elastic medium, Gu and 
Chalaturnyk (2010) developed a permeability model which takes into account the coal anisotropy, 
matrix shrinkage/swelling, coal mechanical changes and thermal expansion induced by temperature 
change.  
 
𝑘𝑖
(𝑘𝑖)0
=
(1+
𝑎𝑗
(𝑏𝑚)𝑗
∆𝜀𝑓𝑗)
3𝑛𝑗
1+(∆𝜀𝐿𝑗
𝑡 −∆𝜀𝑓𝑗)+
(𝑏𝑚)𝑗
𝑎𝑗
∆𝜀𝐿𝑗
𝑡
 (3-24) 
 
where 𝑎 is the width of coal matrix; 𝑏𝑚 is the mechanical aperture of coal cleat; ∆𝜀𝑓 represents the 
normal strain change of cleat; ∆𝜀𝐿
𝑡 denotes the total variation in liner strain of a matrix and cleat unit. 
 
(3) Pan and Connell model 
Coal swelling/shrinkage is generally anisotropic, with more swelling in the direction vertical to the 
coal bedding. Pan and Connell (2011) developed an anisotropic swelling model, and further applied 
it to a coal permeability model to reveal the anisotropy’s effect on permeability prediction. 
 ∆𝜀𝑖 =
∆𝜎𝑖
𝐸𝑖
− ∑ [𝑣𝑗𝑖
∆𝜎𝑗
𝐸𝑗
] +𝑧𝑗=𝑥,𝑗≠𝑖 ∆𝜀𝑖
𝑠 + 𝛼𝑖∆𝑇 (3-25) 
 
This model is similar to the Gu and Chalaturnyk model (Eq. (3-24)) and could be simplified into the 
stress-strain relationship for isotropic coal condition in Shi and Durucan model. Following equation 
is adopted to connect the stress change with permeability: 
 𝑘𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖0𝑒
−3𝑐𝑓(𝜎𝑖−𝜎𝑖0) (3-26) 
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3.3.4 Damage-based models 
Coal mining activities e.g. borehole drilling, roadway excavation and longwall mining, could always 
cause severe coal damage. For instance, the longwall panel dimensions are always very large, which 
would induce severe coal damage around the mining panel. And the coal damage could lead to 
significant permeability increase through the coal-dilatancy phenomenon (Palmer and Mansoori 
1998), especially in the coal with post-peak stress where large amount of cracks propagate and 
interconnect (Xue et al. 2015). Therefore, the impact of damage on mining-induced permeability 
variation should not be ignored to avoid permeability underestimation. Even though some researchers 
have noticed the significant effect of damage on permeability. Meanwhile, they evaluated the 
permeability change in damaged area (e.g. the longwall mining goaf area and the fractured 
overburden strata) by means of mathematical method calculations or field measurements (Adhikary 
and Guo 2014a; Karacan 2009; Karacan and Goodman 2010; Schatzel et al. 2012). However, 
previous coupled permeability investigations considering coal damage is relatively few, though some 
related permeability studies on the granitic rock (Rutqvist et al. 2008; Souley et al. 2001). One study 
on damage-based coal permeability was conducted by Xue et al. (2015). In their paper, a new 
permeability model for damaged coal in the post-peak stress condition was developed based on Cui 
and Bustin model (C&B model). Specifically, a term [𝛾(𝑑 − 𝑑0) + 1] was added to the C&B model 
to reflect the enhancement effect of damage evolution on permeability. They finally validated the 
new model by the experimental permeability data of damaged coal. 
 𝑘 = 𝑘0[𝛾(𝑑 − 𝑑0) + 1] × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {3(
1
𝐾
−
1
𝐾𝑝
)[(𝜎 − 𝜎0) − (𝑝 − 𝑝0)]} (3-27) 
 
where 𝛾 represents the post-peak permeability enhancement coefficient; 𝑑0 is the coal damage value 
in the condition of peak stress. 
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3.4 Conclusions 
Coal is generally regarded as a typical dual-porosity structure, consisting of porous matrix surrounded 
by cleats. The permeability are highly related to the coal structure, and is mainly determined by the 
coal cleat networks rather than the matrix. The cleat properties (amount, aperture and continuity) are 
closely related to coal mechanics property, gas sorption or desorption, coal damage and coal 
anisotropy, so is the coal permeability. According to the review on extensive permeability models in 
this chapter, characteristics of current models can be summarized in the Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1 List of current permeability models and their characteristics. 
Developed by 
Effect of Theoretical assumption 
Coal 
stress 
change 
Gas 
adsorption 
and 
desorption 
Coal 
damage 
Coal 
anisotropy 
Uniaxial 
strain 
Constant 
vertical 
stress 
Somerton et al. (1975) Y N N N N N 
Durucan and Edwards (1986) Y N N N N N 
Gray (1987) Y Y N N Y Y 
McKee et al. (1988) Y N N N N N 
Sawyer et al. (1990) Y Y N N N Y 
Seidle et al. (1992) Y Y N N N Y 
Seidle and Huitt (1995) N Y N N N N 
Palmer and Mansoori (1998) Y Y N N Y Y 
Gilman and Beckie (2000) Y Y N N Y Y 
Pekot and Reeves (2003) Y Y N N N Y 
Shi and Durucan (2004) Y Y N N Y Y 
Cui and Bustin (2005) Y Y N N Y Y 
Robertson and Christiansen (2007) Y Y N N N N 
Liu and Rutqvist (2009) Y Y N N Y Y 
Liu et al. (2010) Y Y N Y Y Y 
Connell et al. (2010) Y Y N N N N 
Gu and Chalaturnyk (2010) Y Y N Y Y Y 
Pan and Connell (2011) Y Y N Y Y Y 
Xue et al. (2015) Y Y Y N N N 
Note: Y represents the effect of that factor is taken into account or that theoretical assumption is adopted in the model 
while N denotes not. 
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(1) It can be concluded that permeability models have been continuously developed. In the earlier 
years, most permeability models only considered the effect of stress or sorption/desorption (matrix 
swelling/shrinkage) on permeability, e.g. Somerton et al. model, Durucan and Edwards model, 
McKee et al. model and Seidle and Huitt model. Later, both the effects of stress and 
sorption/desorption were taken into account in coupled permeability models, as well as the coal 
anisotropy and coal damage in recent years (Liu et al. model, Gu and Chalaturnyk model, Pan and 
Connell model and Xue et al. model). Overall, it can be seen from Table 3-1 that the effects of coal 
stress change and gas adsorption/desorption are frequently taken into account in current permeability 
models, e.g. nine models in the Section 3.3.2. However, permeability models considering the effects 
of coal damage and coal anisotropy are relatively less, particularly, the coal damage. But, as stated 
above, the effects of coal damage and coal anisotropy are of significance on the accuracy of 
permeability evaluation and should be reflected in the permeability model. 
 
(2) Based on two theoretical assumptions of uniaxial strain and constant vertical stress, previous 
model developments frequently adopted the exponential relationship between permeability and 
effective stress change (e.g. in Seidle et al. model, Shi and Durucan model) and the cubic relationship 
between permeability and porosity variation (e.g. in Palmer and Mansoori model). Meanwhile, most 
permeability models are mainly focused on analysing the permeability change during coal seam gas 
drainage using surface wells rather than the underground to inseam boreholes. In the surface-well 
drainage, the mining activities in the coal seam is relatively less. The in-situ stress of most coal areas 
experiences slight change. According to the Terzagi theory (𝜎𝑒 = 𝜎 − 𝑝), the effective stress is the 
total stress minus the fluid pressure. Therefore, in most previous permeability investigations, the fluid 
pressure change during gas drainage plays a relatively important role in the change of 𝜎𝑒 due to the 
slight variation in crustal stress, e.g. Gray model and Palmer and Mansoori model. However, for the 
gas drainage in the underground coal mine. The mining activities are normally many and intense 
which could induce big crustal stress changes and coal damage, e.g. the borehole drilling, roadway 
excavation and longwall mining. Therefore, the effective stress change are mainly determined by the 
stress changes rather than the gas pressure for this drainage method, particularly when the coal seam 
gas pressure is small. Meanwhile, the coal damage could greatly increase the coal permeability. Thus 
more investigations on the permeability changes during underground mining should be conducted, 
and the mechanics changes and coal damage should be emphasized in the permeability prediction for 
underground-mining gas drainage. 
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Chapter 4 
 Ventilation air leakage into UIS gas drainage borehole in the 
overlying coal seam 
 
This chapter is mostly based on Paper 1 and Paper 2 which are published in International Journal of 
Coal Geology and Journal of Natural Gas Science and Engineering, respectively. 
  
4.1 Introduction 
As stated in Chapter 1, in the overlying coal seam, UIS borehole gas drainage is normally conducted 
to mitigate potential gas related incidents and ensure the mining safety of this seam. Ventilation air 
leakage into borehole (as shown in Figure 2-15), however, occurs frequently, which decreases the 
gas-drainage efficiency. Literature review in Chapter 2 shows that, despite extensive anti-leakage 
method investigations, very few studies have been focused on spraying air-proof materials on the 
roadway rib and optimizing borehole sealing along the borehole, along with taking the effects of 
sequential excavations of roadway and borehole into account. Therefore, in this chapter, a fully 
coupled mathematical model will be developed by incorporating coal permeability with coal 
mechanical properties and gas adsorption/desorption and be then implemented into a Finite Element 
software. The simulation-model parameters are determined based on a real coal mine. This numerical 
simulation will be used to analyse following two aspects: (1) transient stress and dynamic air-leakage 
flow fields around the drainage borehole affected by successive excavations of roadway and borehole, 
which has been rarely done previously. Air leakage performances on the roadway wall and along the 
borehole will be studied and the optimal sealing strategy will be provided. Meanwhile, for the purpose 
of model validation, simulation outcomes will be compared with experimental data of the suggested 
coal mine; and (2) the effects of coal properties on the air leakage, which is achieved through an 
integrated approach of the orthogonal design method and the F-test theory.  
 
Related outcomes could help us to figure out the mechanism of air leakage, and allow for optimal 
design of the spraying area and order and borehole sealing, thus providing scientific basis for an 
integrated anti-air-leakage method including spraying air-proof materials on the roadway wall and 
sealing borehole effectively. Meanwhile, sensitivity analysis could offer related researchers and 
mining engineers with the new understanding of correlations between coal properties and the severity 
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of air leakage. The appropriate leakage-prevention strategies could be determined based on the site 
conditions and coal properties of targeted coal mine to enhance gas drainage performance. 
 
4.2 Theoretical fundamentals 
In this chapter, coal is regarded as a dual-porosity system, consisting of porous matrix surrounded by 
cleats (Liu et al. 2011a). The mechanical properties and gas flow characterisation in coal will be 
analysed, thus following theories are involved. 
 
4.2.1 Sign conventions 
The sign conventions of stress in this study should be noted: the negative stress is assumed in 
compression and positive stress in tension. Meanwhile, positive strain means model-size increase 
while negative strain represents dimension decrease. Despite above sign conventions is contrary to 
those adopted in the geotechnical engineering, they are generally used in geomechanical simulation 
software. Therefore, the new mathematical models based on above conventions could be applied in 
the numerical simulation without any sign conversion. 
 
4.2.2 Elastic stress-strain relationship 
According to the Hooke’s law, the relationship between stress and strain of linear elastic materials 
can be expressed as follows (Peng and Zhang 2007). 
 
 𝜀𝑥 =
1
𝐸
[𝜎𝑥 − 𝜇(𝜎𝑦 + 𝜎𝑧)] (4-1) 
 𝜀𝑦 =
1
𝐸
[𝜎𝑦 − 𝜇(𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑧)] (4-2) 
 𝜀𝑧 =
1
𝐸
[𝜎𝑧 − 𝜇(𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦)]  (4-3) 
 
where 𝜀𝑥 , 𝜀𝑦 , 𝜀𝑧  are the normal strains in three directions; 𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦 , 𝜎𝑧  are normal stresses in three 
directions; 𝐸 is the Young's modulus, and 𝜇 is the Poisson's ratio. It can be seen that every normal 
strain is proportional to its corresponding normal stress, e.g. 𝜀𝑥 and 𝜎𝑥. 
 
4.2.3 Flow governing equations 
The conservation of mass for gas can be expressed as: 
 𝑄𝑠 =
𝜕𝑚
𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑔𝑞𝑔) (4-4) 
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where 𝑄𝑠 denotes the gas source or sink; 𝜌𝑔 represents gas density; 𝑞𝑔 is Darcy’s velocity vector; 𝑚 
is the gas mass consisting of free-phase gas and the adsorbed one (Saghafi et al. 2007), given as: 
 𝑚 = 𝜌𝑔𝜙 + (1 − 𝜙)𝜌𝑔𝑠𝜌𝑐
𝑉𝐿𝑝
𝑝+𝑃𝐿
 (4-5) 
 
where  𝜙  is the cleat porosity; 𝜌𝑔𝑠  denotes gas density of standard conditions; 𝜌𝑐  represents the 
density of coal; 𝑝 is the pore pressure during gas adsorption; 𝑃𝐿 is the Langmuir pressure constant, 
when the measured volumetric strain reaches half of the maximum strain, the pore pressure at this 
point is 𝑃𝐿; 𝑉𝐿 denotes the Langmuir volume constant.  
 
Gas density is in direct proportion to the pore pressure, which, based on the ideal gas law, can be 
defined as: 
 𝜌𝑔 =
𝑀𝑔
𝑍𝑅𝑇
𝑝 (4-6) 
 
where 𝑀𝑔 represents gas molecular mass; 𝑍 denotes the correction factor for gas’s non-ideal state; 𝑅 
denotes the universal gas constant and 𝑇 is temperature. 
 
Based on Darcy’s law, flow velocity is proportional to the pressure gradient: 
 𝑞𝑔 = −
𝑘
𝜇
∇𝑝 (4-7) 
 
where 𝜇 is dynamic viscosity of gas; 𝑘 is permeability.  
 
Substituting Eqs. (4-5), (4-6) and (4-7) into Eq. (4-4), I obtain (Liu et al. 2010): 
 
 [𝜙 + (1 − 𝜙)
𝜌𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑉𝐿𝑃𝐿
(𝑝+𝑃𝐿)2
]
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑡
+ (𝑝 −
𝜌𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑉𝐿𝑝
𝑝+𝑃𝐿
)
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑡
− ∇ ∙ (
𝑘
𝜇
𝑝∇𝑝) = 𝑄𝑠 (4-8) 
 
where 𝑝𝑎 is the standard atmospheric pressure. 
 
Equation (4-8) will be used to investigate gas flow behaviour in coal seam gas reservoir of this study. 
 
4.2.4 Coupled permeability model 
As stated in Chapter 3, coal permeability plays a key role in determining methane flow in coal (Meng 
et al. 2015). Meanwhile, coal has a typical dual porosity structure, and coal permeability is largely 
determined by cleat networks while the effect of microporous coal matrix could be negligible (Cui 
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and Bustin 2005). And this decisive role is particularly true in this study, as the research object is the 
fractured coal caused by consecutive excavations of roadway and borehole, in which cleat networks 
become more propagated. Specifically speaking, permeability is closely related to the cleat porosity 
which is intrinsically controlled by cleat spacing and aperture width, etc. 
 
As the coal deposit is idealized as a collection of matchsticks, flow in the core sample is along the 
axis of the matchsticks. Permeability 𝑘 for this geometry is defined by Reiss (1980) as: 
 𝑘 =
1
48
𝑎2𝜙3 (4-9) 
 
where 𝑎  is cleat spacing, and 𝜙 is cleat porosity. 
 
Based on above equation, the permeability change can be expressed into a cubic function of porosity 
change by assuming that cleat spacing is a constant (Cui and Bustin 2005; Palmer and Mansoori 1998; 
Reiss 1980; Shi and Durucan 2004): 
 
𝑘
𝑘0
= (
𝜙
𝜙0
)
3
 (4-10) 
 
where 𝑘0, 𝜙0 are the initial permeability and porosity of virgin coal, respectively. 
 
Based on reviewing lots of permeability models, it can be seen that the effects of coal stress change 
and gas adsorption/desorption are frequently taken into account in previous permeability models. In 
contrast, the anisotropy in coal permeability is less considered. An anisotropic model will be 
developed in this section. Eq. (4-10) shows the general relationship between coal permeability and 
porosity. Furthermore, for the three-dimensional case with three orthogonal sets of coal fractures, 
which is the focus of this study, permeability in one direction is mainly determined by two sets of 
fractures parallel to the other two directions (Figure 3-10), thus coal directional permeability 𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 
𝑘𝑧 could be defined as follows (Liu et al. 2010; Liu et al. 1999): 
 
𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖0
= ∑
1
2
(1 +
3(1−𝑅𝑚)
𝜙0
∆𝜀𝑒𝑗)
3
𝑖≠𝑗 ;       𝑘𝑖0 = ∑
𝑏𝑗0
3
12𝑠𝑖≠𝑗
 (4-11) 
 
where 𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 for 3D case; 𝑅𝑚 = 𝐸/𝐸𝑚 , the elastic modulus reduction ratio, here 𝑅𝑚 = 0 , 
which signifies that the coal matrix modulus 𝐸𝑚 is infinity compared to the modulus of coal 𝐸, that 
is to say the total equivalent strain is due to cleat networks only, representing that cleat determines 
coal permeability; ∆𝜀𝑒𝑗 is the total equivalent strain change in the 𝑗 direction. As shown in Figure 
3-10, 𝑠 represents the cleat spacing while 𝑏𝑗0 denotes the initial cleat aperture along 𝑗 direction. 
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Meanwhile, the total equivalent strain change ∆𝜀𝑒𝑗 is affected by stress changes and gas sorption 
commonly: 
 ∆𝜀𝑒𝑗 = ∆𝜀𝑠𝑗 −
∆𝜀𝑔𝑗
3
 (4-12) 
 
where ∆𝜀𝑠𝑗 represents the strain change in the 𝑗 direction caused by stress variation, and 
∆𝜀𝑔𝑗
3
 is the 
linear strain change along 𝑗 direction resulting from gas sorption. 
 
And the ∆𝜀𝑠𝑗 can be calculated by: 
 ∆𝜀𝑠𝑗 = 𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑗0 (4-13) 
 
where 𝜀𝑗 and 𝜀𝑗0 denote the coal strain and initial strain in the 𝑗 direction, respectively. 
 
In the coal system containing gas, the volumetric strain 𝜀𝑔 induced by gas sorption can be described 
by Langmuir type curves, which has been verified by physical experiments (Harpalani and 
Schraufnagel 1990; Robertson and Christiansen 2007). According to the Langmuir-type equation, 𝜀𝑔 
can be expressed as follows: 
 𝜀𝑔 = 𝜀𝐿
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
 (4-14) 
 
where 𝜀𝐿 represents the Langmuir volumetric strain constant which is the volumetric strain when the 
pore pressure becomes infinite. 
 
Therefore, the ∆𝜀𝑔𝑗 can be calculated by:  
 ∆𝜀𝑔𝑗 = 𝜀𝐿 (
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
) (4-15) 
 
where 𝑝0 is the initial pore pressure. 
 
Substituting Eqs. (4-12), (4-13) and (4-15) into Eq. (4-11), gives: 
 
𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖0
= ∑
1
2𝑖≠𝑗
 {1 +
3
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑗0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
 (4-16) 
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where the (𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑗0) denotes the effect of coal strain variation resulting from mechanical stress on 
coal permeability. While 
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
) represents the influence of strain change caused by gas 
desorption on the permeability (Figure 4-1). 
 
Furthermore, the permeability ratios in three directions can be obtained by replacing 𝑖, 𝑗 in Eq. (4-16) 
with 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, as shown below: 
 
𝑘𝑥
𝑘𝑥0
=
1
2
 {1 +
3
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑦 − 𝜀𝑦0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
+ 
 
1
2
 {1 +
3
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑧 − 𝜀𝑧0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
 (4-17) 
 
𝑘𝑦
𝑘𝑦0
=
1
2
 {1 +
3
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑥 − 𝜀𝑥0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
+ 
 
1
2
 {1 +
3
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑧 − 𝜀𝑧0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
 (4-18) 
 
𝑘𝑧
𝑘𝑧0
=
1
2
 {1 +
3
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑥 − 𝜀𝑥0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
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Figure 4-1. Flow governing equations used in the numerical study. 
This permeability model will be used to control the permeability variation through drainage-
simulation process and implemented into the flow equation derived above, then solved by the Comsol 
Multiphysics software simultaneously to investigate the gas drainage process, air leakage behaviour 
around borehole and effects of coal properties on the leakage. The Comsol Multiphysics software is 
specialized in multiple physical field simulations and is commercially available. 
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4.3 Numerical model description 
The established numerical simulation model is illustrated in Figure 4-2. Majority of the parameters 
appearing in this model are from the coal-bearing strata of No.8 coal mine, Pingdingshan Coal Group 
in China and are listed in Table 4-1. This coalmine locates 12 km east of the Pingdingshan city. Its 
designed mining time is 65 years with an annual coal production of around 3 million tons and by 
using longwall mining method. The length and width of this coal field are 12.5 km and 3.36 km, 
respectively. Gas content in coal is averagely 8.3 m3/t. Mining activities in the No.8 coal mine face 
multiple threats, including the coal and gas outburst, coal dust explosion (explosion index being 25.47% 
~ 26.78%) and spontaneous combustion of coal (ignition period being 4 ~ 6 months). For instance, 
this coalmine has experienced several gas-related accidents causing huge losses of lives and 
properties. With the increase in mining depth, the mining safety condition likely becomes worse. 
Therefore, this mine has tried to use the underground-in-seam drainage method to prevent gas-related 
incidents (there are more than 10 gas drainage pumps in the coalmine). However, the UIS drainage 
did not work well due to ventilation air leakage into borehole. 
 
Ji15 coal seam is the first-mined seam and is 800 m deep. Its in-situ stress is about 18MPa. The 
overburden pressure on model top (786 m of buried depth) is 17.7 MPa. The bottom boundary of 
model is fixed vertically and its four vertical boundaries are both fixed horizontally. As is displayed 
in Figure 4-2 (b), the length and width of the numerical model are 80 m and 60 m, respectively. The 
thickness of Ji15 coal seam is 3.6 m. The roadway is excavated along the direction of y-axis with a 
width of 3 m (20~23 in terms of x-axis coordinate value). The borehole is located in the middle of 
the right-hand side roadway wall and runs parallel to x-axis, its length and radius are 50 m (23~73 in 
terms of x-axis coordinate value) and 0.1 m, respectively. Preliminary results have shown that the 
dimension of the numerical model is adequate to cover the whole zone of influence due to roadway 
excavation. Meanwhile the meshing of this model is fine and can realize good simulation-data 
collection. 
 
(a)
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Figure 4-2. Three-dimensional numerical simulation model. (a) Overall model, and (b) detailed 
parameters of Ji15 coal seam. 
Table 4-1 Parameters of Ji15 coal-bearing strata. 
Rock 
type* 
Thickness 
(m) 
Position 
in the 
model 
(m)** 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Young’s 
modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson’s 
ratio 
 
Cohesion 
(MPa) 
 
Friction 
angle (°) 
UTS 
(MPa) 
UCS 
(MPa) 
Medium-
grained 
sandstone 
8 9.6~17.6 2100 8 0.31 2.1 29 0.96 39 
Mudstone 6 3.6~9.6 1500 2.2 0.35 1.4 25 0.67 23 
Ji15 coal 3.6 0~3.6 1250 1.3 0.39 0.9 20 0.50 16 
Mudstone 3.4 -3.4~0 1500 2.2 0.35 1.4 25 0.67 23 
Ji16-17 
coal 
1.8 -5.2~-3.4 1280 1.5 0.38 1.1 21 0.58 18 
Sandy 
mudstone 
4 -9.2~-5.2 1720 3.9 0.32 1.8 26 0.85 30 
Fine-
grained 
sandstone 
2.4 
-11.6~-
9.2 
2300 16 0.3 3.5 31 1.03 50 
Limeston
e 
5.5 
-17.1~-
11.6 
2650 24 0.25 4.2 35 1.16 63 
Fine-
grained 
sandstone 
4.6 
-21.7~-
17.1 
2300 16 0.3 3.5 31 1.03 50 
* The rock type is given from top to the bottom of the model. 
** The position of each rock is shown as its z-axis coordinate value range. 
 
Simulation work using above model consists of four sequential parts:  
1. Analysis on the stress distribution around roadway;  
2. Analysis on the stress distribution around borehole;  
3. Mechanics-flow coupling analysis on the ventilation air leakage into borehole during methane 
drainage, providing guidance for the optimization of leakage-prevention design;  
z
(b)
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4. Effects of coal properties on the air leakage through adopting the integrated approach of the 
orthogonal design method and the F-test theory. 
 
4.4 Mechanics field characterization 
4.4.1 Stress distribution around roadway 
In this numerical model, the roadway is excavated first, and stress distribution around roadway is 
obtained, as shown in Figure 4-3. With the increase in distance from roadway, σx reaches its original 
value gradually when σy and σz both experience relief, then concentration before returning to in-situ 
stress. It is evident that the stress-concentration degree of σz is much higher than that of σy. 
 
Figure 4-3. Stress distribution around the roadway and division of four stress areas. 
Note: 1. σx represents the stress parallel to the x-axis as well as the borehole, σy denotes the stress 
parallel to the y- axis as well as the roadway, σz is the vertical stress parallel to the z-axis. 2. Dotted 
line is used for representing the borehole, as it is not drilled at this stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I
II III IV
σx
σy
σz
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According to different stress-relief status of σx, σy and σz, four stress areas (І to IV) around roadway 
have been identified, as explained in Table 4-2. Results show that σx, σy and σz are all relieved in area 
І and each stress gets its least value. In addition, σz experiences intense concentration in areas ІІ and 
ІІІ, the peak value of which is 1.3 times the value of in-situ stress. The following analysis on stress 
distribution around borehole will be based on this division of four stress areas. 
Table 4-2 Stress relief status in different areas. 
Stress area σx σy σz Note 
  
І  
 
Y 
 
Y 
 
Y 
 
1. The stress is relieved when its value is 
less than the in-situ stress. 2. Y represents 
that the stress is relieved while N denotes 
not. 
ІІ Y Y N 
ІІІ Y N N 
IV N N N 
 
During borehole drilling, coal chips are constantly discharged. The weight of coal chips produced 
largely depends on coal properties and the stress value (Gao et al. 2015), i.e. in a specific coal seam, 
the higher the stress level is, the more chips are produced. Based on this principle, to validate above 
mechanics simulation results, the weight of coal chips per meter when drilling horizontal borehole 
was measured in the roadway of suggested Chinese coal mine. During the test, several difficulties 
were encountered, including the high dust concentration near the drilling site and loss of drilling rods. 
Figure 4-4 shows the comparison between test results and the vertical stress σz. Even though the 
weight of drilling chips per meter of borehole No. 2 is generally larger than other two boreholes of 
No. 1 and No.3 possibly due to the difference in coal parameters between those boreholes, it can be 
seen that nearly all the curves experience following changes: increasing-decreasing-stable. 
Meanwhile, all the boreholes have distinct peak value area (particularly the borehole No. 2 and No.3), 
which corresponds to the peak value area of vertical stress. In this area, the drilling chips per meter 
is very heavy. The existence of this area verifies the high stress values (mainly σz) in the stress area 
II. Moreover, in the stress area IV, as the in-situ stress dominates, the weight of drilling chips 
correspondingly tends to be stable. Therefore, these in-site tests verify above mechanics simulation 
results well. 
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Figure 4-4. Comparison between vertical stress and weight of coal drilling chips. 
 
4.4.2 Stress distribution around borehole 
It is well known that stress distribution around borehole is affected by the sequential excavations of 
roadway and borehole. In other words, stress distribution caused by roadway excavation experiences 
redistribution in the borehole-drilling process. Four different stress areas identified in Figure 4-3 has 
been selected to conduct a further analysis on stress field around borehole. Stress distribution around 
borehole in those four areas are different from each other and should be analysed separately. 
Therefore, as is depicted in Figure 4-5, four profiles named A-A, B-B, C-C and D-D are set in stress 
areas I~IV, respectively, and each profile is in the middle of the stress area that it belongs to. Moreover, 
in every profile, there are two lines for evaluating stress (Figure 4-6), line 1 (expressed as mn) is 
horizontal, used for getting stress distribution on the right side of borehole, while line 2 (expressed 
as ik) is vertical, serving as evaluating stress on the lower side of borehole. Borehole is drilled after 
roadway excavation, and stress distributions on those two evaluation lines are shown in Figure 4-7, 
Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. These stress results will be used to explain the following air-leakage 
performance around borehole, as air leakage is closely related to coal permeability which is 
determined by stress changes mainly. 
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Figure 4-5. Schematic diagram of four profiles. 
Note: Points b, d, f, h are the middle point of line ac, ce, eg, gi, respectively, and for the clear 
display, the real size is not applicable in this figure. 
 
 
Figure 4-6. Schematic diagram of two lines for stress evaluation (front view).  
Note: The relative position of line 1 and line 2 on the four profiles named A-A, B-B, C-C and D-D 
are same. 
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Stress characteristics of σx on line 1 
 
Stress characteristics of σy on line 1 
 
Stress characteristics of σz on line 1 
Note: 1. “before drilling borehole” means that the 
stress is obtained only after roadway excavation, 
which is used to compare with the stress after 
sequential excavations of roadway and borehole, 
namely “after drilling borehole”. 
 
2. Overall, on the line 1, σx is radial stress around 
roadway, but axial stress around borehole, 
therefore less than the in-situ stress mostly “after 
drilling borehole”; σy is axial stress around 
roadway, but radial stress around borehole, and is 
around the in-situ stress mostly (except in profile 
A-A) “after drilling borehole”; σz is tangential 
stress around roadway, and tangential stress 
around borehole, too. Therefore, it is more than 
the in-situ stress mostly “after drilling borehole”, 
particularly in profile B-B and C-C, σz is very 
large after experiencing double concentrations 
caused by sequential roadway excavation and 
borehole drilling. 
 
3. In summary, on the line 2, σx is radial stress 
around roadway, but axial stress around borehole, 
and less than in-situ stress mostly from point i to 
point j “after drilling borehole”. But in profile A-
A which is nearest to the roadway, σx is intensely 
concentrated, caused by the stress concentration in 
the lower corner of roadway; σy is axial stress 
around roadway, but tangential stress around 
borehole, and is more than the in-situ stress mostly 
from point i to point j “after drilling borehole”; σz 
is tangential stress around roadway, but radial 
stress around borehole, and is less than the in-situ 
stress mostly from point i to point j “after drilling 
borehole” (except in profile A-A, σz experiences a 
concentration around point j). 
 
 
 
Stress characteristics of σx on line 2 
 
Stress characteristics of σy on line 2 
 
Stress characteristics of σz on line 2 
Figure 4-7. Stress characteristics on two evaluation lines around borehole.
σ x σ y σ
z
σx σy σz
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Table 4-3 Characteristics description of stress on line 1. 
Stress σx σy σz 
In 
profile 
A-A 
 
Before 
drilling 
borehole 
Decreasing sharply to 0.16 MPa, 
caused by roadway excavation. 
Due to roadway excavation, 
remaining at 9.6 MPa. 
Decreasing slightly to 16.6 MPa, 
caused by roadway excavation. 
 
After 
drilling 
borehole 
A Little larger than 0.16 MPa. 
As radial stress around borehole, 
increasing from 0 to around 9.3 
MPa, then stable. 
As tangential stress around borehole, 
experiencing a concentration, with 
peak value of 23 MPa. 
In 
profile 
B-B 
 
Before 
drilling 
borehole 
Reducing to 12.1 MPa, resulting 
from roadway excavation. 
Keeping value of 17 MPa, 
resulting from roadway 
excavation. 
Being tangential stress around 
roadway, a concentrated stress of 22.2 
MPa, resulting from roadway 
excavation. 
 
After 
drilling 
borehole 
A slight stress concentration 
around borehole, less than 12.1 
MPa mostly. 
Increasing from 0 to around 16.5 
MPa, still less than in-situ stress. 
Double stress concentration caused by 
roadway excavation and borehole 
drilling. Getting a quite large peak 
value of 28 MPa. 
In 
profile 
C-C 
 
Before 
drilling 
borehole 
Dropping slightly to 17.6 MPa 
arising from roadway excavation. 
 
A slightly concentrated stress of 
18.2 MPa, arising from roadway 
excavation. 
Being slightly concentrated to 18.8 
MPa arising from roadway 
excavation. 
 
After 
drilling 
borehole 
A slight stress concentration 
around borehole, and its value is 
around 17.6 MPa. 
Increasing from 0 to around 18.1 
MPa, little more than in-situ 
stress. 
Double stress concentration caused by 
sequential excavations of roadway and 
borehole, and the peak value is around 
26.5 MPa. 
In 
profile 
D-D 
 
Before 
drilling 
borehole 
Keeping the in-situ stress of 18 
MPa, not influenced by roadway 
excavation. 
Remaining at in-situ stress of 18 
MPa, not influenced by roadway 
excavation. 
Being in-situ stress of 18 MPa, not 
influenced by roadway excavation. 
 
After 
drilling 
borehole 
A slight stress concentration 
around borehole, which is around 
18 MPa. 
Increasing from 0 to in-situ stress, 
which is only induced by 
borehole drilling. 
Experiencing a stress concentration 
only resulting from borehole drilling, 
and its peak value is nearly 26 MPa. 
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Table 4-4 Characteristics description of stress on line 2. 
Stress σx σy σz 
 
In 
profile 
A-A 
 
Before 
drilling 
borehole 
Being relieved to nearly 0 MPa at 
point i, then experiencing a sharp 
concentration (27 MPa) at point j 
caused by the stress concentration 
in the lower corner of roadway, 
after which returning to the in-
situ stress gradually. 
Decreasing to nearly 9 MPa at 
point i, then experiencing a 
concentration (24 MPa) at point j, 
also caused by the stress 
concentration in roadway’s lower 
corner, after which returning to 
the in-situ stress gradually. 
Slightly relieved to 16.5MPa at point 
i, then experiencing a concentration 
(27 MPa) at point j, same reason with 
σx and σy in this profile, after which 
returning to the in-situ stress 
gradually. 
 
After 
drilling 
borehole 
Almost same stress changes with 
that before drilling borehole, and 
there is a slight stress 
concentration near point i. 
 
Being tangential stress around 
borehole, experiencing a stress 
concentration near point i, before 
another sharp concentration at 
point j. 
Almost same stress variations with 
that before drilling borehole, except 
for being relieved to 0 at point i, as 
being radial stress around borehole. 
 
 
 
In 
profile 
B-B 
 
Before 
drilling 
borehole 
 
Increasing from 12.1 MPa to 18 
MPa, and stress concentration at 
point j no longer exists, as profile 
B-B is farther from roadway wall 
than  profile A-A, so stress here is 
not affected by stress 
concentration in the lower corner 
of roadway. 
Slightly relieved around point i 
(17 MPa), then returning to 18 
MPa, stress concentration at point 
j no longer exists, same reason 
with  σx in this profile. 
Being tangential stress around 
roadway, so it is concentrated (22.2 
MPa) at point i, then returns to in-situ 
stress. Stress concentration at point j 
no longer exists, same reason with σx 
in this profile.   
 
After 
drilling 
borehole 
 
Almost same stress changes with 
that before drilling borehole, but 
stress near borehole becomes 
smaller. 
 
Experiencing a stress 
concentration near point i (peak 
value 25.5 MPa) before 
decreasing to in-situ stress. 
Being radial stress around borehole, 
relieved to 0 at point i before 
returning to in-situ stress gradually.   
 
 
In 
profile 
C-C 
 
Before 
drilling 
borehole 
Less influenced by the roadway 
excavation. 17.6 MPa at point i, 
then returning to in-situ stress. 
 
Being axial stress around 
roadway, slightly concentrated 
around point i (18.2 MPa), then 
returning to 18 MPa, stress 
concentration at point j no longer 
exists. 
Less influenced by the roadway 
excavation. Slight stress concentration 
(18.8 MPa) at point i, then returning 
to in-situ stress. 
 
After 
drilling 
borehole 
Increasing from 10.5 MPa to 18 
MPa, and experiencing a slight 
concentration around point j. 
 
Experiencing a sharp stress 
concentration near point i (peak 
value 26 MPa) before returning to 
in-situ stress. 
Reducing to 0 at point i before 
returning to in-situ stress gradually. 
In 
profile 
D-D 
 
Before 
drilling 
borehole 
Keeping the in-situ stress of 18 
MPa, not influenced by roadway 
excavation. 
Remaining at in-situ stress of 18 
MPa, not influenced by roadway 
excavation. 
Not affected by roadway excavation, 
being in-situ stress of 18 MPa. 
 
After 
drilling 
borehole 
Increasing from 13.5 MPa to 18 
MPa, and experiencing a slight 
concentration around point j. 
Experiencing a stress 
concentration near point i (peak 
value 25.3 MPa), caused by 
borehole drilling only. 
Being relieved to 0 at point i before 
returning to in-situ stress at point j, 
caused by drilling borehole only. 
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4.5 Mechanics-flow coupling analysis on the leakage 
After the sequential roadway and borehole constructions, the borehole is sealed near its opening. This 
section investigates how the ventilation air and gas flow in the coal seam, to direct the anti-leakage 
design. But water flow is not included in this simulation model, as the initial coal permeability used 
in the model was obtained directly through well testing which had incorporated the impact of moisture 
content on coal permeability. Meanwhile, for the particular coal mine in this study, the water inflow 
was very low, therefore the effect of water on relative permeability is not expected to be significant. 
Variation of coal permeability is governed by Eq. (4-16), taking both coal mechanical properties and 
methane adsorption/desorption into account. The initial sealing length along the borehole is 10 m and 
related parameters used in this simulation part are listed in Table 4-5. 
Table 4-5 Parameters used in the mechanics-flow coupling simulation. 
Parameter  Value  
Gas dynamic viscosity (μ, Pa∙s)  1.83×10-5 
Initial coal permeability* (k0, m
2) 5.56×10-16 
Initial porosity of fracture (ϕ0) 0.009 
Gas pressure (p0, Pa) 1.2×10
6 
Ventilation air pressure (p1, Pa) 1.01×10
5 
Gas drainage negative pressure (p2, Pa) 3.2×10
4 
Langmuir pressure constant, (pL, Pa) 1.9×10
6 
Langmuir volumetric strain constant, (εL) 0.025 
Langmuir volume constant, (VL, m
3/kg) 0.016 
* The initial coal permeability here is the permeability of original coal seam under tri-axial stress condition. It will be 
affected by coal stress changes and gas sorption/desorption throughout the gas drainage process. 
 
4.5.1 Air leakage in the stress area I 
In order to identify optimal locations for spraying air-proof materials, it is necessary to understand 
air leakage characteristic in the stress area I. As shown in Figure 4-8, in the profile A-A, based on 
stress distribution features, coal region around borehole is divided into 4 fan-shaped areas evenly: the 
upper one, the lower one, the left one and the right one, and each area includes 9 subareas.  
 
Due to the symmetric structure of the model, the distribution of stress and gas pressure around 
borehole are also symmetric, thus the air-leakage characteristic should also be similar in each opposite 
direction, e.g. the left fan-shaped area and right fan-shaped area. To simplify the analysis, the right 
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fan-shaped area comprised of R1 to R9 and the lower area consisting of L1 to L9 were selected to 
uncover the law of air leakage in the stress area I. 
 
Figure 4-8. Area division for air-leakage evaluation around borehole in profile A-A. 
Note: 1. Areas R1 (R represents right fan-shaped area) and L1 (L denotes lower fan-shaped area) 
are both next to the borehole while areas R9 and L9 are farthest from borehole. In the radial 
direction, the length of area R1 and L1 are both 0.1 m while those length of other areas (R2 to R9 
and L2 to L9) are both 0.2 m. 
 
Simulation results as presented in Figure 4-9 clearly show that ventilation air leakage into borehole 
does not occur at the early stage of methane drainage. In fact, the high-pressure gas will filter out to 
the roadway before gas drainage (Szlazak et al. 2014). However, that gas emission is limited, the 
reasons for which are as follows:  
1. It is true that there will be a certain depth of coal ribs damaged due to the abutment stress (i.e. 
mining-induced stress concentration) and consequently coal permeability increases 
significantly in that zone. However, permeability will be reduced in the range further into the 
solid coal mass also due to the abutment stress. Cleats in this area to a large extent are closed 
due to the high compressive stress, and coal permeability is thus reduced greatly. Meanwhile, 
in the field practice, the borehole sealing section normally exceeds the stress-concentration 
zone to minimize potential air leakage. In this way, the degree of gas flow to the roadway is 
low.  
2. The complexity of coal structures and the real coal mine conditions make the completely 
efficient gas filtration very difficult.  
 
Therefore, prior to the start of gas drainage, gas pressure around sealing section of the borehole 
(especially the section deeper than the concentrated stress area) is still much higher than the 
Borehole
90°
The right fan-shaped area
The lower fan-shaped area
R1 to R9
L1 to L9
Contour line of the roadway
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ventilation air pressure. It means that at the early drainage stage gas flow would only happen from 
coal to the gate roads not the other way around. Then with the continuous methane drainage, gas 
pressure gradually declines to be below air pressure. The reduction of gas pressure causes the increase 
in effective stress, which finally widens existing fractures and generates new fractures, and thus 
improves coal permeability. It consequently appears that ventilation air leaks into borehole through 
those fractures. The modelling results show that air leakage starts to occur after approximately 30 
days of drainage. From then on, the air-leakage rate (m3/day) of every subarea is monitored, and the 
analysis results are listed in Table 4-6.  
 
 
Figure 4-9. Air-leakage rate of different subareas during methane drainage. 
 
Table 4-6 Air-leakage data of different subareas during methane drainage. 
 
Name of the 
subarea 
Integral of air-leakage 
amount (120 days of 
drainage) /×10-1m3 
𝑄 = ∫ 𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡∗
120
30.29
 
Area (A)  
/m2 
Air-leakage amount 
in unit area /m (120 
days of drainage)  
λ =
𝑄
𝐴
 
 
Air-leakage 
rate on the 
120th day of 
drainage/ ×10-
1m3/d  
       
      R1 
           
          62.26 
 
0.0075π 
          
          2643.73 
         
          0.86 
      L1           88.28 0.0075π           3748.42           1.21 
      R2          182.64 0.03π           1938.92           2.50 
      L2          256.51 0.03π           2723.04           3.52 
      R3          406.57 0.05π           2589.63           5.57 
      L3          407.39 0.05π           2594.84           5.58 
      R4          574.91 0.07π           2615.61           7.87 
      L4          443.83 0.07π           2019.26           6.08 
      R5          615.81 0.09π           2179.10           8.43 
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      L5          505.55 0.09π           1788.93           6.92 
      R6          751.14 0.11π           2174.68          10.28 
      L6          530.46 0.11π           1535.77           7.27 
      R7          876.82 0.13π           2148.01          12.00 
      L7          538.55 0.13π           1319.33           7.38 
      R8         1001.76 0.15π           2126.87          13.72 
      L8          554.11 0.15π           1176.46           7.59 
      R9         1121.67 0.17π           2101.30          15.36 
      L9          579.02  0.17π           1084.71           7.93 
*: 1. Every air-leakage rate curve in Figure 4-9 can be fitted into an asymptotic equation: 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑎 − 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐𝑡  (𝑅2 > 0.99). 
2. The lower limit of integral is the leakage-start time: 30.29 days, and the upper limit of integral is 120 days of drainage, 
because the air-leakage rate becomes stable mostly at this time, and the drainage efficiency will be very low if continued, 
therefore borehole drainage will be stopped in real coal mine at this point, so adopting 120 days to evaluate air-leakage 
amount is practical and reasonable. 
 
Following summaries can be made:  
1. As shown in Figure 4-9, air-leakage rates of subareas far from borehole are normally larger 
than those of subareas near the borehole, because the size of subarea far from borehole is 
much larger. However, based on the air-leakage amount in unit area (λ value), the degree of 
air-leakage in each subarea could be ranked as: 
L1>L2>R1>R4>L3>R3>R5>R6>R7>R8>R9>L4>R2>L5>L6>L7>L8>L9 
It should be noted that due to the symmetry of the structure, air-leakage features in the left 
and upper fan-shaped area are same to those in the right and lower fan-shaped area, 
respectively. Four air-leakage levels (levels A to D) around borehole are summarized in Figure 
4-10; 
2. The closer to borehole the subarea is, the higher the degree of air-leakage is, meanwhile, the 
leakage level of subareas on the lower side is higher than that on the right side 
(L1>L2>R1>R2), and subarea L1 is most likely to experience intense air leakage, in which 
air-leakage amount in unit area (λ value) is 3748.42 m, followed by 2723.04 m of L2 and 
2643.73 m of R1, while the λ value in subarea R2 is an exception, being much less than the 
other three subareas; 
3. The air-leakage levels are similar to each other among subareas R4, L3 and R3, with air-
leakage amount in unit area being both 2600 m approximately; 
4. The λ value becomes less when the subarea is far from borehole, and the farther from borehole 
the subarea is, the lower the λ value is. In contrast with the second conclusion above, away 
from the borehole, the leakage levels of subareas on the right side are higher than those on the 
lower side (R4>R5>R6>R7>R8>R9>L4>L5>L6>L7>L8>L9), e.g. the air-leakage degree in 
subarea L9 is the lowest (λ value: 1084.71 m) while the λ value of R9 is 2101.30 m; 
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5. After 120 days of gas drainage, the air-leakage rate becomes stable. Table 4-6 also gives the 
leakage rate of each subarea on the 120th day. Adding up all the rates of those 18 subareas, 
the leakage amount per day of the right and lower fan-shaped areas around borehole is 
obtained to be 13.01 m3. After including the leakage amount of the left and upper fan-shaped 
areas, the total quantity of leakage is around 26.02 m3 every day. According to the data 
provided by the No. 8 coal mine, the drainage amount of a single borehole is around 30 m3 
every day at this drainage stage, so the extracted gas concentration can be as low as 13.27%. 
It indicates that the leakage air approximately accounts for 86.73% in the drainage main pipe, 
thus gas drainage at this stage is very inefficient and measures need to be taken immediately. 
Spraying air-proof materials on the roadway wall is considered as a competitive option to 
tackle the leakage issue. To reduce the cost of spraying work, the spraying sequence should 
be based on the rank of air-leakage level. Subareas of level A should be sprayed firstly while 
subareas of level D need not to be sprayed if air leakage is controlled to an accepted level 
already, guaranteeing a best air-leakage-prevention outcome with a least cost.   
 
Figure 4-10. Different air-leakage levels around borehole. 
Note: 1.From level A to level D, the degree of air-leakage decreases. 2. Level A (air-leakage 
amount in unit area λ >3000m): L1 and the corresponding upper one; level B (2500m< λ <3000m): 
L2, L3, R1, R3, R4 and the corresponding upper and left ones; level C (2000m< λ <2500m): L4, 
R5, R6, R7, R8, R9 and the corresponding upper and left ones; level D (λ <2000m): L5, L6, L7, L8, 
L9, R2 and the corresponding upper and left ones. 
 
Air-leakage degree is primarily determined by the coal permeability. Through comparing the 
permeability results in the numerical simulation with above air-leakage levels, it is found that the 
permeability changes are nearly corresponding to the rank of air-leakage degree in those subareas. 
Borehole
Contour line of the roadway
Level A
Level B
Level C
Level D
Air leakage
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For instance, in the subareas L1 and R1, the permeability experiences the largest increase (from 
5.56×10-16 m2 to around 1.11×10-15 m2). Correspondingly, the values of air-leakage degree are biggest 
in those two subareas. Meanwhile, with the increase in distance from borehole, the permeability 
increase degree reduces gradually and gets the smallest permeability value in subareas L10 and R10 
(being less than 5.56×10-16 m2). This matches that the air-leakage degree in those two subareas is the 
lowest. 
 
Furthermore, permeability is closely related to the cleat system of coal (Baghbanan and Jing 2008; 
Liu et al. 2011a; Somerton et al. 1975). As shown in Figure 4-11, there are two types of cleats around 
borehole: face cleat and butt cleat, orthogonal to each other, which are the major path for air leakage 
into borehole. In profile A-A, permeability value is proportional to the aperture of face cleat and butt 
cleat, and those two apertures are strongly related to stress-induced strain changes ∆𝜀𝑠𝑧 and ∆𝜀𝑠𝑦 (in 
Eq. (4-13)) determined by σz and σy, respectively. Stress distribution around borehole in profile A-A 
is provided in Figure 4-7, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4, which shows that:  
1. On the lower side of borehole (see stress characteristic on line 2), particularly in subareas L1 
and L2, σy (around 15 MPa) experiences a slight stress concentration but is still less than the 
in-situ stress of 18 MPa near the borehole, and σz is relieved and close to 0, therefore, the butt 
cleat and face cleat are both open in those two subareas, thus the permeability is consequently 
largest in L1 and L2 among all the subareas. However, with the increase in distance from 
borehole, σy and σz both experience sharp abutment stress caused by the stress concentration 
in the lower corner of roadway, and the peak value are 24 MPa and 27 MPa, respectively, 
which are more than 1.3 times larger than the in-situ stress and result in significant cleats 
closure. Therefore, permeability decreases rapidly from subarea L4 to L9 and gets the smallest 
value in subarea L9; 
2. In contrast, on the right side of borehole, permeability does not change greatly around 
borehole, except for a smaller permeability in the subarea R2 where σy returns to around 9.3 
MPa, meanwhile, σz is tangential stress around borehole and intensely concentrated, with a 
peak value of 23 MPa. As a result, despite that the butt cleat is partly open, the well-developed 
extensive face cleat is substantially closed, decreasing the permeability apparently in the 
subarea R2; 
3. After roadway excavation, σy and σz are all relieved, but σz is larger than σy in the profile A-
A, as its relief degree is lower than σy. Meanwhile, for the sequential borehole drilling, on the 
lower side of borehole, σy is tangential stress while σz is radial stress, in contrast, σy is radial 
stress and σz is tangential stress on borehole’s right side. As a result, being near to the borehole, 
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the value of “concentrated” σy (around 15 MPa) on borehole’s lower side is much smaller than 
the concentrated σz (23 MPa) on the right side. Meanwhile, as the concentrated stress is the 
main factor affecting permeability value, therefore, the permeability on the lower side of 
borehole is larger than that on the right side, thus the air leakage degree of subareas on the 
lower side is higher than that of subareas on the right side (L1>L2>R1>R2). However, 
influenced by the stress concentration in the lower corner of roadway, from subarea L4 to the 
floor of roadway, σy and σz on the lower side both increase dramatically to 24 MPa and 27 
MPa, respectively. This results in great reduction in coal permeability. Therefore, an opposite 
air-leakage phenomenon on the two sides appears when away from the borehole 
(R4>R5>R6>R7>R8>R9>L4>L5>L6>L7>L8>L9); 
4. Air-leakage degree in each subarea is inversely proportional to the distance from borehole 
generally. To explain this phenomenon, except for the different stress distributions mentioned 
above. Another reason is that, during gas drainage, the gas desorption in the subarea near 
borehole is more intense than that in the subarea far from borehole, thus the desorption-
induced strain change ∆𝜀𝑔𝑗  around borehole is larger, which leads to the increase in 
permeability, as illustrated by Eq. (4-16). Therefore, air-leakage level of subareas near 
borehole is higher. 
 
Figure 4-11. Stress and cleats distributions in profile A-A (after Pan and Connell (2012)). 
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4.5.2 Air leakage along the borehole 
As aforementioned, based on the relationship among stress, cleat aperture and coal permeability, the 
stress distribution around borehole in the profile A-A is used to explain and verify the air leakage 
characteristic in stress area I, providing guidance for spraying work on roadway wall. Similar method 
could be used to determine the air-leakage behavior in other stress areas along the borehole (i.e. II, 
III and IV) to assist optimizing borehole sealing strategy.  
 
The flow track of leaked air is cambered around borehole, as shown by blue arrows in Figure 2-15 
(b), so the air flow magnitude is largely affected by the coal permeability in the cambered direction 
(perm in Figure 2-15 (b)), and the perm can be orthogonally decomposed into perm 1 and perm 2, 
perm 1 represents the coal permeability in the radial direction of borehole while perm 2 denotes the 
permeability in the direction parallel to borehole. As mentioned previously, permeability value is 
closely related to the stress which is vertical to the permeability direction. Meanwhile, the borehole 
runs parallel to x-axis. Therefore, the perm 1 is determined by σy and σz. For the perm 2, on the upper 
and lower sides of borehole, it is closely related to σx and σy, but on borehole’s left and right sides, 
perm 2 is closely related to σx and σz.  
 
From stress results in Figure 4-7, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4, it can be concluded that σx, σy and σz 
around borehole both experience stress relief intensely in profile A-A due to the stress redistribution 
caused by roadway excavation. Therefore, in the stress area I, perm 1 and perm 2 are both very large, 
resulting in that the perm in this area is the largest one among all the four stress areas, and ventilation 
air could flow into borehole easily through fractures around borehole, so stress area I is the free air-
leakage area (FAA) and borehole must be sealed effectively in this area; In the profile B-B, almost 
σx, σy and σz are both relieved around borehole, except for two concentrated stresses: σy on the upper 
and lower sides of borehole and σz on the left and right sides of borehole, which causes permeability 
reduction around borehole. Therefore, stress area II could be defined as semi-free air-leakage area 
(SAA), in which, the air leakage is very likely to appear, but the leakage severity in this area is lower 
than that in FAA, because of the higher compaction stress in SAA; After the roadway excavation, σy 
and σz both increase in value while σx is slightly relieved and very close to the in-situ stress in profile 
C-C. As a result, these three stresses around borehole are very large generally. Particularly, σy on the 
upper and lower sides and σz on the left and right sides of borehole both experience intense 
concentration (the peak value is more than 26 MPa). Therefore, in stress area III, the perm 1 and perm 
2 around borehole are very small. The air leakage hardly occurs, thus hard air-leakage area (HAA) is 
suitable for describing this area; Finally in profile D-D, coal is not influenced by roadway excavation. 
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Meanwhile, due to the small diameter of borehole, changes in σx, σy and σz caused by drilling borehole 
is relatively limited. Therefore, stress distribution in this area is very close to the virgin one. Hence 
stress area IV could be called virgin air-leakage area (VAA), the coal permeability of which is nearly 
virgin and higher than that in HAA. However, as this area is far from the ventilation roadway, the air-
pressure differential driving air leakage is weaker than areas I~III, so air leakage here is not severe. 
 
Four different air-leakage areas are shown in Figure 4-12. To prevent the air leakage effectively, at 
least the borehole section in FAA and SAA must be sealed completely, as the perm in those two areas 
are higher than the other two areas. Meanwhile, those two areas are next to the roadway, thus air 
leakage is very likely to happen. The sealing length is 5 m in this case. However, to decrease the air-
leakage amount effectively, the optimal sealing length should be over 17 m, meaning that borehole 
sealing section should exceed HAA to shape a “T-shape” shielding zone, this zone consists of 
borehole’s sealing section and HAA. In this case, the leaked air cannot flow into borehole through 
fractures in FAA, SAA and HAA and will be greatly reduced when passing the HAA, due to HAA’s 
low permeability value acting as a big resistance to the leaked air. Finally very little air leaks into 
borehole in the VAA, as illustrated by blue arrows. 
 
 
Figure 4-12. Different air-leakage areas along borehole and the optimal borehole sealing. 
Note: 1. the blue arrow represents leaked air, the smaller the arrow is, the less the leaked air is. 2. 
For the clear display, the real size is not applicable in this figure. 
 
Figure 4-13 illustrates the air-leakage performance when adopting different sealing length. It can be 
concluded that:  
1. when the sealing length is 0.4 m (sealing FAA only), air leakage occurs after 5.60 days of 
methane drainage, in which case, the 100% methane drainage can hardly be guaranteed due 
to the quick occurrence of air leakage, thus drainage efficiency is intensely decreased. In 
“T-shape” shielding zone comprised 
of borehole sealing section and HAA. 
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contrast, for sealing lengths of 5 m (sealing FAA and SAA), 10 m (case-study one) and 17 m 
(sealing to HAA), the leakage starts after 19.36 days, 30.29 days and 63.19 days of methane 
extraction, respectively. Therefore, the longer the sealing length is, the later the air leakage 
starts; 
2. While the sealing length is 0.4 m, the leakage rate increases rapidly to a large balanced value 
(about 116 m3/d), which is much larger than the balanced rates of sealing-length 5 m (about 
37 m3/d) and 10 m (around 26 m3/d). Apparently, it is hard to avoid air leakage and achieve 
long-term high-concentration methane drainage if the FAA is sealed only. In contrast, if the 
sealing length is 17 m, the leakage rate experiences a gentle increase to 5.5 m3/d which is very 
small compared to the 116 m3/d for the 0.4 m case. Adding that leakage starts after a long 
period of drainage (63.19 days). So 17 m is adequate for high-efficiency methane drainage in 
general. However, if cost permits, the sealing section should exceed HAA (17 m) to postpone 
the start time of air leakage and minimize the leakage amount.  
 
 
Figure 4-13. Air-leakage performance of different borehole sealing length.  
Note: Vertical axis represents the air-leakage amount per day through the circular area around 
borehole (the sum of 4 fan-shaped areas shown in Figure 4-8.). 
 
In practice, horizontal boreholes of Ji15 coal seam in the suggested coal mine were sealed through 
pumping cement grout. As the sealing performance was not good, a field experiment on different 
borehole sealing length was conducted. In this experiment, six sealing lengths (0.5m, 2m, 5m, 10m, 
15m and 20m) were tested by mining engineers, and five boreholes were measured for each sealing 
5.6 days
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length. As shown in Figure 4-14, the average concentration value of those five boreholes are used to 
reflect the sealing performance of the corresponding sealing length. In this coal mine, due to air 
leakage through sealing area (mainly the gap on the top of borehole caused by the self-contraction 
effect of cement grout during solidification) and the admissible error in the process of concentration 
measurement, it is very hard that the measured gas concentration keeps 100%. From Figure 4-14, it 
can be seen that the average gas concentration of every sealing length reaches or is very close to 100% 
at the start of gas drainage. However, as the drainage goes on, the average concentration of sealing 
length 0.5m (just over FAA) intensely decreases to be very little (less than 10% after two months), 
which indicates the severe air leakage into borehole at this stage (fitting the simulation leakage results 
in Figure 4-13 well). The average concentration corresponding to length 2m experiences the similar 
reduction. In contrast, when the sealing length is 5m (FAA and SAA are sealed), the average gas 
concentration becomes much higher than above two lengths (still about 40% two months later), and 
in this curve, there is a slight increase from day 5 to day 10, the reason may be that gas drainage 
encounters the gas-enrichment coal area, therefore the gas concentration keeps particularly high for 
several days. For the sealing lengths of 15m and 20m, the concentration value drops very slightly 
during gas drainage. Take the 20m (exceeding HAA) for instance, the average concentration keeps 
over 90% within approximately 22 days of drainage, and it is still larger than 60% after three months, 
which means that air leakage is effectively prevented because of occurrence of the “T-shape” 
shielding zone (verifying the slight air leakage of sealing length 17m in Figure 4-13). It can be 
concluded that the air-leakage simulation results of different sealing length fit the outcomes of this 
field experiment, thus the division of four air-leakage areas along the borehole is validated. 
 
Figure 4-14. Results of field experiment on different borehole sealing length. 
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4.5.3 A real borehole sealing issue 
During the sealing of horizontal borehole in the coalmine, the crescent-shaped gap always occurs on 
the borehole top. This issue adversely affects the sealing performance and will be analysed in this 
section based on above mechanics and flow results on the leakage. 
 
According to above analysis, on the upper and lower sides of borehole, the perm 1 and perm 2 are 
both closely related to σy. Meanwhile, the σy is concentrated and has a larger value than σx and σz, so 
σy plays a dominant role in permeability value on those two sides of borehole. Likewise, permeability 
value is mainly affected by σz on the left and right sides of borehole. From Figure 4-3, it can be seen 
that σz is larger than σy in the stress areas I to III after roadway excavation, based on which, after 
experiencing stress concentrations caused by the sequential borehole drilling, σz on the left and right 
sides of borehole is much larger than σy on borehole’s upper and lower sides in stress areas II and III 
(here not including stress area I which is next to the roadway , because on borehole’s upper and lower 
sides, σy is very large due to roadway excavation, and the phenomenon of σz> σy is not apparent in 
this area), e.g. in stress areas II and III, the peak values of σz are around 26.5 MPa and 28 MPa while 
those two values of σy are 25.5 MPa and 26 MPa, respectively. Therefore, coal permeability on the 
upper and lower sides of borehole is much larger than that on the left and right sides in the SAA and 
HAA, which means that air leakage is more likely to happen on the two vertical sides of borehole 
than on the two horizontal sides. Hence, a good sealing of borehole’s top and bottom is particularly 
important, preventing leaked air from flowing into borehole through fractures located in borehole’s 
upper and lower sides. This conclusion is of scientific guidance for the horizontal borehole sealing 
using cement grout.  
 
In many coalmines, pumping cement grout into borehole has been widely used for borehole sealing. 
For the horizontal borehole, a crescent-shaped gap always occurs on the top of borehole after the 
solidification of cement grout, largely due to the self-contraction effect during grout cementation 
and/or inadequate amount of cement grout in the borehole. However the crescent-shaped gap can be 
avoided in the upward borehole and downward borehole, because of the slurry’s gravitational effects 
(Hao 2010; Zheng et al. 2012), as shown in the Figure 4-15. This gap in horizontal borehole must be 
sealed, as the gap itself may serve as a leakage path. Meanwhile, this gap will help the leaked air to 
flow into borehole through borehole’s upper side where air leakage is most likely to occur according 
to the above analysis.  
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Hao (2010) tried to increase the volume of solidified cement to fill up the gap through adding 
expansion agent into cement grout. Meanwhile, the double-phase-grouting borehole sealing is another 
effective method for sealing the gap. In this method (Figure 4-16), there are two grouting pipes: the 
first-phase grouting pipe and the second-phase grouting pipe. The first-phase grouting pipe is 
perforated at its front part (1 to 1.5 m) to make the cement slurry flow into the borehole easier, while 
the second-phase grouting pipe’s front opening is sealed. Firstly, open the valve 2 and close the valve 
1, thus the cement grout is pumped into the borehole through the first-phase grouting pipe. When the 
grout starts to flow out by the indicator pipe, seal the indicator pipe and continue pumping the cement 
grout for about 2 minutes. So the first-phase grouting is complete and close the valve 2. 
Approximately one day later, the cement grout is completely solidified. According to above analysis, 
the crescent-shaped gap would occur on the top of borehole. Therefore, the second-phase grouting 
needs to be conducted. Open the sealed front opening of the second-phase grouting pipe and the valve 
1. Then the cement grout is pumped into the crescent-shaped gap and the adjacent fractured top 
borehole wall through the second-phase grouting pipe. Finally close the valve 1 after the second-
phase grouting. The crescent-shaped gap will eventually be sealed after above two grouting phases. 
An industrial test of this method was conducted at the N1-3 intake airway of Changcun colliery. Field 
trial showed that this method could improve drained gas concentration and extend the period of high-
concentration drainage, and the mean pure gas quantity increased by 25% to 40% (Zheng et al. 2012). 
Therefore, horizontal borehole’s crescent-shaped gap could be filled up effectively, and the drainage 
performance is enhanced after adopting this sealing method. 
 
 
Figure 4-15. Longitudinal cutaway view of three grouting boreholes. (a) Upward borehole, (b) 
horizontal borehole, and (c) downward borehole. 
Note: 1. The open end of borehole, 2. Solidified cement grout, 3. Gap after cement grout 
solidification. 
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Figure 4-16. Schematic diagram of the double-phase-grouting borehole sealing method. 
 
4.6 Sensitivity analysis on air leakage: application of the orthogonal 
design 
Despite the extensive research conducted on air-leakage prevention strategies, the effects of coal 
properties on the air leakage has not yet been properly investigated. In fact, this issue is crucial for 
the understanding of air-leakage mechanism and for the selection of appropriate and practical 
leakage-prevention strategies in coalmines. Therefore, in this section, a fully-coupled numerical study 
on the effects of coal properties on the air leakage will be conducted. This is achieved through an 
integrated approach of the orthogonal design method and the F-test theory. 
 
4.6.1 Orthogonal arrays 
For the analysis of effects of multiple parameters on one particular phenomenon (e.g. the air leakage), 
the orthogonal design is one of the most effective methods and widely applied in the field of 
engineering design. According to the orthogonality principle, this method could realize the multi-
parameter sensitivity analysis accurately with least number of tests (Chong et al. 2015; Franek and 
Jiang 2013; Georgiou 2011). Therefore, in this section, the orthogonal design will be adopted to group 
multiple values of three basic coal parameters (Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and coal porosity). 
Then those parameter groups will be implemented into the mechanics-flow-coupling simulation 
model (Figure 4-2), to investigate the effect of each coal parameter on the air leakage performance, 
as well as the relative significance of each parameter’s impact. 
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Table 4-7 Orthogonal arrays of L9 (3
3). 
Parameter 
Group No. 
Young's 
modulus  
(GPa) 
Poisson's 
ratio 
Porosity Air leakage  amount 𝑄* /m3 
1 0.8 0.35 0.01 6,613.83 
2 0.8 0.39 0.02 6,514.93 
3 0.8 0.43 0.03 6,433.41 
4 1.3 0.35 0.02 6,685.62 
5 1.3 0.39 0.03 6,673.58 
6 1.3 0.43 0.01 6,625.53 
7 1.8 0.35 0.03 6,798.32 
8 1.8 0.39 0.01 6,757.26 
9 1.8 0.43 0.02 6,696.13 
*: Regression analysis on leakage-rate curves in Figure 4-18, Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 show that an asymptotic 
equation exists between the air-leakage rate and the drainage time: 𝑟 = 𝛼 − 𝛽 ∗ 𝛾𝑡  (𝑅2 > 0.99). The cumulative air-
leakage amount 𝑄 of each parameter group is the integral of leakage rate times the drainage time. In this study, the integral 
drainage time is 9 months after the leakage occurrence, as the leakage rate becomes stable and equilibrium after around 
9 months of leakage. Therefore, the leakage-amount comparison between different parameter groups can be reasonably 
realized by adopting the timeframe of 9 months. 
 
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are basic geomechanical parameters of coal, while the coal 
porosity is one of the most important coal properties which to a large extent determines the coal 
permeability (Cui and Bustin 2005; Wang et al. 2016a). For these three coal parameters to be tested, 
each parameter has three values (one is the real value while the other two are given accordingly): the 
Young's modulus is 1.3±0.5 GPa; the Poisson's ratio is 0.39±0.04; the porosity is 0.02±0.01. Based 
on the orthogonality principle, nine representative parameter groups are determined, developing the 
orthogonal arrays L9 (3
3) (Table 4-7). From this table, two main characteristics of orthogonal arrays 
could be concluded and are illustrated in Figure 4-17: (1) each value of the tested parameters equally 
occurs in the orthogonal arrays; (2) the combinations of values of different parameters are evenly 
tested. Finally, the borehole drainage process of every parameter group is simulated successively. 
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Figure 4-17. Stereogram of the orthogonal arrays in this study. 
 
4.6.2 Effects of each parameter on air leakage 
The amount of leaked air through roadway wall surface into borehole during gas drainage is a base 
parameter for air leakage evaluation. Better understanding of this parameter can provide useful 
guidance on better implementing the anti-leakage measures. Therefore, this parameter is adopted as 
the index reflecting the sensitivity analysis outcomes.  
 
Figure 4-18, Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 show the dynamic air leakage behaviours of those nine 
groups listed in Table 4-7. It can be seen that at the start of gas drainage, there is no ventilation air 
leakage. However as the drainage goes on, methane pressure around borehole gradually decreases to 
be less than the roadway air. Finally, due to the pressure gradient, the ventilation air starts to leak into 
drainage borehole. Then, the leakage rate (m3/day) of ventilation air through the circular area with a 
radius of 1.7 m around borehole is recorded for every parameter group. It can be seen that the air-
leakage rate rapidly increases at the early stage, then it gradually becomes stable. 
 
A: Young’s modulus
B: Poisson’s ratio
C: Porosity
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Figure 4-18. The air leakage behaviours of parameter groups 1 to 3. 
 
 
Figure 4-19. The air leakage behaviours of parameter groups 4 to 6. 
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Figure 4-20. The air leakage behaviours of parameter groups 7 to 9. 
 
In this section, the effect of each of those three parameters on air leakage will be investigated through 
analysing the air leakage amount Q in Table 4-7. However, as each Q is corresponding to a parameter 
group and thus influenced by three tested parameters commonly. According to the analysis theory of 
orthogonal design, calculating the average leakage amount of one parameter is a useful approach to 
eliminate the effect of the other two parameters on the Q value, and as a result the relationship 
between that parameter and the leakage amount can be obtained. In this approach, each parameter’s 
average leakage amount is obtained from three Q values influenced by this parameter, e.g. for the 
Young's modulus of 0.8 GPa: 
 𝑄0.8̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = (𝑄1 + 𝑄2 + 𝑄3)/3 (4-20) 
 
where 𝑄1, 𝑄2 and 𝑄3 are leakage amount of parameter group 1, group2 and group 3, respectively. 
The Young's modulus is 0.8 GPa in those three groups. 
 
In the same way, the average leakage amount of every parameter value can be obtained as shown in  
Table 4-8, from which, following conclusions could be drawn:  
1. With the increase in Young's modulus of coal, the corresponding average leakage amount 
from roadway to the borehole also increases, but the increase rate clearly reduces. That is 
because when coal has a greater Young's modulus, it becomes harder to be compressed and 
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its compression strain change (𝜀𝑗−𝜀𝑗0 in Eq. (4-16)) is smaller when being applied the same 
load, and as a result the coal permeability maintains almost unchanged and there is still much 
air leaking into boreholes. However, the opposite applies to the case with different Poisson's 
ratios. The leakage amount decreases due to the smaller permeability when the Poisson's ratio 
becomes larger. Therefore, Poisson's ratio is inversely proportional to the average leakage 
amount.  
2. The relationship between porosity and the average leakage amount is relatively complex. 
When the porosity changes from 0.01 to 0.03, the leakage amount decreases firstly and then 
increases slightly to 6635.10 m3. To explain this phenomenon, firstly it should be pointed out 
that coal is naturally fractured media comprised of cleats and porous matrix (Chen et al. 2012; 
Seidle et al. 1992). Gas flow in the cleats follows the Darcy’s law (Cervik 1969), as well as 
the leaked air. 
 𝑞 = −
𝑘𝐴
𝜇
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝐿
 (4-21) 
 
where 𝑞 is the gas flow rate; 𝑘 denotes the coal permeability; 𝐴 is the cross sectional area of 
flow, which is the circular area around borehole in this study; 𝜇 represents the fluid viscosity; 
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝐿
 is the pressure gradient along the flow direction. 
 
From Darcy’s law, it can be seen that the pressure gradient and coal permeability are two 
variables and commonly determine the air leakage rate and amount. More precisely, the 
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝐿
 is 
the driving force for air leakage, and the 𝑘 which constantly changes during the drainage 
signifies the difficulty of leakage flow. When the coal porosity increases from 0.01 to 0.02, 
the permeability increases. However, during gas drainage, the adsorbed gas in pores will get 
desorbed and become free gas, then diffuse from the porous matrix to coal cleat. In this manner, 
when the porosity increases, there will be more adsorbed gas being released. The released gas 
will flow into the borehole and replace part of the leaked air, thus the leakage amount 
decreases. Meanwhile, the pressure gradient to a large extent reduces due to the ample supply 
of released gas, so the driving force behind the air leakage becomes small. In summary, the 
increase in porosity can lead to two opposite phenomena: (1) the increase in coal permeability 
which will lead to more air leakage; (2) the decrease in the pressure gradient due to the 
increasing supply of released gas, this could lower the air leakage amount. Therefore, it is the 
competition effect of above two phenomena that determines the final leakage amount. In this 
study, when porosity increases from 0.01 to 0.02, the permeability does not increase 
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substantially as the porosity is still relatively small. Thus here the effect of phenomenon (2) 
aforementioned is greater than the phenomenon (1), so the average air leakage amount 
decreases. In contrast, when porosity increases from 0.02 to 0.03, the influence of 
phenomenon (1) increases a lot and becomes bigger than the effect of phenomenon (2), hence 
the leakage amount experiences a slight increase from 6632.23 m3 to 6635.10 m3.  
 
Furthermore, for the coal with higher Young's modulus, the permeability is relatively larger 
due to the less compaction from effective stress, and as a result the gas content decreases more 
rapidly in the gas-drainage process, causing lower remaining gas content at the late drainage 
stage. Consequently, less gas will be supplied from the seam, so the decrease in air-leakage 
pressure gradient will be less. Therefore, at the late stage, the effect of phenomenon (1) is 
generally more significant than the phenomenon (2), and the larger porosity leads to higher 
permeability. As a result, the permeability of both parameter group 5 and group 7 are greater 
at the late stage, because of the higher porosity of 0.03 in those two groups compared to 0.01 
and 0.02 for other groups. Thus, the leakage rates of the parameter group 5 and group 7 
become lager than its two counterpart groups with smaller porosity. It, therefore, shows that 
the reversal among the leakage-rate lines occurs approximately on the day 180. 
 
Table 4-8 Average air leakage amount of each parameter value. 
Tested 
parameter 
Young's modulus (GPa) Poisson's ratio Porosity 
Parameter value 0.8 1.3 1.8 0.35 0.39 0.43 0.01 0.02 0.03 
Average 
leakage 
amount/m3 
6520.72 6661.58 6750.57 6699.26 6648.59 6585.02 6665.54 6632.23 6635.10 
 
4.6.3 Significance of each parameter’s impact 
Although the relationship between each parameter and air leakage has been discussed above, how 
significant is the impact of every parameter on the leakage has yet to be answered. The answer to this 
question could help us identify the key coal parameters that should be taken into account when 
designing anti-leakage methods. Therefore, the following analysis aims to deliver that answer.  
 
F-test theory was initially studied by the English statistician Ronald A. Fisher. It is based on the 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and is widely used in the engineering design. In this section, this test 
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is adopted to realize the significance analysis of each parameter’s impact on air leakage. Firstly, 
according to the results of orthogonal experiment (Q values), the total sum of squares of deviations 
𝜎𝑇
2 can be calculated by:      
 𝜎𝑇
2 = ∑ 𝑄𝑘
2 −
1
𝑛
(∑ 𝑄𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1 )
2𝑛
𝑘=1  (4-22) 
 
where 𝑄𝑘 is the air leakage amount, based on Table 4-7, 𝑘 is from 1 to 9. 
 
The 𝜎𝑇
2  represents the total difference degree of experiment outcomes. 𝜎𝐴
2 , 𝜎𝐵
2  and 𝜎𝐶
2  reflect the 
effect of parameter A, B, C on the differences between experiment results, respectively. While 𝜎𝐸
2 
denotes the impact degree of systematic errors during data analysis on those results. Following 
relation exists: 
 𝜎𝑇
2 = 𝜎𝐴
2 + 𝜎𝐵
2 + 𝜎𝐶
2 + 𝜎𝐸
2 (4-23) 
 
To eliminate the multiple-item interference, the mean square deviation (𝜎𝑖
2) corresponding to each 
𝜎𝑖
2 (𝑖 = 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐸)  is obtained, respectively, through taking the degree of freedom (DOF) into 
account, as given below:  
 𝜎𝑖
2 = 𝜎𝑖
2/𝐷𝑂𝐹 (4-24) 
Finally, the F statistic of every parameter is acquired by adopting following equation: 
 𝐹 = 𝜎𝑖
2/𝜎𝐸
2~𝐹(2,2) (4-25) 
 
According to Table 4-9, when the significance level is 10% which is commonly used in the 
significance analysis (Wang 1984), F0.10 (2, 2) =9.0. The assumption behind the F-test is the effect of 
each property on the air leakage is not significant, and the F value of each property will be compared 
with F0.10 (2, 2) to determine whether the assumption is true or not. As shown in Table 4-10, the F 
statistic of parameter C (porosity) is 1.06, much less than the F0.10 (2, 2), which means that the null 
hypothesis is true here. Based on the physical meaning of F distribution, the probability of F statistic 
of porosity being less than F0.10 (2, 2) is 90%. Since this happens, there is no reason to reject the null 
hypothesis, i.e. porosity has no significant effect on the air leakage. This can be explained by using 
the two opposite phenomena mentioned in Section 4.6.2. When the porosity changes, the air leakage 
simultaneously experiences two different variation trends: an increase and a decrease in leakage 
amount, thus the neutralization effect of those two tendencies leads to the little impact of porosity on 
the leakage. On the contrary, the F statistics of parameter A (Young's modulus) and B (Poisson's ratio) 
are both greater than F0.10 (2, 2). For each of the two properties, the probability of its F value being 
larger than F0.10 (2, 2) is 10%. Hence the phenomenon with small probability actually occurs here. 
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The F values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are both in the rejection region W =
{𝐹 > 𝐹0.10(2, 2)}, which means that the null hypothesis is invalid. Instead, the alternative hypothesis 
is true, i.e. the impacts of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio on the leakage are both significant. 
Particularly, the significance level of Young's modulus is quite high. As its F statistics is 41.66, even 
higher than the F0.05 (2, 2) =19.0, the Young's modulus’s impact on air leakage is the most significant 
among those three parameters. This indicates that in real coalmines the leakage-prevention work for 
the coal with high Young's modulus should be paid greater attention. 
Table 4-9 Excerpt of the F Distribution Table (F0.10 (n1, n2)). 
      n1 
    n2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 39.86 49.50 53.59 55.83 57.24 58.20 58.91 59.44 59.86 60.19 
2 8.53 9.00 9.16 9.24 9.29 9.33 9.35 9.37 9.38 9.39 
3 5.54 5.46 5.39 5.34 5.31 5.28 5.27 5.25 5.24 5.23 
4 4.54 4.32 4.19 4.11 4.05 4.01 3.98 3.95 3.94 3.92 
5 4.06 3.78 3.62 3.52 3.45 3.40 3.37 3.34 3.32 3.30 
6 3.78 3.46 3.29 3.18 3.11 3.05 3.01 2.98 2.96 2.94 
7 3.59 3.26 3.07 2.96 2.88 2.83 2.78 2.75 2.72 2.70 
8 3.46 3.11 2.92 2.81 2.73 2.67 2.62 2.59 2.56 2.54 
9 3.36 3.01 2.81 2.69 2.61 2.55 2.51 2.47 2.44 2.42 
10 3.29 2.92 2.73 2.61 2.52 2.46 2.41 2.38 2.35 2.32 
 
Table 4-10 Table of analysis of variance. 
Variance 
source 
Sum of squares of 
deviations 𝜎𝑖
2 (𝑖 =
𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐸, 𝑇) 
Degree 
of 
freedom 
(DOF) 
Mean square 
deviation 𝜎𝑖
2 
(𝜎𝑖
2/𝐷𝑂𝐹) 
F value 
(𝜎𝑖
2/𝜎𝐸
2) 
Significance 
level a 
Parameter A 80588.97 2 40294.49 41.66 Yes(**) 
Parameter B 19657.09 2 9828.55 10.16 Yes(*) 
Parameter C 2044.44 2 1022.22 1.06 No 
Error E 1934.56 2 967.28 --- --- 
Total T 104225.06 8 --- --- --- 
Note: a In the column of Significance level, when the F value >  F0.10 (2, 2) = 9.0, the effect of corresponding parameter 
is significant, otherwise not, and the more asterisks, the higher the significance level is. 
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4.7 Conclusions 
Better understanding of ventilation air leakage into UIS gas drainage borehole in the overlying coal 
seam is of significance to the drainage-performance enhancement which helps to ensure the overlying 
coal seam mining safety. In this chapter, the mechanics and air-leakage flow fields around drainage 
borehole and the effects of coal properties on the leakage are investigated, aiming to provide 
theoretical guidance on integrated anti-air-leakage method including spraying air-proof materials on 
the roadway wall and sealing borehole effectively to maximize gas drainage performance. Following 
conclusions could be obtained: 
 
(1) There are four stress areas (І to IV) around roadway based on different relief status of σx, σy and 
σz, and in those four areas, stress distribution around the borehole is obviously different from each 
other. Around borehole, σx is axial stress, while σy on the vertical side and σz on the horizontal side 
of borehole are both tangential stress and get larger values. 
 
(2) On the roadway wall, four air-leakage levels exist around borehole based on the leakage amount 
in unit area (λ value): level A (λ>3000m): L1 and the corresponding upper one; level B (2500 m < λ 
< 3000 m): L2, L3, R1, R3, R4 and the corresponding upper and left ones; level C (2000m< λ 
<2500m): L4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9 and the corresponding upper and left ones; level D (λ <2000m): 
L5, L6, L7, L8, L9, R2 and the corresponding upper and left ones. The air-leakage degree decreases 
from level A to level D, on which the design of spraying air-proof materials should be based.   
 
(3) Along the borehole, there are four air-leakage areas: free air-leakage area (FAA), semi-free air-
leakage area (SAA), hard air-leakage area (HAA) and virgin air-leakage area (VAA). Air-leakage 
degree is the highest in FAA while that is the lowest in HAA, and the optimal sealing length should 
be over 17m (exceeding HAA), to prevent the air leakage. The leakage-behaviour results in 
conclusions 2 and 3 are verified mutually with the mechanics outcomes in conclusion 1. 
 
(4) The average air leakage amount becomes large along with an increase in Young's modulus, while 
the Poisson's ratio is in inverse proportion to the average leakage amount. And with the porosity 
changing from 0.01 to 0.03, the average leakage amount first reduces, before experiencing a slight 
increase from 6632.23 m3 to 6635.10 m3. 
 
(5) The effect of Young's modulus on air leakage is the most significant, Poisson's ratio comes second, 
while porosity has the least impact on the leakage based on the criterion of F value > F0.10 (2, 2). 
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(6) The combination of orthogonal design method and F-test theory are effective in understanding the 
relative significance of coal parameter’s effect on the air leakage behaviours, and this approach can 
be potentially extended to study cases in other fields. 
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Chapter 5  
 Linking coal damage to permeability variation under the 
overlying coal seam and its impact on gas emission in the 
underlying seam 
 
This chapter is mostly based on Paper 4 which is published in Process Safety and Environmental 
Protection. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
As is concluded in Chapter 2, to enhance the gas drainage performance in multi-layer coal seam group, 
coal-seam interaction during coal mining which can increase the permeability of the relieved coal 
should be taken into account when designing gas drainage system. After an effective UIS gas drainage 
discussed in Chapter 4, the overlying coal seam is mined. Due to the coal-seam interaction, the 
underlying seam will get relieved and its permeability increases. Large amount of gas releases and 
emits upwards. Boreholes need to be drilled to capture the released gas of underlying seam and to 
ensure the mining safety of this coal seam. In this chapter, the interaction between adjacent coal seams 
and its effect on gas emission performance in the underlying coal seam will be investigated. 
According to the conclusions of Chapter 2, extensive investigations on the interaction between 
adjacent coal seams have been conducted from perspectives of rock deformation, mechanics 
characteristics and permeability variation, among which, the permeability is a significant parameter 
as it largely determines the gas drainage efficiency in the underlying seam. However, as described in 
Chapter 3, even though the effects of coal stress change and gas adsorption/desorption are frequently 
taken into account in most previous permeability models, there is few coupled models taking the coal-
damage effect into account. Thus previous permeability-variation analysis on coal-seam interaction 
seldom commonly considered the mining-induced coal damage, gas adsorption/desorption and coal 
stress change (Zheng et al. 2018b). In fact, the longwall panel dimensions in the overlying seam are 
always very large, which would cause severe coal damage around the mining panel. Furthermore, 
coal damage could cause significant permeability increase through the coal-dilatancy phenomenon 
(Palmer and Mansoori 1998), particularly in the coal with post-peak stress where large amount of 
cracks propagate and interconnect (Xue et al. 2015).  
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Therefore, to reveal the seam interaction caused by longwall mining activities, the impact of damage 
on mining-induced permeability variation under the overlying seam should not be ignored to avoid 
permeability underestimation. Meanwhile, gas will be released and emit upwards from the underlying 
seam during the mining of overlying seam. This gas emission is also part of the seam interaction and 
should be analysed, results of which could provide scientific guidance for the released gas-drainage 
borehole design in the underlying relieved seam. 
 
5.2 Damage-based permeability model 
Damage effect on the permeability variation caused by longwall mining should not be ignored, due 
to the large longwall panel dimensions. Despite some researchers have noticed the significant effect 
of damage on permeability, and they estimated the permeability change in damaged area (e.g. the 
longwall mining goaf area and the fractured overburden strata) by means of mathematical method 
calculations or field measurements (Adhikary and Guo 2014a; Karacan 2009; Karacan and Goodman 
2010; Schatzel et al. 2012), few coupled permeability models incorporating the coal damage, gas 
adsorption/desorption and coal stress change are investigated, for analysing the permeability variation 
under longwall mining panel. Therefore, firstly a mathematical model which incorporates the coal 
permeability with coal damage, coal mechanical property and the gas adsorption will be developed. 
 
As shown in Eq. (4-10) in Chapter 4, a cubic relationship is widely accepted between coal 
permeability and the cleat porosity (Cui and Bustin 2005; Palmer and Mansoori 1998; Reiss 1980). 
Furthermore, based on the elastic damage theory, Zhu and Wei put forward a damage-based 
permeability model which was used to investigate the mechanism of groundwater inrushes caused by 
mining activities (Zhu and Wei 2010). In the model, an exponential term was added to the cubic 
relationship to reveal the impact of coal damage on permeability.  
 
𝑘
𝑘0
= (
𝜙
𝜙0
)
3
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑘𝐷) (5-1) 
 
where 𝛼𝑘 is the damage coefficient indicating the effect degree of damage on permeability, it is 5.0 
in Zhu and Wei’s study; 𝐷 represents the damage variable, 𝐷 is 1 − |𝜀𝑡0/𝜀1|
2 for the tensile failure, 
while it is 1 − |𝜀𝑐0/𝜀3|
2 for the shear failure; 𝜀𝑡0, 𝜀𝑐0 are the maximum tensile principal strain and 
the maximum compressive principal strain, respectively; 𝜀1, 𝜀3 are the maximum principal strain and 
the minimum principle strain, respectively. The tensile damage initiates when the coal stress state 
satisfies the first strength theory, and the shear failure initiates when it satisfies the Mohr-Coulomb 
criterion, as shown in Figure 5-1. These two criterions could be described as follows: 
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 𝐶1 = 𝜎1 − 𝑓𝑡0 = 0      𝑎𝑛𝑑      𝐶2 = 𝜎1[(1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛∅)/(1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛∅)] − 𝜎3 − 𝑓𝑐0 = 0 (5-2) 
where 𝜎1, 𝜎3 are the maximum principal stress and the minimum principle stress, respectively; 𝑓𝑡0 is 
the uniaxial tensile strength while 𝑓𝑐0 is the uniaxial compressive strength; ∅ is the internal friction 
angle. 
 
 
Figure 5-1. Schematic diagram of the damage-based coupled permeability model. 
 
For the three-dimensional case used in this section, the general relationship Eq. (5-1) becomes as 
follows (Liu et al. 2010; Liu et al. 1999): 
 
𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖0
= ∑
1
2
(1 +
3(1−𝑅𝑚)
𝜙0
∆𝜀𝑒𝑗)
3
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑘𝐷)𝑖≠𝑗  (5-3) 
 
Meanwhile, the total equivalent strain change ∆𝜀𝑒𝑗 is influenced by stress changes and gas sorption 
commonly. To replace ∆𝜀𝑒𝑗, similarly substituting Eqs. (4-12), (4-13) and (4-15) in Chapter 4 into 
Eq. (5-3), and taking the two damage criterions in Eq. (5-2) into account, gives (Figure 5-1): 
 
 
𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖0
=
{
 
 
 
 ∑
1
2𝑖≠𝑗
 {1 +
3
𝜙0
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3
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𝑝
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)]}
3
                           𝐶1 < 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶2 < 0
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1
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𝜀𝑡0
𝜀1
|
2
)]          𝐶1 ≥ 0  
∑
1
2𝑖≠𝑗
 {1 +
3
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑗0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
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𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝛼𝑘(1 − |
𝜀𝑐0
𝜀3
|
2
)]          𝐶2 ≥ 0 
(5-4) 
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This damage-based permeability model will be implemented into the FEM numerical simulation to 
investigate the permeability variation under the overlying longwall panel and to govern the gas 
emission from the underlying relieved seam to the mining area. 
 
5.3 3D numerical model 
To analyze the effect of the first-mined overlying coal seam on the underlying relieved seam, a 
numerical simulation model has been developed using Comsol Multiphysics software. The model 
used in this chapter is similar to the one used in Chapter 4 (Figure 4-2). Their rock strata distribution 
and corresponding properties are mostly same (Table 4-1). However, to cover the large influenced 
areas caused by the large-scale longwall mining panel, the model size increases. The overall model 
length, width and height are 260m, 100m and 97.6m, respectively, as shown in Figure 5-2. In terms 
of the height value, the bottom rock thickness increases to 62.9m. The longwall mining panel is 
located in the middle of the Ji15 coal seam, and its sizes are 168m×30m×3.6m. 
 
There are two coal seams in the model, among which, the Ji16-17 coal seam underlies the Ji15 coal seam 
with a mudstone layer (3.4m) between them. As those two seams are close, when the Ji15 coal seam 
being firstly mined, the gas in the Ji16-17 coal seam could emit into the working face and goaf area of 
the Ji15 seam, which increases the probability of gas incidents. Therefore, the permeability 
redistribution under the Ji15 coal seam will be investigated through adopting above permeability 
model, results of which could guide the gas drainage design to reduce gas emissions from the 
underlying coal seam and ensure the mining safety of this seam. 
 
260m
100m
97.6m
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Figure 5-2. Schematic diagram of the three-dimensional numerical simulation model. (a) The whole 
model, and (b) mining area in the Ji15 coal seam. 
 
5.4 Permeability variation under the longwall mining panel and its 
effect on gas emission 
After the mining of overlying seam, its floor strata experiences intense changes: the rocks buckle 
upwards, some areas close to the mining panel become failure. The crustal stress relieves, more 
fractures generate and propagate, this to a certain extent results in the increase in permeability. 
Permeability indicates the fluid flow ability in coal and determines the gas drainability. Meanwhile, 
it could partly reflect the coal-deformation degree and the coal mechanical-property changes. 
Therefore, this section is focused on the permeability variation under the longwall mining panel. 
Furthermore, to highlight the effect of damage on permeability, the permeability variation is analyzed 
from two aspects: without considering coal/rock damage and considering the coal/rock damage. The 
effect of damage on the gas emission performance from the relieved seam into the upper mining area 
is also discussed. 
 
5.4.1 Permeability results without considering coal/rock damage 
Permeability variation under the mining panel without taking the coal/rock damage into account is 
focused on in this section. Liu et al. developed the permeability model (Eq. (4-11)) which just 
considers the effects of coal stress change and gas adsorption/desorption on permeability. In this study, 
this model is used to evaluate the average permeability variation without considering coal/rock 
damage. Results are shown in Figure 5-3. Due to the stress-relief effect, the permeability close to the 
mining panel increases by around 200 times. Then with the increase in the distance to the mining area, 
permeability ratio gradually decreases. When that distance is larger than about 65 m, the permeability 
is less affected by the mining activities and becomes stable. Yang et al. (2011b) has analyzed the rock 
4635
214
65
260
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stress and displacement evolution in the floor strata during the mining of overlying seam, and 
identified three stress belts and five zones in the floor strata. Jiang et al. (2015) introduced above belt 
division to the gas drainage practice, helping to determine the efficient CBM pre-drainage time and 
positions in the Dalong Coalmine, Tiefa Basin. However, both of them did not consider the damage 
effect on permeability. From Figure 5-3, it can be seen that the permeability change is to a certain 
extent consistent with the theory of three stress belts under the mining goaf, i.e. the total de-stressed 
belt with the highest permeability increase, then the vertical de-stressed belt and the original de-
stressed belt with nearly original permeability.  
 
Figure 5-3. Permeability variation under the mining panel without considering coal/rock damage. 
 
The three belts theory could be used to explain the permeability results. Figure 5-4 shows the tri-axial 
stress redistributions under the longwall mining panel, which are obtained from the stress-evaluation 
line with 80m length. As stated above, permeability is mainly determined by the fracture networks 
compared with the matrix (Cui and Bustin 2005). Furthermore, the fracture-network permeability is 
closely related to the geometric properties of the fracture system and the rock stress state (Baghbanan 
and Jing 2008). In Figure 5-4, it can be seen that: (1) from 0 to around 35m under the mining panel, 
the tri-axial stress are all relieved, being less than 16MPa. Specifically, the residual stress keeps very 
small (less than 3MPa) within 10m distance. Then it gradually grows with the increase in the distance 
to the mining area. This is the total de-stressed belt. Because of the high in-situ compressive stress, 
most of the rock fractures are closed before mining. However, after the longwall mining, the tri-axial 
stress relieves, and both the horizontal and vertical fractures develop, including the increase in their 
length and aperture. Therefore, in this stress belt, the permeability experiences a big increase ranging 
from 50 to 200 times approximately; (2) from 35m to around 59m, the x-direction stress grows to be 
a little bit larger than 16MPa. The y-direction stress shows the similar trend and is generally larger 
than the x-direction stress. In contrast, the z-direction stress keeps growing in this area, but it is 
apparently less than the other two stresses. Therefore, this area could be defined as the vertical de-
Total de-stressed belt
Vertical de-stressed belt
Original stress belt
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stressed belt. As permeability in one direction is largely affected by two sets of fractures in the other 
two directions, namely, the vertical permeability value is mainly determined by the size of horizontal 
fractures, this size is closely related to stress-induced strain variations ∆𝜀𝑠𝑥 and ∆𝜀𝑠𝑦 determined by 
the horizontal stress. The horizontal permeability is affected by the stress parallel to the other two 
directions in the same way. Thus, in this belt, the horizontal permeability increases more than the 
vertical permeability. Compared with the total de-stressed belt, the overall permeability in this belt 
decreases; (3) beyond 59m, the tri-axial stress tends to be stable and is gradually close to the in-situ 
stress. When the rock is far enough from the mining panel, it could be expected that the stress remain 
the original value. Fractures in this area experience little propagation. The permeability is slightly 
affected and its increase ratio is small.  
 
Figure 5-4. Stress redistribution under the longwall mining panel. 
 
5.4.2 Considering coal/rock damage  
In the last section, the mining-induced permeability variation without considering the coal/rock 
damage have been analyzed. However, as discussed in the Section 3.3.4, coal/rock damage could 
result in significant permeability increase, thus to realize the accurate and realistic permeability 
prediction, the effect of damage on permeability should be taken into account. In Figure 5-5, the 
damage-based permeability variation is given, as well as the permeability redistribution without 
considering coal/rock damage for comparison. It can be seen that when the distance to the mining 
panel is more than around 12m, the permeability ratio considering damage overlaps with the 
permeability ratio without considering damage. However, within 12m, the permeability ratio 
considering damage approximately ranges from 180 to 680 times and is much larger than the 
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permeability ratio without considering damage. This is corresponding to that hundreds of mining-
induced permeability increase around mining panel in related studies (Karacan and Goodman 2010; 
Schatzel et al. 2012). Meanwhile, this high permeability area largely matches the damage area under 
the mining area in Figure 5-6. This is mainly the tensile failure. Stress is greatly relieved in this area, 
and there is fracture propagation, the aperture and length both increase. Also, many new fractures 
generates. Fractures connected with each other, shaping the fracture network. As a result, the 
permeability in the damaged area increases substantially. 
 
Figure 5-5. Permeability-variation comparison between considering coal/rock damage and not. 
 
 
Figure 5-6. The damage area under the longwall mining panel. 
 
5.4.3 Gas emission into the mining area 
As discussed in the previous section, due to the mining of the overlying coal seam, permeability 
increases under the mining area. Meanwhile, there is a pressure difference between the relieved 
I
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underlying seam and the mining area. Therefore, gas in the relieved seam would inevitably emit into 
the mining area (Figure 5-7), which could increase the ventilation costs and the risk of gas-related 
incidents, e.g. gas accumulation, gas explosion. In this section, the gas emission performance will be 
investigated. Specifically, to reveal the effect of damage on the gas emission, the emission 
performance based on the permeability variation considering the coal/rock damage and not will be 
analysed, respectively.   
 
Figure 5-7. Gas emission into the mining area. 
 
During gas emission, gas pressure in the relieved seam decreases gradually. The pressure change 
could be used to reflect the gas emission performance. A profile located in the middle of the mining 
area is set for pressure evaluation (Figure 5-8). Figure 5-9 shows the gas pressure changes during gas 
emission governed by permeability distribution without considering the coal/rock damage effect. It 
can be seen that the gas-pressure decrease under the mining area is not apparent, particularly within 
the first 100 hours. As the time goes on, the pressure-decrease area gradually becomes larger, but the 
decrease rate becomes smaller. According to the Figure 5-9(b), after 1200h of gas emission, the gas 
pressure experiences decrease on the whole pressure-evaluation line. However, the pressure decrease 
in the Ji16-17 coal seam (from 3.4m to 5.2m below the Ji15 coal seam floor) is slight, the decreased 
amount just ranges from 0.01MPa to 0.06MPa. Figure 5-10 indicates the pressure changes based on 
the damage-based permeability model. Compared with the pressure results in Figure 5-9, some 
differences could be concluded: in this case since the permeability incorporates the damage effect 
which could lead to permeability increase, the gas emits upwards more easily, thus the pressure-
decrease degree becomes bigger. Around 200h after the gas emission, the gas pressure decreases on 
the whole pressure-evaluation line. In the Ji16-17 coal seam, the pressure averagely decreases to 
1.13MPa, 1.05MPa, 0.98MPa, 0.92MPa and 0.87MPa at 400h, 600h, 800h, 1000h and 1200h, 
respectively. The gas emission performance becomes more reasonable when adopting the 
permeability model which taking the damage effect into consideration. 
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Figure 5-8. Schematic diagram of the profile for pressure evaluation. 
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Figure 5-9. Gas pressure changes during gas emission without considering the coal/rock damage. 
(a) At the profile, (b) On the pressure-evaluation line. 
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Figure 5-10. Gas pressure changes during gas emission considering the coal/rock damage. (a) At the 
profile, and (b) on the pressure-evaluation line. 
 
5.5 Results discussion and application  
According to above analysis, it is more reasonable to make the characterization description of changes 
under the mined overlying seam from the angle of damaged-based permeability. Therefore, 
improving the characterization description from the perspective of stress results by Yang et al. and 
Jiang et al., four permeability areas under the mining panel based on above damaged-based 
permeability results will be proposed, then its potential application in the coal mine, particularly to 
the gas drainage borehole design in the relieved coal seam for enhancing gas drainage performance, 
will be discussed. 
 
As shown in Figure 5-5, there are four permeability areas under the mining panel: in the permeability 
area I, the fractures nearly connect into a network due to the stress relief and coal/rock damage. And 
the permeability value increases hundreds of times. The gas could flow freely in three directions; In 
the permeability area II, the permeability also increases substantially due to the fracture development 
in every direction on some level. However, the permeability in this area is much less than that in the 
permeability area I, as the coal in this area does not experience the damage; The permeability ratio 
reduces in the permeability area III. Meanwhile, the horizontal permeability increases more than the 
 
(b) 
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vertical permeability. During gas drainage in this area, gas could flow easily in the horizontal 
direction, but relatively hard in the vertical direction. The thickness of this area is closely related to 
the floor-strata strength and the first-mined seam height (Yang et al. 2011b); In the permeability area 
IV, the permeability increases slightly, it could be anticipated that when getting further from the 
mining panel, the strata is not affected by the mining gradually. The permeability remains unchanged 
and at the low value, where gas flows with difficulty. 
 
During and after the mining of the overlying coal seam, gas drainage in the relieved underlying seam 
should be conducted, of which, there are mainly two purposes: (1) preventing the released gas of the 
relieved seam from emitting into the upper mining area; (2) reducing the gas content of the relieved 
seam. Finally, the gas drainage helps to eliminate potential gas-related incidents in both the overlying 
and underlying seams. At the same time, the amount of gas emitting into the ventilation air and then 
atmosphere decreases, which relieves the global warming effect. As coal permeability largely 
determines the gas drainage performance (Wang et al. 2016a). Therefore, above understanding of the 
damaged-based permeability redistribution could help us to determine the favorable gas-drainage 
areas and borehole design under the longwall mining panel. To obtain good gas drainage outcomes, 
the drainage boreholes should be drilled in those permeability-enhancement areas, including 
permeability areas I to III, i.e. the distance to the mining panel is less than approximately 59 m. If the 
relieved coal seam is in the permeability areas I or II where the permeability increases in three 
directions, horizontal boreholes and vertical boreholes could both realize good drainage performances. 
In contrast, when the relieved seam is in the permeability area III, vertical boreholes should have 
higher drainage efficiency than the horizontal boreholes. Because in this area the horizontal 
permeability increases more than the vertical permeability. Therefore, vertical boreholes should be 
preferred in this area. In the permeability area IV, the permeability remains the originally low value, 
and gas flows with difficulty. Therefore, if the relieved seam is in this area, some measures (e.g. 
hydraulic fracturing, hydraulic slotting) should be used to increase the permeability and the drainage 
efficiency. It should also be noted that the borehole sealing should be paid much attention to in the 
damaged area under the mining panel (around 12 m in this study), as the air leakage into borehole 
could be very severe in the damaged coal with many fractures, and it will decrease the drainage 
efficiency if the borehole is poorly sealed (Zheng et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2009). 
 
Taking the No.8 coal mine of this study for instance, above simulation results could provide guidance 
on the gas drainage design in the relieved Ji16-17 seam. The Ji15 coal seam is very close to the Ji16-17 
seam (only one mudstone with 3.4m thick between them). During the mining of Ji15 seam, the Ji16-17 
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seam is relived, and its permeability significantly increases. Based on aforementioned analysis, Ji16-
17 seam is in the total de-stressed belt and the permeability area I. Meanwhile, from Figure 5-6, it can 
be seen that the mudstone between those two seams is damaged. Therefore, the gas in Ji16-17 seam 
would inevitably flow upwards to the roadways and goaf area of Ji15 seam. Then the gas pressure 
under the mining area quickly decreases because of gas emission (Figure 5-10). The emitted gas 
would increase the danger of gas incidents, threatening the safety of mining workers. Thus, gas in the 
Ji16-17 seam should be drained during the mining of overlying seam. However, as the Ji16-17 seam has 
high gas content and gas outburst danger, so the underground to in-seam borehole drainage method 
should not be adopted. Instead, there are two potential cross-measure borehole drainage methods 
(Figure 5-11): (1) drilling drainage boreholes from the roadways of Ji15 seam to the relieved Ji16-17 
seam to drain the released gas. In fact, this method is not practical. Because the related areas are 
damaged, it is difficult to drill the borehole and to keep its stability. Meanwhile, even though the 
borehole is successfully drilled, the drainage is very likely to fail due to the short borehole-sealing 
length and the poor sealing performance, as the ventilation air leakage into borehole could be very 
severe in this damaged coal area; (2) drilling drainage boreholes from the floor rock roadway to the 
Ji16-17 seam. As the permeability in Ji16-17 seam could increase by around 600 times (Figure 5-5). 
Therefore, the gas could be drained easily through those cross-measure boreholes. This method 
should play a positive role in preventing gas emissions into the mining area, which is beneficial for 
guaranteeing mining safety and lessening the greenhouse effect. However, the costs and benefits of 
drilling those cross-measure boreholes should both be taken into account. On one hand, the thickness 
of Ji16-17 seam is 1.8 m (relatively small) and 3.4 m below the mining area. After effective cross-
measure borehole drainage, the coal production in this seam may be limited. On the other hand, as a 
long rock roadway and some upward cross-measure boreholes need to be constructed, the expenses 
of cross-measure borehole drainage are normally high. Therefore, mining engineers should carefully 
considered the cost factor based on both the coal production & price and the expenses of cross-
measure drainage method.  
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Figure 5-11. Gas drainage design in the relieved underlying coal seam. 
 
5.6 Conclusions 
The interaction between adjacent coal seams during coal mining is beneficial to guide the gas drainage 
borehole design for the drainage-performance enhancement. In this chapter, the effects of mining the 
overlying first-mined coal seam on the underlying relieved seam are numerically investigated by 
implementing a mathematical model correlating the permeability with coal damage, coal mechanical 
property and the gas adsorption/desorption, from perspectives of damage-based permeability 
variation and gas emission performance. Applications of those results on the gas drainage engineering 
design are discussed. Conclusions are as follows:  
 
(1) The effect of coal damage on permeability has seldom been taken into account in most previous 
coupled permeability models. Thus a damaged-based permeability model is developed through 
adopting an exponential term to reveal the coal damage impact. The tensile failure and shear failure 
are judged by the first strength theory and Mohr-Coulomb criterion, respectively. 
 
(2) When the coal/rock damage effect is not taken into account, the permeability close to the mining 
panel increases by around 200 times. But with the increase in the distance to mining area, permeability 
ratio gradually decreases. When that distance is larger than about 65m, the permeability is less 
affected by the mining activities and becomes stable. Above permeability variations to a certain extent 
match the mechanics changes under the mining goaf documented by other researchers. 
 
(3) When the coal/rock damage effect is incorporated, there are four permeability areas under the 
mining panel. Permeability increases significantly in areas I to III while it increases slightly in the 
Ji15 coal seam
Ji16-17 coal seam
Floor rock roadway
Gas
Mining area
Cross-measure boreholes
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area IV. Particularly in the area I, the permeability ratio could be as high as over 650 times largely 
due to the coal/rock damage in this area. In the area II, the permeability also increases substantially, 
but much less than that in the permeability area I. In the area III, the horizontal permeability increases 
more than the vertical permeability. In the area IV, the permeability is slightly affected and its increase 
ratio is small. 
 
(4) During the gas emission upwards, gas pressure in the relieved seam decreases gradually. The 
pressure decrease under the mining area is not apparent at the early stage, particularly within the first 
100 hours. But as time goes on, the decrease area gradually becomes larger while the decrease rate 
becomes smaller.  
 
(5) Above research outcomes could help to determine the favourable gas drainage areas under the 
longwall mining panel and guide the drainage borehole design in the underlying relieved coal seam, 
to prevent gas emission into the mining area: the drainage boreholes need to be drilled in those 
permeability-enhancement areas, including permeability areas I to III. Moreover, in the permeability 
areas I and II, borehole direction has slight impact on the drainage performance. In contrast, in the 
permeability area III, vertical boreholes have higher drainage efficiency than the horizontal boreholes 
and thus should be preferred. Meanwhile, the borehole sealing should be taken seriously in the 
damaged coal area under the mining panel (around 12m), as the air leakage into borehole could be 
very severe in that area which will decrease the gas drainage efficiency. 
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Chapter 6  
 Effects of longwall mining size parameters and interburden 
properties on the coal-seam interaction 
 
This chapter is mostly based on Paper 5 which is published in Journal of Natural Gas Science and 
Engineering. 
 
6.1 Introduction 
As concluded in Section 2.5, previous investigations on the coal-seam interaction have mainly 
focused on the impact of mining one coal seam on other coal seams from the perspectives of rock 
deformation, stress redistribution, and permeability change. In the previous chapter, the interaction 
between neighbouring coal seams was investigated from the perspectives of damage-based 
permeability variation and gas emission performance. Sensitivity analyses on the seam interaction, 
however, are conducted less often. Specifically, little work has been identified in the literature that 
has addressed the effects of longwall mining size parameters and interburden properties on mining-
induced permeability variations in the underlying relieved coal seam, taking into account coal damage, 
coal stress changes, and gas sorption/desorption. Therefore, in this chapter, a two-dimensional 
simulation model was established to realize the sensitivity analysis. Weibull statistical distribution 
was adopted to assign the geomechanical property in the model to reveal rock heterogeneity. 
Meanwhile, a corresponding 2D damage-based permeability model was developed. By implementing 
the permeability model into the 2D finite element simulation model, the effects of longwall mining 
size parameters in the first-mined seam and the interburden properties on the two-seam interaction 
were investigate from perspectives of damage-based permeability variation in the underlying coal 
seam, as well as gas drainage and gas emission performance. These results are helpful to the design 
of gas drainage borehole engineering in the relieved seam and to prevent the released gas from 
emitting into the overlying working face and goaf area. 
 
6.2 Model implementation 
Firstly, the 2D numerical simulation model is given in Figure 6-1. Parameters of it are based on the 
coal-bearing strata in Pingdingshan coal basin, too. Thus its rock strata distribution and corresponding 
properties are almost same with the models used in the last two chapters. The length and height of 
this model are 368 m and 240 m, respectively. The mining area is in the middle of the Ji15 coal seam, 
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i.e. the overlying Ji15 seam is the first-mined seam. The de-stressed Ji16-17 coal seam is 1.8 m thick and 
located under the Ji15 seam. The interburden between those two seams is a mudstone with 3.4 m thick. 
Overburden is applied at the top of the model while the other three sides are both roller boundaries.  
 
 
 
Figure 6-1. Numerical simulation model used for sensitivity analysis. (a) Model components and 
sizes, and (b) mesh and boundary conditions. 
 
Secondly, as rock is normally heterogeneous, which affects its mechanics properties and damage 
characteristics, and thus the permeability change (Wang et al. 2016b; Zhu and Tang 2004). Therefore, 
integrating rock heterogeneity into the numerical model should improve the simulation results. 
However, rock properties are generally homogeneous in previous numerical simulation works on the 
multi-seam interaction. The Weibull statistical distribution is widely used in the rock engineering 
researches. For instance, it has been used to set the mechanical material properties in the numerical 
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simulation of rock’s brittle fracturing, and the outcomes of numerical studies match well with the 
results obtained in laboratory (Heap et al. 2014; Lajtai and Schmidtke 1986; Zhu and Tang 2004). 
Meanwhile, the Weibull statistical distribution has also been successfully adopted by Wang et al. 
(2016b), Zhu and Tang (2004) and Zhu and Wei (2010) to simulate the rock creep behaviour, rock 
deformation and failure process and the mining-induced water inrushes. In this section, a beneficial 
attempt is adopting the Weibull distribution to assign the rock geomechanical property for 
investigating the coal seam interaction. 
 
In above 2D simulation model, the Young's modulus of each rock layer is assumed to conform to the 
Weibull distribution. Its probability density function could be defined as follows:  
 𝑓(𝐸) =
𝑚
𝐸0
(
𝐸
𝐸0
)
𝑚−1
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−(
𝐸
𝐸0
)
𝑚
) (6-1) 
where 𝐸 is the Young's modulus; 𝐸0 is the scale parameter of the 𝐸 distribution, which reflects the 
average parameter value;  𝑚 is the shape parameter, which controls the distribution shape; Thus it is 
also called the homogeneity index. The higher the 𝑚 is, the more homogeneous the material is, and 
the Young's modulus values are more concentrated and closer to the  𝐸0. 
 
Table 6-1 shows the Weibull scale parameter and shape parameter of Young's modulus of each rock 
layer. These parameters are determined according to the coalmine data or related published papers. 
Among them, the 𝐸0 and 𝑚 of limestone’s 𝐸 are the largest, correspondingly the Weibull distribution 
of E are shown by relatively homogeneous red colour in the graph. In contrast, the 𝐸 distributions of 
coal and mudstone are relatively small, of which the Weibull distribution are mainly displayed by the 
deep blue colour. In the Ji15 coal where the mining area is located, the Weibull scale parameter and 
the shape parameter are 1.3 GPa and 10, respectively. Those two parameters of the interburden 
mudstone are 2.2 GPa and 8, respectively. 
 
Thirdly, for this 2D numerical analysis, the corresponding 2D damage-based permeability model are 
established. In the last chapter, Eq. (5-3) shows the three-dimensional permeability model considering 
the coal damage. Correspondingly, for the two dimensional case, permeability in one direction is 
largely determined by coal fractures in another direction and the damage effect. According to this 
understanding, coal permeability could be expressed as follows (Liu et al. 2010; Liu et al. 1999): 
 
𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖0
= [1 +
2(1−𝑅𝑚)
𝜙0
∆𝜀𝑒𝑗]
3
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑘𝐷) (6-2) 
where 𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑦 for 2D case. 
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Table 6-1 Weibull distribution parameters of Young's modulus of each rock layer. 
Rock type 
(from 
model top 
to bottom) 
Rock 
thickne
ss (m) 
Average 
Young's 
modulus 
𝐸0 (GPa) 
Weibull 
shape 
parameter
 𝑚 
Poisson
’s ratio 
Weibull distribution of Young's modulus 
/Pa
 
Medium-
grained 
sandstone 
70.4 8 
 
4 
 
0.31 
 
Mudstone 6 2.2 8 0.35  
Ji15 coal 3.6 1.3 10 0.39  
Mudstone 3.4 2.2 8 0.35  
Ji16-17 coal 1.8 1.5 10 0.38  
Sandy 
mudstone 
4 3.9 9 0.32  
Fine-
grained 
sandstone 
2.4 16 6 0.3  
Limestone 5.5 24 20 0.25  
Fine-
grained 
sandstone 
142.9 16 6 0.3 
 
 
For the total equivalent strain change in 𝑗 direction ∆𝜀𝑒𝑗, substituting Eqs. (4-12), (4-13) and (4-15) 
in Chapter 4 into Eq. (6-2). Meanwhile, taking the effects of tensile failure and shear failure (Figure 
5-1) into account, following 2D damage-based permeability model could be obtained: 
 
𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖0
=
{
 
 
 
  {1 +
2
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑗0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
                           𝐶1 < 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶2 < 0
 {1 +
2
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑗0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝛼𝑘(1 − |
𝜀𝑡0
𝜀1
|
2
)]          𝐶1 ≥ 0
 {1 +
2
𝜙0
[(𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑗0) −
𝜀𝐿
3
(
𝑝
𝑃𝐿+𝑝
−
𝑝0
𝑃𝐿+𝑝0
)]}
3
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝛼𝑘(1 − |
𝜀𝑐0
𝜀3
|
2
)]          𝐶2 ≥ 0
 (6-3) 
 
This permeability model will be used to control the damage-based permeability variation, thus the 
gas flow in the 2D model. It is solved by the FEM solver simultaneously to investigate related 
parameters’ effects on the coal-seam interaction. The tested parameters include the longwall mining 
size parameters in the Ji15 coal seam and the interburden properties between the Ji15 coal seam and 
the Ji16-17 coal seam. 
 
6.3 Effects of longwall mining size parameters 
As stated in Chapter 5, mining activities in the first-mined seam could cause intense changes. Its floor 
rocks buckle upward, the crustal stress is relieved, and more fractures generate and propagate. 
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Meanwhile, coal damage occurs near the mining panel. As a result, permeability under the mining 
panel increases. Obviously, the size parameters of the longwall mining area, including the panel width, 
panel height, and the panel advance distance (AD), affect this process and play a significant role in 
the permeability changes under the mining panel. This section investigates the effects of those 
parameters by adopting the 2D simulation model. 
 
6.3.1 Panel width 
Panel width, as the name suggests, refers to the width of mining area. As shown in the Figure 6-2, it 
is the length of the mining working face. This section investigates four different width values (138 m, 
168 m, 198 m, and 228 m), of which, 168 m is the actual value. The Ji16-17 coal seam will experience 
different mechanics and permeability changes regarding the mining activities of those four width 
values. 
 
 
Figure 6-2. Comparison of mining areas with four different widths. 
Since the widths of mining areas are different, the mechanical properties under the mining panel 
reveal some differences. The horizontal stress and vertical stress changes under the mining area are 
shown in Figure 6-3. To clearly reflect the stress changes, the non-dimensional analysis was adopted 
through the following equation: 
 𝑅 =
𝜎𝐻(𝑉)−𝜎𝐻0(𝑉0)
𝜎𝐻0(𝑉0)
 (6-4) 
where 𝑅  is the stress change ratio; 𝜎𝐻(𝑉)  represents the horizontal stress and vertical stress, 
respectively, and  𝜎𝐻0(𝑉0) denotes the original value. 
 
On the basis of these definitions, a positive R value means that the stress increases as a result of stress 
concentration, whereas a negative value means the stress is relieved.  Thus results in Figure 6-3 could 
be analysed from following three perspectives: 
W 138 mJi15 coal seam
W 168 m
W 198 m
W 228 m
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1. Both the horizontal stress and vertical stress are significantly relieved under the mining area 
(𝑅 values of different widths are mostly negative, except for the areas near the two mining 
ends). Moreover, some stress and 𝑅 curves hump a little near the middle of the goaf area, 
which means the relief degree is slightly lower there. The roof rock caves into the goaf area, 
which to a certain extent adversely affects the stress relief under the mining panel, as shown 
in Figure 2-33. Meanwhile, the roof caves in most often in the middle of the mining area, 
where the negative effect on stress relief is the most significant. The collapse degree decreases 
gradually from the middle point to the two ends of mining area. 
2. Both 𝜎𝐻  and 𝜎𝑉  experience stress concentration near the two ends of the mining area. 
Furthermore, the stress concentration degree of 𝜎𝑉 is higher than 𝜎𝐻, for example, when the 
mining width is 168 m, the maximum vertical stress value is about 76.33 MPa (𝑅 value is 
3.24), whereas the maximum horizontal value is approximately 44.90 MPa (𝑅 value is 1.49). 
3. Under the mining area, the stress relief degree becomes higher with an increase in the width 
value, for example, the 𝑅 values of the vertical stress is approximately −0.99 when the width 
is 138 m. In contrast, that R value is −1.13, corresponding to the width of 228 m. As more 
coal is mined out of the mining area with a larger width value, the relief area and degree of 
compressive in situ stress both increase. At the two ends of mining area, the stress 
concentration degree also becomes higher when the width gets a larger value. For instance, 
the maximum 𝑅 value of vertical stress approximately increases from 2.84 to 4.41, whereas 
the panel width rises from 138 m to 228 m. As more coal is mined out and the goaf area 
becomes larger, a greater burden is transferred to the two ends. 
 
 
Mining area 
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Figure 6-3. Stress changes under the mining area. 
Permeability increases in the Ji16-17 coal seam during the mining of Ji15 seam because of stress relief 
and coal damage. Figure 6-4 shows the damage-based permeability results on the middle evaluation 
line of the underlying Ji16-17 coal seam for different widths. Each permeability ratio curve shows the 
average value of permeability variations in two directions. Each curve could be fitted into the logistic 
model (Table 6-2), and the R2 value (COD) is more than 0.98, which means the fitting accuracy is 
good. The average permeability ratio of each curve (𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒) could be obtained by using 1.8 (the 
thickness of Ji16-17 coal seam) to divide the integrated area of each curve: 
 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 = ∫ 𝑏 +
𝑎−𝑏
1+(
𝑥
𝑥0
)
𝑝 𝑑𝑥
1.8
0
1.8⁄  (6-5) 
 
Note that, first, permeability increases most at the upper boundary of the Ji16-17 coal seam, and the 
increase ratio decreases gradually with an increase in the distance to the interburden floor. 
Furthermore, the increase ratio of 228 m width decreases more slowly than the other ratios. Second, 
the permeability ratio is proportional to the width value of the mining area. 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 rises from 864.05 
to 906.70 when the widths are 138 m and 228 m, respectively. The larger mining area normally 
induces greater stress relief and coal damage. Thus, based on Eq. (6-3) , the permeability increases 
more. 
 
Mining area 
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Figure 6-4. Permeability changes in the Ji16-17 coal seam for different widths. 
 
Table 6-2 Fitting results of permeability ratio curves. 
Width/m Equation 𝑎 𝑏 𝑥0 𝑝 R
2 (COD) 
138 
𝑦 = 𝑏 +
𝑎 − 𝑏
1 + (
𝑥
𝑥0
)
𝑝 
950.15 840.77 0.36 4.85 >0.98 
168 973.40 861.25 0.35 4.58 >0.98 
198 984.27 871.48 0.35 4.15 >0.98 
228 994.50 877.36 0.38 3.10 >0.98 
 
6.3.2 Panel height 
Height is another significant parameter of the mining panel. This section investigates four height 
values, as shown in Figure 6-5 (2.6 m, 3.6 m, 4.6 m, and 5.6 m). Sensitivity analyses are conducted 
by changing the height value while keeping other properties the same. 
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Figure 6-5. Comparison of mining areas with four different heights. 
 
As stated, the permeability under the mining area increases after the mining activities in the Ji15 coal 
seam. The permeability ratio distributions in the Ji16-17 seam for four different height values, as well 
as the permeability changes at different times after mining (0, 500 h, 1000 h, and 1500 h), are shown 
in Figure 6-6, Note that, first, as a result of the stress relief and coal damage, the permeability in the 
Ji16-17 seam increases by hundreds of times, and the closer it is to the mining area, the higher the 
permeability ratio is. Second, as discussed in Section 5.4.3, gas is emitted into the goaf area from the 
relieved underlying seam because of pressure differences. For each panel height, the permeability 
distributions are recorded when the emission time is 0, 500 h, 1000 h, and 1500 h. This distribution 
shows that the permeability in the Ji16-17 seam gradually increases from the start to 1500 h of gas 
emission (the red colour area gradually becomes larger). Third, the increase in the permeability is 
proportional to the mining height value. For instance, after 1000 h of gas emission, the permeability 
ratio is around 900 times for the height of 2.6 m. In contrast, that ratio rises to a bit more than 1000 
times when the height is 5.6 m. 
 
Figure 6-6. Permeability ratio distribution under the mining area at different times. (a) H 2.6 m, (b) 
H 3.6 m, (c) H 4.6 m, and (d) H 5.6 m. 
H 2.6mJi15 coal seam
H 3.6m
H 4.6m
H 5.6m
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The gas pressure in the relieved coal seam gradually decreases during gas emission. Obviously, the 
emission performance is determined largely by permeability, that is, the higher permeability plays a 
positive role on the gas emission, and thus more gas is emitted into the goaf area and the residual gas 
pressure in the relieved seam becomes relatively small. Therefore, the positive correlation between 
the mining height and the permeability value could be verified by the gas pressure distribution in the 
Ji16-17 seam, as shown in Figure 6-7. In Figure 6-7 (a), before the gas emission begins, the gas 
pressures of the four height values are all 1.2 MPa. Then in Figure 6-7 (b), at 500 h later, the gas 
pressure in the relieved seam decreases to between 0.95 MPa and 1.12 MPa. Gas pressured continues 
decreasing, as shown in Figure 6-7 (c) and (d). Then, at 1500 h later, the pressure drops greatly, for 
example, the pressure of height 2.6 m and 5.6 m are as low as 0.553 MPa and 0.520 MPa, respectively, 
near the interburden floor. Furthermore, it also could be seen that the gas pressure becomes smaller 
with an increase in the mining height, which proves that the bigger height value results in higher 
permeability. Note that, as the effects of the permeability difference on gas emission accumulate with 
the time, the pressure differences among those four height values are greater in the later stage (i.e., 
1500 h) than in the early stages. 
 
 
(a) 
2.6m
3.6m
4.6m
5.6m
Permeability ratio distribution
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(b) 
 
(c) 
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(d) 
Figure 6-7. Gas pressure distribution in the Ji16-17 seam with different mining heights during gas 
emission: (a) emission time of 0 h, (b) 500 h, (c) 1000 h, and (d) 1500 h. 
 
To further quantitatively analyse the relationship between gas pressure and the mining height, Every 
height’s average gas pressure at each time was calculated, as shown in Figure 6-8. Then the average 
pressure was obtained by dividing the integration value of each pressure line in Figure 6-7 using the 
distance value of 1.8. The average gas pressure results indicate similar conclusions as those given in 
the last paragraph. Furthermore, for each height value, the average gas pressure of all of the times 
was also obtained. The all-time average pressures and the height values could be fitted into the 
following equation: 
 
 𝑦 = 0.87109 + 0.0952 × 0.85091𝑥   (𝑅2 > 0.99) (6-6) 
 
According to this equation, the higher the height value (𝑥 value) is, the smaller the gas pressure is 
because of the higher permeability ratio. Therefore, the gas emission tends to be severe when the 
mining height is big. As the emissions possibly lead to the gas incidents and coal spontaneous 
combustion in the goaf area. Thus, related measures should be taken to reduce gas emissions during 
coal mining with great height value, for example, by reducing the mining speed or draining the gas 
from the goaf area in a timely fashion. 
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Figure 6-8. Relationship between the mining heights and the average gas pressure. 
 
6.3.3 Panel advance distance 
Mining panels have three key size parameters: width, height, and AD. The effect analyses on the first 
two parameters have been conducted. This section investigates the effect of the panel AD on 
permeability changes and gas emissions in front of the mining face. The coal is mined in the form of 
a single slice during longwall mining, and the AD refers to the thickness of a single slice. Thus, the 
AD could also be called the advance rate.  This study analysed four AD values of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, 
and 3 m. In the simulation model, the total mining length is 12 m, which is 24 steps, 12 steps, 6 steps, 
and 4 steps, respectively, corresponding to those four AD values (Figure 6-9). 
 
The AD value affects the mechanics and permeability changes in front of the mining face, and this 
effect accumulates with an increase in total mining length. Table 6-3 indicates the permeability and 
pressure distributions in front of the mining working face for different AD values. First, from the 
perspective of permeability distributions at different times, at 200 h later, the permeability increases 
hundreds of times in front of the mining face. Meanwhile, the colour images show that the 
permeability-increase area grows larger and the ratio gets higher with the increasing AD value. In 
contrast, at 1200 h later, the permeability rises more for each AD value. At this time, the relationship 
between the permeability ratio and the AD is the same as that at 200 h. 
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Figure 6-9. Schematic diagram of mining areas with different ADs. 
 
These conclusions can be explained as follows: when the AD is large, more coal is mined out in each 
mining step. The coal in front of the working face experiences more significant changes in the 
mechanical properties, coal damage, and gas flow. Plus, the next big step begins before the impact of 
the previous step being stable, so the impact rapidly accumulates to be significant in the mining 
process. Taking the abutment stress for example, abutment stress is concentrated in front of the 
working face (Yasitli and Unver 2005). This concentrated stress could induce coal damage and coal 
displacement, generate fractures, and increase permeability (Yang et al. 2011a). Continuous mining 
with a large AD value would cause great abutment stress. In contrast, when the AD is small, the 
abutment stress is also relatively small during continuous mining activity. Because in this case the 
coal could be almost stable when the next mining step begins.  
 
Meanwhile, lager abutment stress normally squeezes the coal more intensely, and increases the coal 
displacement in front of the working face. Figure 6-10 shows the displacements in front of the 
working face regarding different ADs. The negative value represents that the coal moves to the 
negative X direction, that is, the working face. It shows the following: (1) the closer to the working 
face, the bigger the displacement is, and (2) with an increase in the AD value, the displacement value 
also grows. When the AD is 0.5 m, the maximum displacement value is about 0.05m, and then it 
increases to 0.06 m, 0.08 m, and 0.09 m for the AD of 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m, respectively. The damage 
is speculated to be more intense and the permeability increases more with the larger displacement 
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value. Therefore, the impact of mining with a large AD value on the coal in front of working face is 
relatively high. In conclusion, a larger AD value could lead to greater coal disturbance in front of the 
mining face. Thus, the permeability increases more than that corresponding to the small AD value. 
 
The pressure distributions in front of the working face also are given in Table 6-3, which verified the 
permeability distribution. It can be seen that the pressure decrease performance matches the 
permeability increase condition for each AD value. The higher the permeability increase degree is, 
the more the pressure decreases, for example, the permeability increase and pressure decrease both 
reach the highest level at 1200 h after the mining activities when the AD is 3 m. 
 
 
Figure 6-10. Displacements in front of the mining face of different ADs. 
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Table 6-3 Permeability and pressure distributions in front of the mining working face. 
Time/h  Permeability ratio Pressure/Pa 
200 
  
  
  
  
  
1200 
 
  
  
  
  
  
 
In addition, the effect of different mining lengths on the gas flow characteristics in front of the 
working face were investigated. Three mining lengths of 2 m, 6 m, and 12 m were tested with ADs 
of 2 m (Figure 6-11). Figure 6-12 indicates the pressure distribution in front of the mining face with 
those mining lengths. In this figure, the mining phase 1, phase 2, and phase 3 represent the mining 
length of 2 m, 6 m, and 12 m, respectively. This shows that the pressure is nearly 0.101 MPa (normal 
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atmospheric pressure) near the working face, and it gradually increases to the original value (1.2 MPa) 
along with the increasing distance to the working face. As the mining length getting bigger, the 
pressure-decrease area becomes larger and the decrease degree gets higher. The average pressure 
were obtained by integrating each pressure-change curve and using the length of the pressure-
evaluation line to divide the integration area. The 𝑝𝐴𝑣𝑒 ranges from 0.90 to 1.12, among which 𝑝𝐴𝑣𝑒 
has the largest value in phase 1 at 500 h after mining and is the smallest in phase 3 at 1500 h after 
mining. The mining process positively affects the permeability increase in front of the working face, 
and this effect accumulates with an increase in mining length. Therefore, permeability rises more at 
the later phase of mining. The residual pressure becomes smaller as more gas is emitted into the 
working face. 
 
 
Figure 6-11. Schematic diagram of mining areas with different mining lengths. 
 
Figure 6-12. Pressure distribution in front of the mining face of different mining lengths. 
 
Mining 
length 2 m 
Mining length 6m 
Mining length 12m 
Pressure-evaluation line 
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6.4 Effects of interburden properties 
In the last section, effects of longwall mining size parameters of the first-mined seam are investigated. 
Interburden refers to the rock layers between the first-mined seam and the relieved seam. In the 
simulation model used in this study, the interburden is a mudstone layer 3.4 m thick. It exists as a 
bridge between the Ji15 coal seam and Ji16-17 coal seam. Therefore, the interburden properties play a 
significant role in determining the seam interaction. This section focuses on that role and obtains the 
effects of interburden properties, including the Weibull shape parameter of interburden, the 
combinations of interburden sublayers, the combinations of interburden Young's modulus and 
Poisson's ratio, and the interburden thickness. 
 
6.4.1 Weibull shape parameter 
As stated in the Section 6.2, to improve the accuracy of the simulation results, the Young's modulus 
of each rock layer in the 2D numerical simulation model was assigned based on the Weibull 
distribution. The Weibull shape parameter 𝑚 determines the value distribution of Young's modulus. 
In the model, the interburden is a mudstone layer, its Weibull scale parameter of 𝐸 is 2.2 GPa, and its 
shape parameter is 8. To investigate the effect of the shape parameter on the two-seam interaction, 
additional shape parameter (𝑚) values were set, including 4, 12, 16, and 20, and without the Weibull 
distribution (i.e., the ideal homogenous case). 
 
The Young's modulus distributions of the interburden layer with different Weibull shape parameters 
are shown in Figure 6-13. It can be seen that Young's modulus generally becomes more homogeneous 
and more concentrated around 2.2 GPa with an increasing shape parameter. When the shape 
parameter is 4, the value range of 𝐸 is quite wide and its maximum value is bigger than 3 GPa, 
whereas its minimum value is smaller than 0.5 GPa. The distribution of Young's modulus becomes 
more concentrated with an increase in 𝑚 from 4 to 16. Figure 6-13 (a)-(d) show that most elements’ 
Young's modulus are between 1.98 GPa (0.9*2.2 GPa) and 2.2 GPa (1.0*2.2 GPa), which is the 
highest column in each graph. This column accounts for approximately 16.21% (1971 elements), 
28.23% (3433 elements), 37.85% (4603 elements), and 46.51% (5656 elements) of all of the columns 
when the 𝑚 is 4, 8, 12, and 16, respectively. Hence, an increase in the percentage is clear, which 
verifies the concentration trend of Young's modulus when 𝑚 gets bigger. Finally, when 𝑚 is 20, most 
of Young's modulus values are around 2.2 GPa. Meanwhile, the Young's modulus for approximately 
12,015 elements are between 1.76 GPa and 2.42 GPa (0.8 to 1.1 regarding the horizontal axis value 
in the graph (e)), accounting for 98.81% of all of the elements. In contrast, Young's modulus keeps 
the constant value of 2.2 GPa in the interburden layer, when the Weibull distribution is not considered. 
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(a) m=4
16.21%
14.93% 
13.42%
Without Weibull distribution 
Weibull shape parameter=4 
Weibull shape parameter=16 
Weibull shape parameter=8 
Weibull shape parameter=20 
Weibull shape parameter=12 
(b) m=8
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28.23%
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(c) m=12
Without Weibull distribution 
Weibull shape parameter=4 
Weibull shape parameter=16 
Weibull shape parameter=8 
Weibull shape parameter=20 
Weibull shape parameter=12 
18.17%
32.07%
37.85%
(d) m=16
Without Weibull distribution 
Weibull shape parameter=4 
Weibull shape parameter=16 
Weibull shape parameter=8 
Weibull shape parameter=20 
Weibull shape parameter=12 
14.05%
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46.51%
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Figure 6-13. Young's modulus distribution of interburden mudstone with different Weibull shape 
parameters (histogram and colour image). 
 
The damage-based permeability changes in the Ji16-17 coal seam with different Weibull shape 
parameters are shown in Figure 6-14. In the Ji16-17 coal seam, the permeability increases more than 
950 times at the interburden floor, and then the increase ratio gradually drops as it moves farther away 
Without Weibull distribution 
Weibull shape parameter=4 
Weibull shape parameter=16 
Weibull shape parameter=8 
Weibull shape parameter=20 
Weibull shape parameter=12 
(e) m=20
10.48%
36.61%
51.72%
Without Weibull distribution 
Weibull shape parameter=4 
Weibull shape parameter=16 
Weibull shape parameter=8 
Weibull shape parameter=20 
Weibull shape parameter=12 
(f) No Weibull
100%
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from the interburden floor. The dropping degree becomes relatively small when the distance to the 
floor is more than 0.6 m. The permeability ratio is in an inverse proportion to the Weibull shape 
parameter, and the ratio is the smallest when the Weibull distribution is not taken into account. The 
average permeability ratio corresponding to the five Weibull parameters ranges from 882.65 to 890.62, 
whereas it is 881.86 for the “No Weibull” condition. 
 
The horizontal and vertical stress distributions under the mining area are indicated in Figure 6-15 and 
Figure 6-16. It can be seen that the horizontal stress and the vertical stress are both relieved under the 
mining area, and both types of stress apparently are concentrated at the two ends of the mining area. 
The overall relief range of the vertical stress is relatively larger than that of the horizontal stress. Due 
to the different Weibull shape parameters, the previously mentioned stress relief performance in the 
Ji16-17 coal seam is different. The Young's modulus with a small Weibull shape parameter is more 
heterogeneous than that with a large shape parameter. The average Young's modulus value of the 
former is lower (< 2.2 GPa). Therefore, when the shape parameter of the Young's modulus is small, 
the stress relief degree is high and the coal damage is severe under the interburden layer because the 
blocking role of the interburden layer is relatively small. Thus, the permeability experiences a greater 
increase. In contrast, the Young's modulus is uniformly 2.2 GPa when the Weibull distribution is not 
considered. On average, the interburden layer is hard, and thus it plays a significant negative role on 
the permeability increase in the Ji16-17 coal seam compared with the other five 𝑚 values. 
 
Figure 6-14. Permeability changes in the Ji16-17 coal seam with different Weibull shape parameters. 
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Figure 6-15. Horizontal stress distribution under the mining area, (a) with height expression, and (b) 
contour plot. 
 
Figure 6-16. Vertical stress distribution under the mining area, (a) with height expression, and (b) 
contour plot. 
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6.4.2 Combinations of interburden sublayers 
This section reviews the effects of interburden properties on the relieved seam from the perspective 
of different combinations of sublayers. The interburden in this model is a mudstone with a thickness 
of 3.4 m. To realize the different combinations of interburden sublayers, the mudstone was divided 
into three parts: 1.1 m thick, 1.2 m thick and 1.1 m thick, respectively (i.e., sublayer 1, sublayer 2 and 
sublayer 3). Two Young's modulus values of 2.2 GPa and 1.6 GPa were set for those three sublayers. 
The sublayer with a Young's modulus value of 2.2 GPa is regarded as the “hard sublayer”, compared 
with the sublayer that has a Young's modulus value of 1.6 GPa, which is seen as the “soft sublayer.” 
On the basis of different Young's modulus values of these three sublayers, six interburden-sublayer 
combinations were investigated. These included combinations with more hard sublayers (HHH, HSH 
and SHH) and combinations with more soft sublayers (HSS, SHS and SSS), as shown in Figure 6-17. 
 
 
Figure 6-17. Schematic diagram of the six interburden-sublayer combinations. 
Weibull distribution with a shape parameter of 8 was applied to each sublayer. The Young's modulus 
distributions of those six interburden-sublayer combinations are illustrated in Figure 6-18. It can be 
seen that the Young's modulus of sublayer H is distributed around 2.2 GPa (more red and yellow 
colour), whereas that of sublayer S is distributed around 1.6 GPa (more green and blue colour). 
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Figure 6-18. Young's modulus distributions of different interburden-sublayer combinations. 
 
Figure 6-19 indicates the damage-based permeability outcomes in the Ji16-17 coal seam. The 
permeability increases the most when close to the interburden floor, and then the increase ratio drops 
rapidly before being roughly stable (from 0.6 m to 1.1 m to the interburden floor) and experiencing a 
slight decrease to an average of 860 times (from 1.1 m to 1.8 m). Furthermore, it could be seen that 
the permeability increases more when there are more soft sublayers. The permeability increases the 
most for a combination of SSS with an average permeability ratio of 903.20, whereas the combination 
of HHH gets the smallest 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 of 886.19. Note that the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 of SHH is larger than that of HSH, 
even though both combinations have two hard sublayers. This phenomenon likely is related to the 
position of the soft sublayer, which is the upper part of the SHH combination and the middle part of 
the HSH combination. During coal seam mining, stress is relieved under the mining area. Meanwhile, 
the floor layers experience damage, which is an unstable process with the release of energy (Gao et 
al. 2008). This energy release could lead to the rock disturbance and movement toward the goaf area. 
The energy release level of HSH should be lower than that of SHH, as well as the upward movement 
degree. Two hard sublayers surround the soft middle sublayer in the HSH combination. Those two 
hard sublayers could maintain the stability of the soft sublayer and hinder the rock deformation to the 
goaf area. The soft sublayer could absorb the released energy and decrease rock disturbance (Yang et 
al. 2011c). As a result, those three sublayers of HSH cooperatively decrease the relief effect of mining 
on the Ji16-17 coal seam. In contrast, more energy is released in the SHH combination. Because the 
soft sublayer next to the goaf area is severely damaged. Thus, it absorbs less energy, and the floor 
rock experiences greater disturbance. Finally, on average, the permeability increases more for the 
SHH combination than for the HSH combination. 
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Figure 6-19. Permeability changes in the Ji16-17 coal seam with different interburden-sublayer 
combinations. 
 
6.4.3 Combinations of interburden Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio 
This section concentrates on investigating the effects of geomechanical interburden properties, i.e. 
Young's modulus ( 𝐸) and Poisson's ratio (μ). Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are two significant 
geomechanical parameters, which affect the rock mechanical changes and permeability variation 
(Zheng et al. 2018a; Zheng et al. 2017b). To reveal the effects of 𝐸 and μ on the interaction between 
coal seams, the Young's modulus is assigned four values, namely 1.6 GPa, 2.2 GPa, 2.8 GPa and 3.4 
GPa, and the Poisson's ratio has three values: 0.32, 0.35 and 0.38. Six combinations of their values 
are determined, as shown in Figure 6-20. Among them, group 3 is regarded as the control group, as 
𝐸 and μ in this group are both real values. Meanwhile, the Young's modulus of group 2 to group 4 
are same (2.2GPa) while their Poisson's ratio values are different. On the contrary, the Poisson's ratio 
value is same (0.35) for groups 1, 3, 5 and 6. As described in the Section 6.2, the shape parameter of 
𝐸 of the interburden mudstone is 8 for those four scale parameters. Thus four different Young's 
modulus distributions are also shown in Figure 6-20. 
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Figure 6-20. Six parameter groups of interburden Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. 
 
Figure 6-21 shows the damage-based permeability variation on the middle evaluation line in Ji16-17 
coal seam regarding those six geomechanical parameter groups. Firstly, it can be seen that the 
permeability ratio of each parameter group is inversely proportional to the distance to the interburden 
floor. The ratio firstly experiences rapid decrease before a relatively slight decline.  
 
Secondly, as stated above, the Poisson's ratios are all 0.35 in groups 1, 3, 5 and 6. According to the 
principle of control variable method, the effect of Young's modulus on the permeability variation 
could be obtained by comparing the permeability results of those four parameter groups. When the 
Young's modulus increases from 1.6 GPa to 3.4 GPa with an interval of 0.6 GPa, the permeability 
ratio decreases first then increases. The average permeability ratio of 1.6 GPa is 901.16, then it 
decreases to 881.15 before increasing to 889.16 finally when the Young's modulus is 3.4 GPa. 
Meanwhile, it indicates that the decrease rate of 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 becomes smaller from group 1 to group 3 then 
1.6
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to group 5. And from group 5 to group 6, the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 increases. Above phenomena could be explained 
as follows: during the mining activities in the overlying seam, stress of the floor rock relives. However, 
as shown in Figure 2-33, the roof rock will collapse into the goaf area at the same time, which will, 
to a certain extent, compress the floor rock and adversely affects the relief performance under the 
mining area, including the permeability increase. Meanwhile, the collapse degree is the highest in the 
middle of mining area, and it decreases gradually from the middle point to the two ends of mining 
area. Therefore, the permeability change under the mining area is commonly affected by two 
competing factors: one is the floor rock relief, which plays a positive role in the permeability increase, 
and another one is the roof rock collapse, which negatively affects the permeability increase. The 
effect degrees of those two factors are related to the interburden properties. When the interburden 
hardness rises with the increase in Young's modulus. The negative effect of the second factor on 
permeability becomes smaller and smaller, as the hard interburden could bear more collapse-rock 
compression. Therefore, the decrease degree of 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 in the Ji16-17 coal seam is relatively small. As 
a result, the permeability increases to 889.16 from group 5 to group 6.  
 
Thirdly, by comparing the permeability changes of group 2 to group 4 of which the Young's modulus 
are both 2.2 GPa, the Poisson's ratio’s impact on the permeability could be obtained. It shows that the 
average permeability ratio grows with the increase in the μ value. For instance, the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 is 898.16 
when the Poisson's ratio is 0.38, compared with 873.15 for the value of 0.32. 
 
Figure 6-21. Permeability changes of six groups of interburden Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio. 
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Borehole gas drainage in the underlying seam was also analysed. Gas pressure change during the 
borehole drainage is an important index to assess the gas drainage performance and to verify the 
permeability change in the underlying seam, thus to reveal the impacts of those six parameter groups 
on the two-seam interaction. In this section, a borehole with the diameter of 120 mm is drilled in the 
middle of Ji16-17 coal seam. Figure 6-22 shows the colour images of gas pressure changes around 
borehole at different drainage phases for the basic parameter group 3, and specifically the pressure 
variations on the horizontal and vertical pressure-evaluation lines around borehole. It can be seen that 
the gas pressure is 1.2 MPa when the drainage starts. As the drainage continues, the pressure-decrease 
range and degree around borehole both gradually increase, and the shape of pressure-decrease area 
starts to be like a ‘Y’ after 500 hours of gas drainage, which is due to the gas emission into goaf area 
happens simultaneously. Specifically, Figure 6-22 (a) shows that the pressure-decrease rate is higher 
in the early drainage phase (approximately before 700h) than that in the later drainage phase on the 
vertical side of borehole, e.g. from 100h to 300h, the average pressure (𝑝𝐴𝑣𝑒) on the vertical line 
decreases from 0.83 MPa to 0.60 MPa (about 27.71% decrease). In contrast, from 1100h to 1300h, 
the average pressure drops from 0.26 MPa to 0.22 MPa (around 15.38% decrease). After 1500 hours 
of gas drainage, the average pressure decreases to be as low as 0.20 MPa. In Figure 6-22 (b), the 
average pressure on the horizontal side of borehole also decreases with time, from the original 1.20 
MPa to 0.32 MPa after 1500 hours of drainage. The decrease rate also becomes small at the later 
stage. Meanwhile, the closer to the borehole, the more the pressure decreases. 
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Figure 6-22. Gas pressure distribution around drainage borehole. (a) On the vertical line (i), and (b) 
on the horizontal line (ii). 
 
Furthermore, to reveal the effect of different parameter groups on the pressure changes around 
borehole, the gas pressure differences along the vertical line between those six parameter groups were 
plotted in Figure 6-23. In this figure, the pressure change corresponding to the basic parameter group 
3 is regarded as the benchmark value. The pressure-difference curves are obtained through using the 
pressure values of other groups to subtract the benchmark pressure. A positive value represents that 
the pressure of that group is larger than the benchmark pressure and vice versa.  
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It can be seen that after 100 hours gas drainage, the gas pressure of group 2 and 5 are both larger than 
that of group 3. In contrast, the gas pressure of group 1, 4 and 6 are smaller than group 3. As the 
drainage goes on, above pressure differences become more apparent. After 900 hours of gas drainage, 
the maximum gas pressure difference is seen between group 1 and 3, which is over 0.004 MPa. Higher 
residual pressure means that the drainage process is relatively slower due to the lower permeability. 
Therefore, the lower the permeability ratio is, the slower the pressure decreases. As illustrated in 
Figure 6-21, group 1 and 2 achieve the most and the least permeability increase, respectively. 
Meanwhile, group 1 and 2 also have the minimum and maximum residual pressure. It indicates that 
the pressure decrease performance is corresponding to the permeability ratio of each parameter group 
and could be verified with each other. 
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Figure 6-23. Gas pressure differences on the vertical side of borehole between group 3 and other 
groups. (a) t =100h, (b) t =500h, and (c) t = 900h. 
 
6.4.4 Comparisons and discussions on 𝑷𝑹𝑨𝒗𝒆 
Section 6.4.1, Section 6.4.2 and Section 6.4.3 investigated the effects of Weibull shape parameter, 
combinations of interburden sublayers, and combinations of interburden Young's modulus and 
Poisson's ratio on coal seam interaction. The damage-based permeability changes in the Ji16-17 coal 
seam was adopted to reveal the effects. Furthermore, the average permeability ratio was obtained by 
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dividing the integration area of each permeability ratio curve by the Ji16-17 coal seam thickness of 1.8. 
All of the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒  values are shown in Table 6-4. This section compares the average permeability 
changes of different interburden properties and provides general conclusions. 
 
Table 6-4 The 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 values of different interburden properties.  
m value 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 
Sublayer 
combination 
𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 
Young's 
modulus/GPa 
𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 
Poisson's 
ratio 
𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 
4 890.62 1 886.19 1.6 901.16 0.32 873.15 
8 885.16 2 890.19 2.2 885.16 0.35 885.16 
12 884.06 3 892.18 2.8 881.15 0.38 898.16 
16 883.15 4 894.2 3.4 889.16 _ _ 
20 882.65 5 897.19 _ _ _ _ 
24 881.86 6 903.2 _ _ _ _ 
Note: 1. For the convenience of graph plotting, some interburden properties should be digital. In the column of m value, 
the ‘No Weibull’ is represented by ‘24’. Meanwhile, the sublayer combinations HHH, HSH, SHH, HSS, SHS and SSS 
are represented by 1 to 6, respectively. 2. Based on the control variable method, the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒  of interburden Young's 
modulus and Poisson's ratio are listed separately, rather than the parameter groups. 
 
According to Table 6-4, the average permeability ratios of different interburden properties are plotted 
in Figure 6-24. This figure shows the four properties of m value, sublayer combination, Young's 
modulus, and Poisson's ratio. Discussions on these properties are conducted from the following three 
perspectives: 
1. Among the four tested properties, the average permeability ratio ranges from approximately 
873 to 903. It also can be seen that the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 lines of the m value, Young's modulus, and 
Poisson's ratio intersect at 885.16, which corresponds to the m value of 8, Young's modulus 
of 2.2 GPa, and Poisson's ratio of 0.35. This intersection is defined as a benchmark point, and 
the vertical line through it divides the whole 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 range into two parts. The 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 in the left 
part is lower than 885.16. Thus this part is called the Low 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 area. Similarly, the right part 
next to the vertical line is the High 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 area. 
2. For the tested m value, most of its 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 values are in the Low 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 area (in the high 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 
area only when m < 8); and the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 values of all of the sublayer combinations are high. For 
Young's modulus, most of its 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 values are in the High 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 area. When the Young's 
modulus is small (or very big), the average permeability ratio is high. The 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 values of 
the tested Poisson's ratio have nearly average distributions in the high and low areas. 
Therefore, a high-permeability increase in the relieved seam is more likely to occur and the 
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two-seam interaction is more intense when the coal-seam group possesses one or more 
following characteristics: a small Weibull shape parameter, more soft sublayers in the 
interburden layer, a small Young's modulus, and a large Poisson's ratio. In the coal-seam 
group with the potential for an intense interaction, it could be effective to relieve one coal 
seam and increase its permeability by mining its neighbouring seams. 
3. The 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 variation ranges of the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are relatively larger 
than the ranges of the m value and sublayer combination. For the former two properties, the 
difference in 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 value could be more than 20, compared with around 10 or 15 for the last 
two properties. To a certain extent, this phenomenon shows that the effects of Young's 
modulus and Poisson's ratio are more significant than the last two properties. 
 
 
Figure 6-24. The average permeability ratio of different interburden properties. 
 
6.4.5 Interburden thickness  
The thickness of the interburden rock layer determines the distance of the underlying relieved seam 
to the overlying first-mined seam. Thus, its effect on the two-seam interaction is direct and significant. 
Generally, as the interburden thickness gets larger, the interaction between the two seams becomes 
smaller, and the effects of stress relief and permeability increase on the relieved seam decrease. The 
different interburden thickness could be equivalent to different positions of the relieved seam under 
the mining area. Therefore, the division of four permeability areas (Figure 5-5 and Figure 6-25) could 
be adopted to discuss the impact of thickness on the two-seam interaction. The permeability ratio 
drops with an increase in the distance to the floor of the first-mined seam. 
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Taking the simulation model case in Chapter 5 as an example, the effects of interburden thickness on 
the relieved seam are as follows: in this model, the thickness of the relieved Ji16-17 coal seam is 1.8 m, 
and the permeability area I is within 12 m under the mining panel. Therefore, when the interburden 
thickness is less than 10.2 m, the relieved seam should be completely in permeability area I. In this 
area, the coal is severely damaged with the highest permeability increase. In other words, the relief 
effect of the first-mined seam on the relieved seam is most significant. Similarly, when the 
interburden thickness is between 12 m and 33.2 m, the relieved seam is in permeability area II. There 
is no coal damage in this area, and the permeability of the relieved seam experiences the second 
highest increase. The relieved seam is completely in permeability area III when the interburden 
thickness is between 35 m and 57.2 m. In this area, the horizontal permeability increases more than 
the vertical permeability. If the interburden thickness is more than 57.2 m, the relieved seam starts to 
be in permeability area IV, and the permeability experiences a slight increase. Thus, the two-seam 
interaction in this area is small. In conclusion, with an increase in interburden thickness, the two-
seam interaction tends to be smaller and smaller, and the relieved seam experiences less stress relief 
and permeability increase when the first-mined seam is being mined. 
 
 
Figure 6-25. Different permeability areas under the longwall mining area. 
 
6.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the impacts of longwall mining size parameters and interburden properties on the coal-
seam interaction were analysed from the perspectives of damage-based permeability variation in the 
underlying destressed coal seam, gas drainage performance and gas emission performance. Weibull 
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statistical distribution was adopted to assign the geomechanical property in the simulation model to 
reveal rock heterogeneity. Following conclusions could be obtained: 
 
(1) The Weibull statistical distribution is of significance for realizing rock heterogeneity. The Weibull 
shape parameter mainly determines the heterogeneity level. The higher this parameter is, the more 
homogeneous the rock property is. The interburden Young's modulus values are more concentrated 
to the scale parameter 𝐸0 (2.2 GPa). 
 
(2) Mining activities in the first-mined seam greatly affect the mechanics and permeability 
characteristics under the mining panel. From the mechanics perspective, both horizontal stress and 
vertical stress are significantly relieved under the mining area, and the 𝜎𝐻 and 𝜎𝑉 experience stress 
concentration near the two ends of the mining area. Furthermore, the stress concentration degree of 
𝜎𝑉 is higher than the 𝜎𝐻. From the viewpoint of permeability, during the mining of the Ji15 coal seam, 
the permeability experiences hundreds times of increase in the underlying Ji16-17 seam. The 
permeability increases the most near the interburden floor, and then with an increase in distance to 
the interburden floor, the permeability ratio drops rapidly before a relatively slight decline. 
 
(3) Generally, positive correlations exist between the longwall mining size parameters in the first-
mined coal seam and two-seam interaction. Larger size parameters could enhance the degree of stress 
relief, permeability increase and gas emission performance under the longwall mining panel and in 
front of the working face. The permeability ratio is proportional to the width value. The average 
permeability ratio rises from 864.05 to 906.70 when the widths are 138 m and 228 m, respectively. 
Also, the increase in permeability is proportional to the mining height value. For the panel AD, a 
larger AD value could lead to greater coal disturbance in front of the mining working face. Thus, the 
permeability-increase area becomes larger and the ratio gets higher than those corresponding to the 
smaller AD values. Meanwhile, the outcomes of gas emission performance in the relieved seam 
corresponds to the permeability variation and could be verified with each other. This finding is based 
on the understanding that the higher the permeability increase degree is, the more the pressure 
decreases in the gas emission process. Therefore, if mining safety and equipment permit, mining sizes 
could increase to enhance the permeability performance of the relieved seam for better drainage 
performance. However, the gas emitted from the relieved seam to the working face and goaf area 
would also increase. Hence, the concept of appropriate mining size is practical, taking both the 
permeability increase and gas-emission prevention into account. 
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(4) Interburden properties largely affect the coal-seam interaction. For the Weibull shape parameter, 
the stress relief performance and permeability ratio in the Ji16-17 coal seam are in inverse proportion 
to it. The increase ratio is the smallest in the ideal homogeneous case. The 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 ranges from 890.62 
to 882.65, corresponding to the Weibull parameters of 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20, and it is 881.86 for the 
“No Weibull” condition. 
 
(5) Six interburden-sublayer combinations of HHH, HSH, SHH HSS, SHS, and SSS are determined 
based on different Young's modulus values of sublayers. The permeability increases more when there 
are more soft sublayers. The permeability increases the most for the SSS combination with an average 
permeability ratio of 903.20, whereas the HHH combination gets the smallest 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 of 886.19, and 
the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 of the SHH combination is larger than that of HSH. 
 
(6) For the geomechanical interburden properties, when Young's modulus increases from 1.6 GPa to 
3.4 GPa with an interval of 0.6 GPa, the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 decreases initially, but then rises. In contrast, the 
𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 and Poisson's ratio shows a positive linear relationship. The 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 increases from 873.15 to 
898.16 when Poisson's ratio changes from 0.32 to 0.38. Higher residual pressure in the underlying 
relieved seam indicated that the drainage process is relatively slower because of the lower 
permeability. The 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 variation ranges that correspond to different Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio values are relatively larger than the variation ranges of different Weibull shape parameters and 
sublayer combinations. 
 
(7) The interburden thickness determines the distance of the underlying relieved seam to the overlying 
first-mined seam. Generally, when the interburden thickness gets larger, the interaction between the 
two seams becomes smaller, and the effects of stress relief and permeability increase on the relieved 
seam are less and less. 
 
(8) Outcomes in this chapter could provide a new understanding of the relationship between 
properties of longwall mining and interburden and the coal-seam interaction. The seam interaction is 
more intense and the high-permeability increase in the relieved seam is more likely to occur when the 
coal-seam group possesses one or more of the following characteristics: large mining size parameters, 
small Weibull shape parameter, more soft sublayers in the interburden, small interburden Young's 
modulus and big Poisson's ratio, and small interburden thickness. In coal-seam groups with the 
potential for an intense interaction, mining the neighbouring coal seams of the targeted seam first 
could be an effective method to increase its permeability and gas drainage efficiency. 
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Chapter 7  
 Conclusions and recommendations 
 
7.1 Conclusions  
Coal seam gas drainage possesses multiple benefits. To enhance the drainage performance in 
multilayer coal seam group, roles of coal-seam interaction during coal mining in the gas drainage 
layout and operation are investigated in this thesis, through implementing coupled permeability model 
into the Finite-element numerical analysis. Meanwhile, outcomes of field measurements in the coal 
mine and related published results are introduced to validate the simulation results. 
 
In the multilayer coal seam group, taking the mining safety into account, the overlying coal seam 
should normally be first mined to help increase the gas drainage efficiency of underlying seam. 
Meanwhile, before mining the overlying coal seam, gas in it needs to be drained by adopting 
underground to inseam boreholes. Therefore, this study is focused on the UIS borehole gas drainage 
in the overlying coal seam, the interaction between neighbouring coal seams and its effect on gas 
drainage design in the underlying coal seam. Specifically, in the overlying coal seam, to enhance the 
UIS gas drainage performance, characteristics of mechanics and flow fields around borehole and the 
effects of coal properties on the ventilation air leakage are analysed (Chapter 4). Then in Chapter 5 
and Chapter 6, the interaction between adjacent coal seams, the effects of longwall mining size 
parameters in the overlying coal seam and the interburden properties on the interaction, and their 
guidance on the gas drainage borehole design are investigated. Following conclusions could be 
obtained: 
 Investigations on coal permeability have been extensively conducted. Among the current 
permeability models, two theoretical assumptions of uniaxial strain and constant vertical 
stress are always applied. Meanwhile, the effects of coal stress change and gas 
adsorption/desorption are frequently taken into account. However, coupled permeability 
models considering the effects of coal damage and coal anisotropy are relatively less.  
 For the mechanics-field characterisation in the overlying coal seam, around the underground 
roadway, four stress areas exist (І to IV) based on different relief status of the tri-axial stresses. 
In those four areas, stress distribution around the UIS drainage borehole is different from each 
other. 
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 For the flow-field characterisation, on the roadway wall, four air-leakage levels exist around 
UIS drainage borehole based on the leakage amount in unit area: level A (λ>3000m), level B 
(2500 m < λ < 3000 m), level C (2000m< λ <2500m) and level D (λ <2000m). The air-leakage 
degree decreases from level A to level D, on which the design of spraying air-proof materials 
should be based. Along the drainage borehole, there are four air-leakage areas: free air-leakage 
area (FAA), semi-free air-leakage area (SAA), hard air-leakage area (HAA) and virgin air-
leakage area (VAA). The air-leakage degree is the highest in FAA while that is the lowest in 
HAA. The leakage-behaviour results in this conclusion match well with the mechanics results 
in the previous conclusion. 
 The average air leakage amount positively correlates with the Young's modulus, while it is in 
inverse proportion to the Poisson's ratio. The porosity’s effect is a bit complex, with the 
porosity changing from 0.01 to 0.03, the average leakage amount first reduces, before 
experiencing a slight increase. Furthermore, the effect of Young's modulus on air leakage is 
the most significant. Poisson's ratio comes second, while porosity has the least impact on the 
leakage. 
 Investigation results of UIS gas drainage in the overlying seam are beneficial for figuring out 
the mechanism of ventilation air leakage into drainage borehole, and allow for optimal design 
of the spraying area and order and borehole sealing, thus provide scientific basis for an 
integrated anti-air-leakage method including spraying air-proof materials on the roadway wall 
and sealing borehole effectively.  
 Under the first-mined area, there are four different permeability areas. Permeability increases 
significantly in areas I to III (the highest being more than 650 times) while it rises slightly in 
the area IV. Above results are beneficial for determining the favourable gas drainage areas 
under the longwall mining panel and guiding the drainage borehole design in the underlying 
coal seam to prevent gas emission into the mining panel: drainage boreholes need to be drilled 
in those permeability-enhancement areas, including permeability areas I to III. Meanwhile, in 
the permeability area III, vertical boreholes have better drainage performance than the 
horizontal boreholes and thus should be preferred.  
 There are positive correlations between the longwall mining size parameters in the overlying 
coal seam and the coal seam interaction. Larger size parameters could enhance the stress relief 
degree, permeability increase and gas emission performance under the longwall mining panel.  
 Interburden properties largely affect the coal seam interaction. For the Weibull shape 
parameter, the stress relief performance and permeability increase in the underlying coal seam 
are in inverse proportion to it. Six interburden-sublayer combinations of HHH, HSH, SHH 
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HSS, SHS and SSS are determined based on different Young's modulus values of sublayers. 
The permeability increases more when there are more soft sublayers. For the geomechanical 
interburden properties, when the Young's modulus increases from 1.6 GPa to 3.4 GPa, the 
𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 decreases initially but then rises. In contrast, the 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑣𝑒 and the Poisson's ratio show a 
positive linear relationship. When the interburden thickness gets larger, the interaction 
between two seams becomes smaller, and the effects of stress relief and permeability increase 
on the relived seam becomes less. 
 Generally, the seam interaction is more intense and the high permeability increase in the 
relieved seam is more likely to occur when the coal-seam group possesses one or more of the 
following characteristics: large mining size parameters in the overlying seam, a small Weibull 
shape parameter, more soft sublayers in the interburden, small interburden Young's modulus 
and big Poisson's ratio and a small interburden thickness. In the coal-seam group with 
potential of intense interaction, mining the neighbouring coal seams of the targeted seam first 
could be an effective method to increase its permeability and gas drainage efficiency. 
 
7.2 Recommendations for future work  
Good coupled permeability model is of significance for investigating the role of coal-seam interaction 
on enhancing gas drainage performance in multilayer coal seam group by using numerical simulation 
method, as permeability largely determines the gas flow performance in numerical model. As 
concluded in Chapter 3, most previous permeability models are concentrated on predicting the 
permeability change during coal seam gas drainage using surface wells rather than the UIS boreholes. 
For the surface-well drainage, the mining activities in the coal seam is relatively less. The in-situ 
stress of most coal areas experiences slight change. Therefore, in most previous permeability 
investigations, the fluid pressure change during gas drainage plays a relatively important role in the 
change in effective stress change due to the slight variation in crustal stress. However, for the gas 
drainage in the underground coal mine. The mining activities are normally many and intense which 
could induce great crustal stress changes, e.g. the borehole drilling, roadway excavation and longwall 
mining. Therefore, the effective stress change are mainly determined by the stress changes rather than 
the gas pressure for this drainage method, particularly when the coal seam gas pressure is low. 
Meanwhile, the large-scale mining activities could always induce intense coal damage which plays a 
significantly positive role in the permeability increase. Although permeability models and its 
distributions in the underground coal mine have been analyzed in this thesis. More related studies 
should be conducted, particularly, the mechanics changes and the coal damage should be emphasized 
in the permeability analysis for gas drainage in underground mining. 
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In Chapter 5, the interaction between adjacent coal seams are studied from the perspectives of 
damage-based permeability variation under the mining area and the gas emission performance in the 
underlying coal seam. Four different permeability areas under the mining area are identified and their 
benefits on determining the favourable gas drainage areas under the mining panel and guiding the 
drainage borehole design are discussed. However, related conclusions are summarized based on the 
specific mining conditions in the suggested coalmine. In fact, the properties of coal-bearing strata in 
coalmines are various, including the rock type, rock thickness and depth, coal parameters, interburden 
property. Meanwhile, there are many mining methods, e.g. there could be one, two or more first-
mined coal seam. Liu et al. once investigated the effect of two first-mined coal seams on the relieved 
seam through making experiments, in their study, some new characteristics (the ‘buffering effect’) 
were concluded compared with the effect of one first-mined seam (Liu et al. 2011b). Therefore, more 
studies on the multi-seam interaction including numerical simulation and on-site data analysis should 
be conducted, aiming to find out a relatively general law to provide guidance for borehole design in 
the relieved coal seams with various properties. 
 
Coal is normally heterogeneous, which affects its mechanics properties and damage characteristics, 
and thus the permeability change (Wang et al. 2016b; Zhu and Tang 2004). Meanwhile, some coal 
properties are affected by other coal parameters and constantly change with the time. E.g. the Young's 
modulus, one of the most significant coal geomechanical properties, tends to change with confining 
stress, gas pressure and temperature. Gentzis et al. (2007) found that the coal becomes stiffer with 
the increase in confining stress from experimental measurements. Therefore, taking the coal 
heterogeneity into account should improve the numerical simulation. However, coal properties are 
generally homogeneous in previous numerical simulation works. In Chapter 6, a beneficial attempt is 
that the Weibull distribution is adopted to assign the Young's modulus of rock strata for investigating 
the coal seam interaction. Further, more parameters are advised to be set heterogeneous in future 
work, e.g. Poisson's ratio, coal strength and others. 
 
Water exists in some coal seams. Its presence affects the coal relative permeability and thus the gas 
drainage process (Pan and Connell 2012). However, the water effect is not taken into account in the 
numerical simulation models of this thesis, i.e. the absolute permeability is adopted for gas flow. 
 
In conclusion, following aspects are recommended for the future work: 
 Investigations on coal permeability changes during gas drainage in underground mining, 
particularly, the effects of mechanics changes and coal damage on permeability prediction. 
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 More studies on the multi-seam interaction for coal-bearing strata with various properties and 
mining methods, including numerical simulation and on-site data analysis. 
 In the numerical simulation model, more properties are set heterogeneous, e.g. Poisson's ratio 
and coal strength and others. 
 Taking into account the effects of water in coal on permeability and gas drainage performance. 
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